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If even the greatest of the gods, ·in offering praise, 
The hope of comprehending Thee, in full, resign, 
So may I not be blamed, if, in my humble ways, 
I laud Thy name-pardon these stumbling words of mine. 1 

1 Mahimaslotra, A Hymn to 5iva, as tramlated by J, D. w. in The Light 
of Truth or the Siddhilnla Dipika and Agamic Review, August 1911, Vol. 
XII, No, 2, 

Of the many hymns to Siva, this is perhaps the best known and the 
favourite. The pious Saivite repeats it, or has it chanted to him, every 
day, aud even the less devout read it daily during a certain fortnight in 
the year, The hymns in Siva's honour are familiar eve::i to Si1dras, 
unlike the other prayers aud mantras, which qia:y ~ot be «!pee.led except 
by the twtceborn. V. p. 49, 
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PREFACE 

DR. G. U. POPE, a great Tamil scholar of the nineteenth century, 
has said in a number of places that if anyone desires to influence 
the Tamil mind he must know the essence of the Saiva Siddhanta 
philosophy. He went on to say that anyone who anywhere sets 
himself to benefit the Tamilian ... ' should take pains to know 
accnrately the feelings and convictions of those for whom, and in 
the minds of whom, they work'. 1 

As a young missionary recruit) went to South India with that 
statement as my ideal, having read it while writing a master's 
thesis on 'Bhakti' at the Kennedy School of Missions. Fortuna• 
tely, I found myself in Voorhees College, Vcllore, where Mr. 
C. S. Raja Pillai taught Tamil. Mr. Pillai was himself trained in 
a Siddhaata mutt, so he and I read together from the Siddhanta 
scriptures for an hoar each day over a period of iour years. Two 
years of research at Columbia University and a year of revision in 
India followed before the manuscript was sent to the press. 

In spite of the fact that there are two excellent books on the 
Siddhanta-one in German by H. W- Schomerus and one in 
English by Violet Paranjoti-another may not be out of place. 
A Siddhantin himself expresses the desire that ' schol~rs of 
Saiva religion and philosophy who can express their.selves in 
English ... produ:.:e similar works. It is beiieved that such 
works will ... infuse the inquiring and thinking mind with zeal 
to learn the religion and philosophy from the original works in 
Tamil'• 

2 
If thh. book does that, the labour it entailed will not be 

in vain. 

If there is anything unique about the present book, it may be 
the presentation. This book endeavours to show how the Saiva 
Siddbanta apologetic proceeds from its source to its end by means 

2 
·Pope, C, U ., The Tirurncagam, p. :s:i of the Preface. 

2 

Sivagnana Bothaui", 1945 (Seconcl) Edition, The GnanasambandaID 
Press, Dharmapuram, Note 17 of the 1945 Preface. 

B 
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of logical propositions and inferences. The philosophy as a 
whole speaks for itself :and it offers an excellent example of a 
'total philosophy', for at no stage in the presentation is one in 
doubt as to the reasons for the belief set forth. The presupposi
tions of the Siddhanta and the reasons for them are clearly 
stated. 

Unlike the two books cited previously, no counter-arguments 
are gh·en during the exposition of the philosophy as such. The 
reason they are not given is that the writer feels that religion is a 
seamless dress which must be accepted or rejected in toto rather 
than assimilated or criticized by segments. Section II! of this 
book attempts to show how this is so ~n the case of the Saiva 
Siddhanta. 

As this book goes to press, the writer wishes to express his 
appreciation for th~ help given by : C. S. Raja Pillai for his 
patience anu care as Tamil tutor; S. Satchidanandam Pillai 
(author of Siddhanta articles in the Vcda,tla Kesari and the 
Cultural Heritage of India) for his suggestions for study and his 
correction of the original manuscript; K. Vajraveln Mudaliar 
(president of the Saiva Siddhanta College at Mayavaram, Tanjore 
District), Somasundara Thambiran (bead of the Rock Fort 
Temple in Trichinopoly), Dr. V • A.pevasenapathi (Depart-nent of 
Indian Philosophy, University of Madras) and Father Herras (St. 
Xavier's Research Institnte, Bombay) for their reading and very 
helpful suggestions relative to the manuscript; Dr. T. M. P. Maha
devan.(Department of Indian Philosophy, University of Mauras) 
for his suggestions relative to the bibliography; and Balasubrah
manya Mudaliar (Honorary Secretary of the Madras Saiva 
Siddhanta Mahasamajam) for his criticisms and suggestions 
relative to the translation ·of the Siva-jiiana-bodfta; C. Yoga
sundaram and S. W. Savarimuthu for their help in the re-transla
tion of the Bodha; P. V. Varadaraja Sanna for his help in 
transliteration; and S. J. Jagaraj for preparing the Index. The 
writer's thanks are likewise due to the members of his research 
committee at Columbia University and Union Theological Semi
nary, New York City. The members of this committee were 
Dr. Horace L. Friess, Dr. Herbert W. Schneider, Dr. George 
Briggs, Dr. Arthur Jeffery and Dr. P. D. Devanandarn. His 
special thanks are due to Dr. Friess, who as chairman of the com
mittee gave much time, help and encouragement. 
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Lastly, thanks are due to the authorities of Union Theological 
Seminary, who in 1946-7 g-ranted the writer the privilege of 
continuing this study as Dodge Missionary Fellow and who the 
following year offered their facilities to complete the work. If 
others come to understand the Tamil mind a little more clearly 
and appreciatively, the purpose of the missionary fellowship will 
in some measure have been achieved. 

JOHN H. PIET 
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SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION 

I. Tmi: • SAIVA SmDHANTA' DEFINED 

ERRATA 

p:;ige 10, line 5. Fo,- Tiruppallanfu, read Tiruppallfu;ltu. 
10, line 33. For Tiruvuutiar, read Tiruvuntiyar. 

" ,, 12, lines 22 and 23. For Sai:tkalpanira, karaQatp 1'ead 
Sankalpanira-karaQam. 

,, 16, line 29. For An inference may be of one of two 
kinds, read An inference may be one of 
two kinds. 

,, 17, line 15. For statemenf, read statement. 
48, line 3. For he entire work, read the entire work. ,, 
98, line 12. For Bindu is an evoluion of, read Bindu 

" ~ is an evolution of. • 
,, 104, line 6. For vitai breaths, read vital breaths. 
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SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION 

I. THE 'SAIVA SIDDHANTA' DEFINED 

The Saiva Siddhanta philosophy of South India is one 0£ the 
classical products of the Tamil mind. Not only so, but the system, 
in keeping with the claim inherent in its name, is one of the finest 
systems of Hindu thought and life. 

The worcl ' Saiva' is of course derived from 'Sivam '-the , I I 

name the Saivites use for the Supreme Being. It indicates that 
this school has affinities with the other schools of Hindu thought 
which interpret Siva to inean 'the auspicious' 1 or• the blissful Lord'. 

The word ' Siddhanta • is a compound word made up of 
• siddba' and 'anta '. The first means I the established truth'; 
while the second means , end, or , termination'. Placed together 
they convey the idea of absolute intellectual finality, the final word 
or encl of ends. 

The Saiva Siddhanta thus allies itself with other systems of 
Hindu 

th
ought, While, at the same time, it claims to set itself apart 

froID them as llte acme of religious truth. Kinship is found in 
the acknowledgement that these other systems are valid in the 
spiritual_ laddl!r of. religious apperception, while differenti~tion is 
found m the claim that these other systems must be 
transc:

nd
ed by the accomplished end or final proof of the Saiva 

Siddhanta.
2 

• A.s the Siddh- tin' therefore, looks at the field of 
. g rehg· an ' . 

varY
10 10

0.s, he defines the true religion against the 

l , The worship 'd 
1 

d · 
of Civa • h ldest and most m e Y sprea m . In very earJ . 1s one of t e o . . . . 

1na111., ) those Who Y titoes his worshi ers were divided mto two main d1v1-
sions: (l ti·ces Practised th . . pp ording tolthe Vedas and (2) those prac Wer e1r rites ace 
wbose f nat e 0 PPosi:a t h Io the dreadful and destructive Dlena o Ure, ana o t em. , h d d 
pheno the ancient .A. the epidemics that rage and carry awa} un re s 
of men, Th ryans saw th of the Omnipotent which they d &udra, e same e po\ver 
nam~ was turned into Power when appealed and appeas~ b~_prayers ~nd 
offenogs .. us , Pa. a benignant being and they named 1t C1va meaning 
the Ausp1c10 . '1, B . .A. . . C' I . ' d' 

l 'I. idus p 58 ·, Monograpl, on the Religious uec s tn ,n ta among tlte -,ti • • , 

e Paranjoti, V., Saiva Sidd/,a- • 
• nta, p. i. 
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background of transmigration and says: ' 'l'he true religion is the 
one which does not conflict with this or that but which compris~s 
reasonably everything within its own fold.' 1 

The Saiva Sicldh.anta, in other words, means the conclusion of 
conclusions-that which speaks the last religious-philosophical 
word. 2 It is the final authority, the terminus of philosophical 
thought, the capstone of religious belief. By its very name, it 
claims that nothing higher exists. 3 

II. .A BRIRF HISTORY OF THR SIDDHANTA 

Although the origins of the Saiva Siddhanta system lie buried 
in the obscurity of antiquity, 4 the formulation of the philosophy 
as a crystallized whole belongs to the disputation period, when 
Materialism, Jainism and Buddhism carried on a vigorous propa
ganda campaign in South India. The general dates for this lie 
between the eighth and the thirteenth centuries A. D. 5 

Hinduism itself came to the Tamil country around 500 B.c. 
Between then and the time of opposition, men worshipped both 
Viimu and Siva. Each worshipped tht! god of his choice and no 
doubt held that god in higher esteem than any other, but did not 
thereby deny the efficacy of the others. 

Sectarianism and the necessity fo; apologetic were formed in 
the crucible of debate ; for when the Hindu faith was shaken by 
the Materialist with his philosophy of 'no-god', the Jain with his 
philosophy of' no-sacrifice', and the Budd?ist0 with ~i.s philosophy 
of •no-caste', the followers of both V1f;iI.1U and Siva found it 
necessary to champion their own particular cause. 

1 ~iva-iiiii.na-siddhi, Svpak~a, Sutra VIII: 13. 
2 Schomerus, W., Der Caiva Sidd/1ii.11ta, p. 1. 
3 For a good definitio'n of 'Saiva Sidclbanta' see 'Introduction to 

Siddbanta Giiana Ratnavali' by S. Palvanna Mudaliar in The Siddhanta 
Dee(Jika, April 1908, p. 1. 

~ The Cultural Heritage of India, Vol. ll, article ' Historical Sketch of 
Saivism' by K. A. Nilakanta Sastri, p. 18. 

~ See Ayyar, C. V. Narayana, Origin and Early History of Sai'Zdstn in 
South India. Also note Tirujiiana-Sambandbar's Tev:iram: ' While Bud. 
dbists and sensell!ss Jains blaspheme and senseless words Breathe forth, He 
seeks for alms throughout the world, the thief who steals my soul away ..• ' 
Translated by G. U. Pope and found in The Sidd/1ii.nta Dee(Jika, December 
1911, p. 243. 

a See Scbomerus, op. cit., pp. 29-30 
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Those who championed the cause most effecµvely were. the 
bards-the Nayanmars who composed hymns in praise of Siva 
and the Alva.rs who sang in praise of Vi~l).tt. Although both were 
successful: it was the Nayanmars who were particularly responsi
ble for the defeat and· deposition of the alien philosophies in South 
India. At the same tin:e, in the process of their activity they 
placed the tenets of the Siddhanta faith in the hearts of the 
common people. 1 

After the heretical philosophies of Materialism, Jainist? and 
Buddhism were suppressed, however, the Saivas and the V ai!;,JJ.avas 
continued the debate between themselves. Sankara, who professed 
to be a Saivire himself, tried to effect a reconciliation. As far as the 
South is concerned, he was not successful. For the chief point of 
difference between Sankara and the Siddhantin is the central point 
of Sankara's philosophy, namely, his identifying the Supreme Spirit 
with the human. 'The Saivas everywhere maintain that they are 
two distinct entities and can never be so amalgamated as to 
become one in substance.' 2 

The defenders of Siddhanta Saivism against the followers of 
Sankara ~ppeared generally from the adhinas or the Saiva mona
steries, founded and richly endowed by princes to promote the 
study of literature, philosophy ancl religion. In opposition to the 
doctrine of non-duality relative to the soul and God, they placed 
the doctrine of tripadartha, 3 which maintains that there are 
three eternal verities in the universe, namely, pati or God, pasu 
or the soul, and pasa or the bond which ties the soul to the 
world. 4 

In order to establish their position, the men of the adhinas 
appropriated the ideals of the Siddhanta, found in the songs of the 
Nayanmars in au unseriated form, and placed them in logical 
order by writing them out in aphorisms or sutras. The canonical 
literature of the poets was compiled in the eleventh century by 
Nampi-y-ai;i.tar-nampi, a collection known as Tlie Twelve 

1 
Kingsbury, F. aod Phillips, G. E., Hymns of t/1e Tamil Saivi/e Saints, 

pp.4and 11. 
2 Seotathi Raja, 'A Few Remarks on the Saiva Sect of Hindus in South 

India', Ac/es du Sixieme Congres l11/en1a/io11al des Orienfalistes /enu et, 
1883 it Leide, pp, 301-2. 

3 Ibid, 
• Siddlzi, Vlll : 22, 
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Ti1umurai.1 The canonical literature of the philosophers was 
written ~ome time between A.D. 1000 and 1400, and this collection 
is known as The Fourteen Meyka~ita Sastras or The Fourteen Books 
wllick Teack tlie Divine Truth. In them, the Siddhanta is treated 
as a system, and cognizance is given to opposing faiths and their 
antithetical arguments. 

III. THE RELATION 0£1 THE SIDDHANTA TO OTHER 

RELIGIONS 

The Fourteen M,:yka~ita-Sasiras divide the opposing systems of 
Indian thought into four main groups, each of which has six sub
divisions. These arc summarily dealt with, their conclusions 
shown to be untenable, and the Siddhanta truth is established as 
superior because more logical. Since these other philosophies 
likewise seek to explain the nature of God, the soul and the 
phenomenal world, the Siddhaatin regards them as steps in the 
transmigratory p~ocess of li_fe. Each of the steps is higher than 
the one before 1t, but it is from the superior position of the 
Siddhanta alone that Goel may .be ultimately realized.2 

The twenty-four schools are first divided into the heterodox 
and the orthodox schools of thought. 

The heterodox schools do not accept the testimo f 'th 
• (!, • _ ny o ei er 

the Vedas or ~he ,.)azva Agamas and are classified ac d" 
, cor mgly as 

• the outermost schools of thought. They include M . . 
. atenahsm; the four schools of Buddhism, namely, Sautrautika y __ 

Ma.dhyamika and Vaibha!?ka; and Jainism. ' ogacara, 
The orthodox schools accept the testimony of the V. d 

are divided into 'the outer', 'the inner ', and , th e_ as. They 
schools of thought. e innermost ' 

The • outer. religions' accept the Vedas generall 
wholly, others 10 parL They do not accept the ('., . Y::--some 

.:>azva A.g The 'outer schools' are Purva-Mimarµsa, Sat;1kya T k an~as. 
is divided into Vaise!?ika and Nyaya) Yoga Ek-at'm ~ a (which 

' , avaaa p--ratra or Vai$i;i.ava. • anca-

The ' inner religions ' accept both the Vedas d 
::i b h an the S . r.1.gamas, ut t ey also accept secular books which d . azva 

1. . f h b ' eal With th 1ves o uman emgs and demi-gods which are n t · e 
o 1D accord With 

2 
The Cultural Heritage of India Vol. II article ci·ted 3 

11 S'd-'L' S I 
t ,p. [. 

t ""'• vpaki;;a, Sutra II: 25; VIII: 13. 
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the Saiva A.gamas. The •inner religions' are Pasupata, Maha.vrata, 
Kapa.la, Va.ma, Bhairava and Aikyavada. 

The 'innermost religions ' a:ccept both the Vedas and Saiva 
Agamas, and they differ from the Siddhanta primarily in their 
conceptions of mok!;la or release-not as to the method of its 
attainment, but as to the nature of the state once attained. The 
'innermost religions' are Pa~a]J.avada Saiva, Bhedavada Saiva, 
Isvaravavikaravada Saiva, Sivasamavada Saiva, Sivasankranta
vada and Sivad vaita Saiva. 1 

The Saiva Siddhanta claims to stand above these twenty-four 
systems as the • end of ends ', because, by Siddbanta standards, 
it is the apex of logical reasoning, the system which is proved 
and finally upheld, although • the various religions are like steps 
in a ladder without which the ladder will be useless' .2 

IV. THE PROGRAMME OF THE PRESENT BOOK 

If one were to trace all the ramifications of the Siddha.nta in 
its relation to other systems of thought, one would find oneself 

1 See Schomerus, op. cit., p. 3. 
2 Pillai, S. Satchidanandam, ' Saiva Siddhiinta '-reprint from the 

Vedanta Kesari, May 19-12, p. 9. See also Siddhi, VIII: 13 for its definition 
of a universal religion. 

Below is given a chart of the twenty-four religions : 

I. The Heterodox Religions: 
A. T/1e Outermost-

1. Materialism 
2. Buddhism: 

(a) Sautriintika 
(b) Yogiiciira 
(c) Madyamika 
(d) Vaibha~ka 

3. Jainism 
ll. Tile Orthodox Religiom : 

B. Tlze Oteter-
1. Purva-Mimiirp.sa 
2. Siit_1kya 
3. Tarka: 

(a) Vai§e~ika 
(6) Nyiiya 

4. Yoga 
s. Ekiil'lla viida 

Piiiicariitra or Vaig1ava 
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lost in a maze of material. The attempt would be similar to that of 
an explorer, in charting a river, searching out every tributary a~d 
creek in order to get a wide and accurate picture of the entire 
network. Such a picture, however, tends to be obscure, for one is 
tempted to neglect the main stream in giving one's attention to 
the branches. 

The approach of this book in its explanation of the philosophy, 
therefore, will be to follow the main course of the Siddhanta in its 
development and to confine the exposition to the specific system 
itself. After all, this is what the chief of the Siddhanta apologists 
himself does; for MeykaJJ.ta-deva, the author of the Siva-jiia11a
bodha, summarizes the entire philosophy within the compass of forty 
lines of Tamil poetry. He wants to show that, logically, the Sicl
dhanta is all of one piece, woven from the finest fabric of the human 
mind. The impression he leaves is of a lofty, all-embracing view of 
life, a Weltanschauung of the highest order. His development of 
thought is by logical propositions each of which follows directly 
upon the one which precedes it, and the entire effect is that of a 
string 0£ intellectual pearls, for no pearl can be removed from the 
string without the fatal consequence of having them all fall apart. 

We shall, therefore, follow the course outlined in the Siva
iiiana-bodha. Now and again, it will be necessary to turn to the 
comme~laries _on the Bodha and to the history of which the 
Bod/la 1s the intellectual culmination. But we shall explore no 

( Co11tinued from />age 5) 

C. The /nner-

1. l'Mupata 
2. Mahiivrata 
3. Kapa.I;. 
4. Va.ma 
5. Bhairava 
6. Aikyav:i.da 

D. Tile l,menncst-

1. Pa~a.JJ.avada Saiva 
2. Bhedavada Saiva 
3. I§vararavikaravada Salva 
4. Sivasamavada Saiva 
5. Sivasankriintavada 
6. Sivadvaita Salva 

Over and above these twenty-four stands th .,; 
e ;:,,aiva Siddhanta as the ape~ of philosophical and religious thought. 
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tributary, no branch or rivulet of thought, but rather proceed from 
the headwaters to the ocean. We shall mentally travel as the 
Siddhantin sannyasi: himself travels when he fondles his rosary. 
The sannyasi passes from one bead to another until at last he 
stands at the brink of bliss. Let us begin where the sannyasi 
begins and follow him to the goal. 

After we have followed the Siddhanta from its origin to its end, 
however, we shall in Part III attempt to show a few of the 
difficulties that the Siddhanta encounters. The first of these 
arises from its concept of revelation, and the second from its 
use of reason. As a revealed system, it is at odds with the 
Vai~qavites; and as a logical system, it is at odds with the 
Materialists, the Sautrantika Buddhists and the followers of the 
Saiikhya. The reason in both cases is that the fundamental 
presuppositions of the Siddhanta are called in question. Let us 
see what these are. 

V. THE SIDDHANTA CANON 

Before we actually start, however, let us briefly comment on 
our sources and review the development of the Siddhanta canon 
as it was evolved in the course of the centuries. The bulwark of 
sruti1 or revelation is, of course, the contents of the four Vedas. 
To these are added twenty-eight primary Saiva .Agamas2 and 
two hundred and seven Upagamas. Tirumular compares the 
relation between the Vedas and the Agamas to that of the sutra 
and the bha~ya or the text and its commentary. In the Tirumant
iram he goes on to say : 

Both the Vedas and the Agamas were given IJy Goel. 
The Vedas are general; the Agamas particular or special. 
Some who read the Vedas and the Agamas claim they differ. 
This difference, however, does not appear to Jiianis, or th~e who are 

the recipients of Divine Wisdom.~ 

1 For a good discussion of !lruti see Max Hunter Harrison's Hindu 
Jlfonism and Pluralism, pp. 56-7. 

2 'Das Wort Agama bedeutet '' das Uberlieferte ".' Schomerus, op. cit., 
p, 9. For a lengthy discussion of the Saiva Agamas, see Schomerus, 
pp. 7-25. See also the University of Madras Tamil Lexicon, p. 1448, for a 
list of the Agamas. 

3 Found in Mudallar, S. S., Essentials of Hinduism i11 tlte Light of Ike,_ 
Saiva Siddhanta, p. 9. 
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Actually, the Saiva Agamas lare !neglected and practically jg
nored in the study of the Siddhanta philosophy itself, because very 
little is known about them by Tamil scholars. For, by the eighth 
century, the Siddhanta itself came to be recognized as a distinct 
school with a Tamil literature all its own. Men relied on this 
Tamil literature because it was clear and precise. They dis· 
regarded the Saiva Agamas because their style in the philoso
phical portions is so terse and the meaning so abstruse that they 
cannot be understood without an extensive commentary. 

The only value the Saiva Agamas have, therefore, is that of a 
connecting link between vernacular Tamil and divine Sanskrit. For 
they are the avenue through which the Siddhantin recognizes the 
unbreakable connection between the fourteen Tamil MeykatJ,fa
Sastras and the four Sanskrit Vedas. The MeykatJ,{a-Sastras 
cannot stand alone, because the Siddhantin claims that they 
decipher the Saiva .iigamas, which in turn decipher the four Vedas. 

As soon as one attempts to place one's finger upon the precise 
link in the chain of connection between sacred Sanskrit and 
vernacular Tamil, one has entered the area of debate, for there is 
a strong divergence oi opinion as to whether the essence of the 
Saiva Siddhanta was originally written in Tamil or whether the 
original was Sanskrit. The origin of the debate lies in what some 
consider to be an _insertion of the twelve couplets of the Siv~
inana-bodha found 10 the Raurava .iigama which is in Sanskrit. 
Some maintain that these couplets are 

1

0 £ Tamil origin, while 
others maintain that the Sanskrit is the original. The question 
simply is whether Meykar.ita-deva was a translator or an original 
writer. 

The older orthodox view seems to be that MeykaQta-deva 
translated the twelve Sanskrit slokas : 

Meykai;ita, _ translat!n~ Siva-fiia11a-bodha into twelve Tamil sutras 
taught it to bis first disc1ple Aru[nandi. Th" b b baoded from 

. . _ _ S IS rtS eeO _ f!;' 
Arujnandi to Man-Joana ambandhar and from him to Uinapa 1 1-

vacarya. , .1 

1 Notes on 'Saiva Siddbiinta' by s. Sadasiva Mudaliar in i/QJl:LJIT&r 

IFITD(!:IJL» Q1F1T&&li1T~QtilJ6/»TU1Teitli, pp. 18 and 19. See a]so s. P_alva~na 
Mudaliar's 'Introduction to Siddhanta Giiana Ratnavali' io the_Siddhat1:a 

· Deepika, April 1908, p. 1. Also, The Cr,ltural Heritage of India, v_01: • 
article cited, p. 31-particularly footnote 3, which giws a list of opioioos 
op both sides. 
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A later view says: 

, , in the dark days of the Middle Ages, when Tamil came to be looked 
upon as a vernacular or language of slaves and when the theory of 
the divine origin of Sanskrit came to be developed, nothing bad any value 
e:s:cept the Sanskrit works. Siva-iiiana-bodha, for its very existence, bad 
to pass for a translation.1 

Linguistically, the problem is unsettled, for, as M. Balasubra
manya Mudaliar says : ' A decision on this question, acceptable to 
all parties, has yet to be made,' 2 It must be remembered in any 
case, however, that Meykax;ita was more than a translator (if he 
was one at all). His divisions and his comments are entirely 
original. It may likewise be said that, if his work is a translation, 
the translation is by far a greater masterpiece than the original 
itself. 

In addition to the Vedas and the Saiva Agamas, the collection 
known as The Twelve Tirmnurai is likewise considered to be canoni
cal. 'Tirumui;ai' simply means • holy book'. According to the 
commonly accepted tradition, the first eleven books were compiled 
by Nampi-y-ax;itar-nampi. 3 Later, the Periya-/mrana was added, 
because it gave a beautiful description of the lives of the sixty-three 
canonized Saiva saints, lives which furnish illustrations of Sid
dhanta truth. 

The first seven books of the Tirumurai are the Tlvarams, a 
collection of devotional songs in honour of Siva sung by Appar, 
Sambandhar and Sundarar. These books are otherwise known 
as ' the Tamil Vedas '. Appar lived in the early part of the seventh 
century, while Sambandbar was his younger contemporary. 4 

S1.1ndarar was a canonized Adi-Saiva saint who lived during the 
eighth century or the early portion of the ninth.5 

1 
Q/.J:JILJ&li!llTL..,ra,r fil,i/D""'/D iA&rr n;rr@LD .SQJ,;,if/ (!fHN,ifi® (!flBD/D~fi®n;rre,LD, 

1941, pp. 352-5. 
2 

~u~aliar, B. S., . Preface to Q1.J:J1LJe;&6W1- ~rr~{slTLD EJ/,li!llf(!Jl& <:/Dfil& 
(511'Qlf~u:,un;/D u11u:,rr~rrrf111.Jrr, p. v. Nole that both this work and the first one 
cited in the last fooh1ote on p. 8 were published with the sanction of the 
Dba!mapuram Mutt, th~ orthodox voice of Siddhanta Saivi,m today . 

., The Cultural Hentage of India, Vol. II, article cited. 
Ayyar, C. V. Narayana, Origin and Early History of .Saivism fr, 

So1'th India, pp. 367 ff. and 285 ff 
5 lbid,, p. 463. 
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The eighth book is made up of the Tirnvacakam and the Tiru-k
kovaiyar of Mar.iikkavacakar, who lived during the ninth century.i 
This hook, like the _Tevarams, is also considered to be a Tamil 

Veda. 
The ninth book is composed of Tiruvicaippa and Tiruppallaufu. 

The first is a collection of hymns by nine Saiva saints. The second 
is a poem by Centagar in praise of Siva. 

The tenth is the Tirumantiram of Tirumiilar-Nayagar, and 
this belongs roughly to the fifth or sixth century.2 It is a 
treatise containing an exposition of the Saiva Siddhanta together 
with other concurrent material. 

The eleventh book is the Pati1J:Oran-tiru11mrai, which simply 
means • .The Eleventli Holy Book'• It consists of poems compose<:! 
by twelve Saiva saints, the las~ of whom, Nampi-y-ar.itar-naropi, 
compiled the first eleven books m the present order. 

The twelfth and last is the Pe~iya-pura11a by Cekkilar. This 
poem contains a catalogue of the hves of sixty-three Tamil NayaQ
mars or Bhaktas. It likewise contains general descriptions of 
nine classes of devotees. 

As was indicated before, when the Poets had won the day, the 
philosophers took over. The philosophical compilation is known 
as The Fourteen Meyka7:fa-Sastras. 

Although the Siva-jnana./Jhoda of Meykanta was the first 
systematic statemet1t of the tenets of Tamil Sai~ism,3 this work 
was preceded by ~wo shorter ones, Which may be said to stand 
almost in the relation of }ext and commentary, because the one is an 
expansion of ~e ot_her. . The fi~st is the Tz'ruvuntiyar, according 
to one autbonty written in 1147, and the liecond Tirukka/irtttP· 
pafiyar, which the sam~ ~uthority assigns to 1177_ '!'he two 
authors teacher and d1sc1ple according to t 

1
. . are both , rac 1t1on, . 

known by the same name-Uyyavanta-deva b t tl first coines . , u 1e 'l'h 
from Tiruviyaliir, while the second comes from T' k r1avur, e 

1 . h . iru a.,. finds 
Tiruvzmtiar dea s wit ,practically every . h t tater 

1 Ibid., pp. 398 ff. 
2 Ibid., pp. 204 ff. 

pomt t a 

, The Culf1wal Heritage of India, Vol. n, article cited, p. 31, 
~ Ibid., p. 32. 
5 Mudaliar, M. Balasubramanya, Preface to QUJ.ua.o6/Sft- q,rr~,Jolll "'J,6l!IIT(Jf'lli 

<:/Sile; 15rrGSTll'lllUl5,IS uoUJrrtFrrrf/,un-, 1942, p. v. 
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expression in Part I I of the ,s,:va-fiiana..-bodka, such as receiving 
the light of grace from the Lord who comes in the pe~son of _a 
guru, contemplating the truth given through yoga practice, reali
zation of the supreme bliss, and an account of the ways of the 
perfected or those who have realized Siva. The Tirukkaf£rru
ppafiyar is an extension of the Tirvuntiar, the essence of which is 
the worship of the Siva liiiga in the heart. 

The third Meyka~zfa-Sastra is the Siva-jiiana-bodlia, written by 
MeykaT.1.ta-deva in the thirteenth century. 1 This book contains 
forty lines of Tamil poetry and is, without doubt, one of the most 
closely-reasoned religious philosophies found anywhere in the 
world. 

M~ykaIJ.ta-deva was a master of two tbings:._brevity and logic. 
Each sentence of the forty follows directly and logically upon the 
one which precedes it. The correlation of logical ideas is seen 
when the twelve stanzas are divided into thirty-nine sections with 
eighty-one metrical verses which illustrate the thirty-nine sections. 

The purpose of the Siva-jiiana-bodha is to present the synthesis 
of truth contained in the four Vedas and the twenty-eight ,Saiva 
Agamas. Its aim is to prove the excellence of the Siddhanta 
philosophy, the basis upon which the proof rests being the 
synthesis evolved. Siva-jii.ana Swamigal, the great commentator 
of the Bod/ta, says in this regard : 

This work investigates the contents of the path of Divine Wisdom 
expounded in the Jigamas. Its purpose is to clarify matters that appear 
to be confusing and to show the synthesis of truth as it is contained in the 
Agamas themselves.2 

The next work is the Siva-jiiana Siddhi, written by Arul-nandi 
some time between A,D. 1200 and 1250. . This book is divided 
into two parts-the Parapak!;la and the Svapak!]a. 'rhe Parapak!;la 
contains a critical review of fourteen alien systems of philosophy. 
beginning with the Materialists and endina with the Paiicaratra 
or Vai!;ll}ava school. It deals exhaustively ;ith the tenets of these 
systems and refutes the conclusions they set forth. The Svapaki;;a 
is a detailed account of the Saiva Siddhanta and follows the Bodlza 
in the arrangements of its sutras. It is at pains to answer all 
criticisms which might be levelled against its salient points. The 

1 Ibid,, p. v. See also Schomerns, op, cit., pp. 24 and 30, 
"l3ha~ya, 
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Siddhi like\vise contains a short chapter on logic or the theory of 
knowledge as conceived by the Siddhanta. 

In addition to the Siddhi, Aru}-nandi also wrote the fifth in the 
series, namely, the /mpavirupaktu, 1 a book which takes its 
name from the way in which it was written. (Irupavirupaktu is a 
species of composition which consists of twenty verses in which 
the veIJ.pa and the akaval metres alternate.) The twenty verses 
form a eulogy on MeykaQta-deva, the spiritual preceptor of 
Arul-nandi, interspersed through which are the teachings of the 
Siddhanta. 

The sixth Meyka~i(a-Sastra is U~imai-neri-vi{akkam, by Manava.
cakan-katanta of Tiruvadi.z The book is a manual which 
describes the nature of the thirty-six tattvas or evolutions of maya, 
the nature of the soul and God, the meaning of the five-lettered 
mantra (Pancak~ara) as it is embodied in the dance. of Nataraja, 
and the way of realization, 

The remaining eight books were written by Umapatisiva
carya,3 one of the most famous priests of the Cidambara 
temple. These eight go by the collective name of Siddhanta 
Ai(aka, • a$(aka' simply meaning •eight'. The names of the books 
are Siva-prakafa, Tirnvaruf paya1_!, Vina-ve~ipa, Poz"fipa~tofai, 
Ko{ikkavi, Neiiiuvz"fuifltu, U?J,mai-ne!i-vi"{akkam and SaiikaljJanira, 
kara11a1ft. 

Of these eight, Siva-prakafa is the most important. It 
summarizes the substance of the Siddhanta in one hundred 
stanzas. The first fifty define pati, pasu and pasa, and describe 
the three states of the soul. The second fifty expound the 
special nature of the soul and God, the methods of approaching 
the Almighty and real_izing His bliss, and the characteristics of 
great men who have realized the truth. The essence of the book 
is that God cannot be known through human understanding (pasa 
and pasu jnana) but that He can and must be known through 
Divine Wisdom (pati jnana). 

Tiruva1·u(paya1_! is a book of one hundred couplets divided 
into equal parts of ten. It forms a supplement to the Tirf•kurat of 
Tiruvaluvur and is written to explain Divine Wisdom or Siva-jiHina. 

1 Scbomerus, op. cit., p. 27. 
2 The Cttltttral Heritage of India, Vol. II, article cited, P· 33. 
3 Bharatiar, S., ilElle;tr=flwJ,, chapter 5, 
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Vina-ve~ipa is a short book of thirteen stanzas of four lines 
each. It contains the core of the teaching of the Siva-prakasa. 
This teaching is presented in the form of problems addressed by 
the author to his guru for solution. 

Poni/Ja@ro{az" is a long poem of a hundred lines, which 
concerns itself with the embotlimen t of souls as human beings, 
their release from the malas, and the grace of God which is res
ponsible for the release. It contains the spiritual experience of 
Umapati, the gist of which is the way in which God leads the soul 
from the stage of bondage to that of realization. 

Kofikkavz" is a short treatise of four stanzas, written to adom 
and accompany the hoisting of the flag in the temple of Nataraja 
at Cidambara. It describes the object of the flag-hoisting and the 
nature of the five-lettered mantra, Sivaya-namalh which is that the 
flag of God's grace flies above the head of him who repeats this 
mantra. 

Ni!iijuvz"fulutu is a poem which narrates the greatness of God, 
the nature of the malas, and the symbolism of the ten insignia of 
God as king. The word itself means a kind of poem iri which the 
heart is personified and sent as a messenger to one's beloved. 
The book contains truths abo\lt the soul which is joined to karma, 
how the soul wanders in detours and performs sin, and the grace 
of God which watches these wandering souls and helps 
them. Requests for help form the essence of this poem. 

Ut1mai-neri-vi{akkam, which means • The Lamp of True Reli
gion•, is a poem of six stanzas of four lines each. The essence of 
the book is that the soul must rid itself of its self-knowledge and 
conceit which says: 'I can know God.' The individual must sit 
like a lake without waves, and in that hour God will appear. 

The last book, Sa1ikalpanirti,karaua11i, is a statement and 
refutation of the doctrines of Miiyavada and some of the Saiva sects 
related to the Siddhanta. 1 The value of the book lies in the 
fact that the. theories refuted, except that of Mayavada itself, do 
not appear tn the Sz"ddM. The Parapak~a of the Siddlii and this 
book, therefore, are complementary volumes which cover the 
gamut of religious philosophy prevaleut in Sou{h India during the 
fourteenth century and before. 

The Sz"va-inana-bodha, the elaboration of the Bodha, namely, 

1 
Schomerus, op. cit., p. 28. 
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the Siva-jnand-siddhi, and the Siva-prak{lsa are the most im
portant books on the Saiva Sicldhanta. All the great commentaries 
are written on these three. The best commentary on the Siva• 
ffiana-bodlta is the Siva-jnana-bht4ya or Dravicfa-maha-bhll.fltya, 
by Siva-jnana Swamigal, who died in 1785. This commentary is 
considered to be the magnum opus of Saiva Siddhanta thought. 

The relation of these various canonical books to each other 
may be illustrated by a story which says that when Sanaka, 
Sanandana, Sanatana, and Sanatkumara, the four great rishis, ap
proached Siva and complained of their confusion in understanding 
the Vedas, · Siva removed their confusion by teaching them the 
Siva-jnana- bodlia. This high claim is put in poetic form by 
Kumara-guru-para : 

0 Lord, Thou didst plant a seed of grace in the field of Suddha mii.yii. 
with the thought of making the multitudinous souls mature out of Thine 
abundant grace. Thou didst irrigate that field with divine pity and cause 
the Veda-tree to grow. The products of that tree are many and varied. 
Some rejoice in the leaves;• some in the tender shoots; some, in the buds; 
some, in the young tender fruit'· and some in the mature fruit itself. 
At the top of the tree is the rip~ fruit of the Vedanta. If this is taken 
and squeezed, the essence that results is the Saiva Siddbii.nta. Few, 
indeed, have ever tasted this essence. 1 

The way in which these books follow the path of concretion 
and run the gamut from the less sectarian to the more sectarian 
is illustrated by a Sicldhanta verse which says : 

The Veda is the cow ; its milk the true .Agama; the Tamil sung by the 
Four (the poets who composd the Tiru11mrai) is the ghee ex:tracted from 
it; anc1 the virtue of the Tamil work full of-wisdom (bodha), of Meykai;itar 

' h 2 of the celebrated (city of) Vei;ii;iai is the fine taste of tbe g ee. 

VI. THE LOGICAL PROCESS WHICH THB S1DDHANTA USES IN 

ITS APOLOGETIC . 

As a system of philosophy, the Saiva Siddhant~ has recourse 
to three pramli.I;las or means of acquiring certam knowledge. 
These are direct perception, inference and revelation, Illore 
technically known as pratyaksa, annmana and Agama. During 
the thirteenth century, how~ver, when the Siddhantin Pitted 

1 Kumara-guru-para of the 17th century, u ;'JT,_rr11(!f'LD wiJ/i<:s:rrQD~, 

poem 11, lines 21-35. 
11 The Cultural Heritage of India, Vol. II, article cited, P· 32, 
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himself against the Materialist, the Buddhist and the Jain, he 
found revelation as an avenue of proof of no avail, since his 
opponents did not accept it as a criterion of t~th. ·This difficulty 
repeated itself with the adherents of the 'outer' religions, who 
accepted the Vedas but rejected the Saiva .Aga1nas. The fact 
that they did not accept the Siddhanta canon in toto meant that the 
validity of revelation as a means of appeal was gone. 

In the argument with Materialism, Buddhism, Jainism and the 
Vedanta, the Siddhantin was thrown back upon a logical method 
acceptable to his opponent. The Materialist, for instance, accepted 
direct perception ;1 while the Buddhist and the Vaise~ika accept
ed this and inference too. 2 As polemicists, therefore, Meyka1,1ta
deva and the other writers of the /lfeyka~z(a-Sastras attempted 
to use the logical method in order to prove the validity of the 
Vedas as interpreted by the twenty-eight Saiva Agamas. The 
Siddhantins claimed that they were able to do this because of the 
Siddhanta tenet which says that, even though the realization or 
recognition of God can come only through wisdom which God 
Himself imparts (pati jiiana), the result of such an experience is 
never contrary to reason. 

Direct perception and inference, then, are the two criteria by 
means of which the Siddhantin attempts to demonstrate the truth 
and validity of the third, namely, revelation. Direct perception is 
that which is 'before the senses' or knowledge which ~omes by 
observation and sensory experience. 3 It is divided into vayir
katci, maga-k-katci, tag-vetagai-k-katci and yoga-k-katci, because 
these are the four ways in which things are perc_eived, the four 
gates through which sensations come. 

Vayir-katci is knowledge which comes through the external 
gate or the five senses. 4 It arises when the intelligence of the 
soul by means of the external senses comes in contact with light, 
air and other atmospheric conditions which make it possible to 
perceive correctly form, sound, taste and other things without 
being misled by difference or similarity.5 

1 Siddlli, Parapak~a, I : 2. 

~ Pillai, J. M. Nallaswami, Siva-jiiii.na-siddhi A!avai, poem 1, footnote 
page 3 ; also, Parapak~ha, II : 3. ' 

3 Siddhi, A!avai, poem 2. 
• Ibid., poem 4. 
5 Ibid., poem 6. 
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Mal}a-k-katci is knowledge which comes through thinking, the 
instruments for which are the internal senses. 1 Internal percep
tion follows external perception because it is the result of contem
plation in which the mind knows in great detail that which comes 
through vayir-katci. In general, it_ is conceptual as distinguished 
from perceptual knowledge. Mal}a-k-katci contributes different
iated knowledge, in which a thing is understood in all its aspects 
or attributes. The differentiation covers the thing possessed, the 
character or quality, the action or work, the name and the kind 
or class. 

Tan-vetal}ai-k-katci is the knowledge which comes to the soul 
throu~h the experiences of pleasure and pain. 2 Vayii:-katci and 
mana-k-katci excite desire in the soul, and the knowledge which 
co~es through the fulfilment of such desire through actual 
experience is called perception-through-feeling. 3 

Yoga-k-katci is the knowledge which comes through the 
practice of yoga.4 Yoga cuts down the power of a:r,1.ava, which 
is the ultimate hindrance to true knowledge. Through it, the soul 
transcends the limitations of time and place, and the devotee who 
thus over~omes the bondage of the malas sees things distinct in 
time and place even though he remains stationary. 5 

Inference is 'thought knowledge,' or what is known collo
quially a,s • common sense'. It is gained by 'measuring one 
thin!! after another'. Something which is already known 
is used to· determine something else which is not directly 
perceived.6 Technically, it is the determination of the antece
dent by means of the consequent which invariably follows. 
Inference includes both induction and deduction. 

An inference may be of one of two kinds. 7 It may be either 
for oneself or for another. An inference for oneself is that which . 
one reasons out and concludes on behalf of oneself. If one sees 
smoke where there is fire, one is immediately convinced by past 
experience that there is fire in the forest where smo~e alone is seen. 

An inference for somrnne else consists in explaining one's 
own conclusions to others by means of language, particularly the 
language of the syllogism, of which the nyaya or accepted Indian 

1 Ibid., poem 4. 
z Ibid., poem 4. 
5 Ibid., poem 7. 

7 Ibid,, poem 4, 

io Ibid., poem 4. 
5 Ibid., poem 7. 
1 Ibid., poem 2, 
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syllogism contains five parts. These are: 1. the Proposition 
Stated, 2. the Ground or Reason, :t an Analogous Instance or 
Example, 4. the Application, and S. the Conclusion. The first 
three are the most important. 

A classical example of a syllogism is: 
The Proposition Stated: There is fire on the hill. 
The Ground or Reason: Smoke. 
An Analogous Example : As in the case of the Indian 

kitchen. 
The Application : Conditions similar to the kitchen exist on 

the hill, namely, the presence of smoke. 
The Conclusion: Therefore there is fire on the hill. 
The term ' hill ' in the Proposition Stated is called pak$a, 

because it is the minor term of a syllogism and indicates where lhe 
thing to be proved lies. ' Smoke' is the hetu, the statemenf or 
reason which leads to the inference of fire. The citation of an 
analogous instance expresses the fact that the consequent smoke is 
the invariable concomitant of the antecedent fire. When stated in 
the affirmative, as in the syllogism, the term is called sva-pak$a, 1 

because it is a statement of a similar instance. It is an analogous 
place where the thing in question is known to exist. When made 
in the negative, it is called vipak$a, 2 because it indicates the 
place when!the thing proved and the antecedent arc absent and 
known not to exist. The sva-pak~a would say ; ' Where there 
is smoke there is fire-as in the case of the Indian kitchen.' The 
vipak$a -would say : ' Where there is no fire there is no smoke
as in the case of the water-tank.' 

In pak$a, the antecedent is seen and the consequent inferred. 
In sva-pak$a, both the antecedent and the consequent are present 
and seen. In vipak$a, neither antecedent nor consequent is seen; 
hence both must be absent. 

The citation of an analogous instance in support of the proof is 
very common and very important in nyaya logic and philosophy. 
As Tambyah says : 

It is characteristic of the reasoning in the Upanishads that analogies 
are employed with the force of argument. 'As water adheres not to the 
lotus leaf, so evil adheres not to him who knows that the self is Brahma.' 
(Chandog. 4.14.3, Mailri. 3.2, Pars_na S.S.) The illustration does not 

1 Ibid., poem 9. e Ibid., poem 9, 
2 
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prove either why water does not adhere to the lotus leaf or why evil does 
not adhere to the knower. Both statements are asswnfd to be true, aud 
one is paralleled with the other.1 

Vlt'. THE PURPOSE SERVED BY THE INSTRUMENTS OF LOGIC 

The purpose for which the Siduhantin uses the instruments of 
logic is · to attempt to prove that what is taught in the Vedas 
and the Saiva Agamas is the fullest and truest interpretation of 
reality. This purpose is succinctly stated by Umapathi in the $iva
prakafa: 'The Vedas, the Agamas and the other books have as 
their aim the,..explanation of pati, pasu, and pasa.' 2 

According to the Saiva Siddhantin, experience dictates and 
logic establishes that pati, pafo, and pasa are the three all-inclu
sive eternal uncreated principles which make up the totality of 
existence. Pati is the Supreme Being. Pasu is the individual 
soul which is bound by pasa or the obstructive principle of ignor
ance which hinders the soul from realizing pati. 

The word pasa is used in two ways, and that, sometimes, in a 
confusing manner. It is sometimes used as a synonym for iu;lava, 
in which case it stands for the source of the soul's ignorance and 
arrogance. Aoava is that which eternally encases the soul until 
it has realized Siva. The second use of pasa is as a synonym for 
the three malas ~s a combination of binding principles, namely, 
the a.I).ava mala, karma, and ma.ya. Al;!ava is as described above. 
Karma is the fruit of deeds, the accumulation of the merits and 
demerits which are the cause of future experience-birth, joy and 
sorrow. Maya is primordial matter or the seed of the phenomenal 
world-that which forms the body of and the experience-plane for 
the soul and its purification. 

The terms pati, pasu, and pasa are relics of Vedic ritual.~ 
Pati is the Lord of sacrifice. Pasu is the animal offered in sacri
fice. Pasa is the rope which binds the sacrifice to the altar. ,The 
symbolism of these three is still found in every Saivite temple. 
The altar of sacrifice or pasa is tl~e balipitha which stands behind 
Naodi the bull. It represents the three impurities which have 
been <lriveo from the soul, namely, fu;lava, ma.ya, and karma. 

1 Tambyah, Psalms_ of a Saivite Saint, p. clxlx. 
2 Siva-praki'isa, poem 13. 
3 Pillai, S. Satchidanandam, ' Saiva Siddbanta ', reprint from Vedanta 

Kesa,i-adapted. 
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Nandi himself is representative of the soul or pasu. Nandi 
is pasu which has sacrificed its individuality and bas realized Siva. 
Hence, he continually faces his Lord, Pati. Pati is ·represented by 
the linga which stands within the temple.1 The upper section 
of the linga represents Siva, while the base or support represent 
His power or sakti. 

VIII. Two Or.HER IMPORTANT PosTULATHS 

Two other Siddhanta postulates should be mentioned before 
this Introduction comes to a close. The first is the doctrine of 
sat-karya-vada, or the doctrine which says that nothing that exists 
can ever be destroyed, together. with the corollary that neither can 
anything new ever be created. ' Sat ' means ' existence ', ' karya ' 
means ' product ' and ' vada' means ' doctrine'. In brief, it is the 
theory of causation according to which an effect is held to exist in 
its cause. , The doctrine is based upon two reasons; (1) whatever 
is not further analysable cannot undergo change, and (2) since 
there can be no change in that which is not further analysable, it 
must have been and will always be what it is in essence. In other 
words, it must be eternal. 

The second important postulate is that an entity. cannot have 
varying characteristics. The reason for thi& is that change can 
take place only in the relationship of , the component parts. 
What has component parts, therefore, is subject to change ; 
while an entity which does not have component parts cannot 
undergo change. 

With this in mind, let us see how the entire Siddhanta system 
unfolds, for the contingent relationship of each proposition to the 
one that goes before it is, according to the Siddhantin, one of 
//r,e Unique products of the human mind, 2 

1 Ibid. 
2 

Siddlli, II: 24 and 27. Also see footnotes to these verses in J, M, 
Nallaswami Pillai's translation. 
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!. The Necessity for the Soul to Realize Siva: Sutra 7 
2. Siva's Appearance to the Ripened Soul as Guru : 
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B.-TEXT 1 AND TRANSLATION 2 

In this edition, each sutra and its connected interpretations and 
translations are printed thus : 

1. Reading-number and subject-matter. 

1 As the MS of this book was going to press, the very able and ins
tructive translation of the Siva,Jiiiina-Bodham by the late Gonion Matthews 
published by the Oxford University Press for the James G. Forlong Fund 
in 1948, came to my attention. The careful reader would find it very 
helpful to compare translations. 

2 The 'femil text used here is the popularly accepted and accredited 
text published by the Madras Saiva Siddhanta Mahasamajam. It is called 
QIIJiJSW'- ,r,Hilrib ( {i/J,1;r;,.5 ,rJfiirw) QJ>WGO" C:pfn., 8,..,.,,;,u;,p ur11Jr,rl/<U 

,u,ri.i11., PC!JIDL/r <'11,i"',;, 1942. That text indicates the variant re<!,dlngs found 
in other editions. 

20 
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2. Text of the sutra, with a literal, word-for-word trans
lation under it (by J.H.P.). 

3. Interpretation, by J.H.P., on the basis of the old com
mentaries which follow, and others .• 

4. Meykaota·deva's own first gloss--the sutra-kaQ.-alivu
the exact words of the sfttra divided into separate 
sentences. (The twelve siitras in all form thirty-nine 
sentences.) 

5. Meykaot.a-deva's own second gloss-the cun;lika-the 
meaning of the divisional sentence set forth in easy 
prose. Under each of these is printed a translation by 
J.H.P. 

6. Siva-jaana-muni's (see page 47-48) standard gloss-the 
merkol and etu-eaclJ, ciiqiika sets out in syllogistic 
form of proposition to be proved and argument ad
duced for it. Under each clause of the argument is 
printed a translation by J.H.P. 

1. General Siitras, l-6 1 

A. Proof for the Existence of .... 

1. Pati : Siitra 1 

J!6ll<N 

she 

&i;f,&r6llluiu96)') 

in threefold change 

Ul#ropi.§1 

malas 
Lw/5rrLD 
are 

L/~611/r. 

(} /6 rr /D ;.i tLJ 

evolution 

J/ti;/6LD 

the end 
~ fil1T ui @)IT 

say the learned. 

or ,fglJlJ LD JI/ m 6ll 

namely those 

fi) fi) (1 tLJ ~-@i, {ii) 

existence involution 

'3/B 
the beginning 

1 
The definition of a sutra given 1·n .. ~- · • c ___., · -~ · Q, _..H"' i\J UaJQ:111'•~ G£J1oW1_,r .,... • 

.,.,.,.s .,~,tplw um,a,;m.su Qurc,-b.; Q~_,..,..,. .g<¥-&w Q,:9,t ~<r/1 ,lor.tfN,t 
plL..U .&,L-U1.0 ~ · c , , , _ /IJ "" IP . . fl"'ll• <!!iJ,.,rw. I he sutra must have the quality of 
being cnsp (and it u t · ) · _ m s express 1n a few letters d11Iere!lt meanings, just as a 
Jll!rror focuses and reflects (many colours). 
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Interpretation : 
The Sages 1 say that the world2 which is perceived as ' he ' 

• she' and 'it ' 3 is subject to the cyclical process of evolution, 4 

existence in forD1'5 and involution. 8 The Agent of involution 
is likewise the Agent of evolution, because the world must evolve 
by the power of the One Who caused it to disappear. The world 
evolves in order that the lil}.ava mala 7 of souls may be worn 
away. 

(!!, /6 ~ IT & e; olSM f;lSlJT y9 6ljm!T: JJ/ all QT JJ/ 6lJ QT JJf .§1 fiiT .ii!JJJ LD 
Jj6tJl 6lJ (!fl afl 3oof m L.DuSJ 6'IJ. 

(:!; ,i i;wA: cF .s LD i!l ,m ii y @(!!j ii y @/Duy ,f6 fi; tLJ (!p /6 G /6 ff y9 '&,:; 

IL/ an,__ tLJ .§1 • 

The world has the following three activities, namely, 
birth ( origin), existence, and death ( decay). 

() LD /IJ (} e; ff 6fT; FF o/RJT@ fL W /6 fT ILJ ~ (!!j 6lJ fiDT ~ (!!j /6 ~ 9 Qff .3)/ 

fiiTfillr.8}18rL....LULJL...'-- t9tTLJ(8<FLD fL/IJU/6~ fi;~ rorrlF(!/'mL,<15.f/il 

6T' ti,, /D ..§1. 

1 A saF;e or guru is one who has realized throu~h Divine Wisdom or 
pati jiiana that God is united to the soul from eternity, a fact which has 
gone unnoticed and unknown by the soul until the time of realization. It is 
the power of the iii;iava mala, or the inherent ignorance that clings to the 
soul, that prevents this 1realizatioa. By virtue of realization, however, 
the sage and God are one. Hence what the sage says is said by God, a fact 
which constitutes the Siddhanta conception of revelation. 

"Prapaiica-the universe or phenomenal world. 
s Gender refers to the several bodies which the soul inhabits and not 

to the soul Itself. Since the soul passes through many different types of 
body, the pronouns cannot refer to the soul. Souls are eternal, and hence 
not subject to the three processes in any ultima!e sense. Neither do they pass 
through the stages of karar;ia (undeveloped) and karya (developed) maya; 
although karya maya is used for the pnrification of the soul. Karai;ia ma.ya, 
like the soul, is eternal. Hence the reference is merely to the ka.r1a stage 
and the attachment of the eternal soul to that state during its course of 

purification. 
~ Torram or appearance. 
9 Sthiti. 
8 A!ivu ordestruction or disappearance. 
7 'l'he iii;iava mala is the eternal ignorance which encases the soul. It is 

as natural to the soul as verdigris is to copper. The ar;iava mala manifests 
itself in arrogance, egotism and ignorance, for these tl:!ree make the soul 
~oµfidept that it caµ save itself, · 
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Here, the world which exists and which is pointed 
out as I he', 1 she' and I it' has origin (evolution), 
existence and destruction (involution) .•.• 

1s. 

ar Jlj) : (J /.i rr ;i> /D C!:P LD FF .JlJI LD 1!!...W w /5 6lJT u rr () G'I) ~ L j; f.i G0 6lJT • 
. . • . because origin and end is only of that which 

~- e;~.:• CJf.irrfOPUJ p;~:JUJ ~(i)llil~ 1.IJG'l)pi.§J6"f6rrLD. 
®,;-~: ~.§/ JJt!T~!!Pfil)IL/~~UJ.§1. 
This is done by Hara. 1 

(Ju,p'Jcnrr6YT': l!!...fi>JcnLD l!!...6Yf'olT .§1. 

The world is , ..• 

iiT .§1: @ fNG'I) /6 /D (!!)pi (J /6 rr /D /D ti} 6lJT f;II> I.IJ iB 6lJT • 

•.•. because there is no origin to that which 1s not 
( an il-poru!). 11 

(} u,p(Je;r, 6Yf': p_fi!J<!n~ G<F 11.JC16llrr&m-146/Jl1-pi.§J. 

The world has a Maker ..... 

..r .§1: I!!... 6Yf' o11 f.i p (!!) e= G <F 11.J (J fjJJ rr rfl 6i1T p9 e= G <F tu d1 ~ u5/6i1T oai 1.IJ 
u96m' . 

. . . • bec,iuse that which is cannot be made without 
a Maker. 

CJLIJfD~cnlT"'oYT: ~(i)flil~QIT' lFIEi15/T' !1'
1
c$~6(1Tfil)G'l).§,jJ 1!!...plLJ pi ~u5/61,'&,.'. 

There is no origin except in dissolution .•.. 

1iT .§]: ceiJ~(j) 5)(j)l6l~p;~.iJT . 

. , .. because it (evolution) becomes dissolved there 
(in involution). 

<5·. e;~. :_~risp;,i:, -f6~-

(::!; IT 6WA: UJ jD.;.i @fjJJ@ LD (!;P pi G f6 rr y9 PJ u (i) 6l.l tr en 6Yf' . 

The other two 3 are subject to the threefold process. 
1

_Hara is another name for Siva, the destroyer. see u. M. Tamil 
Lexicon, p. 122. 

2 
Unreality equals il-poru\-something which does not exist; hence, 

never appears. · 

" Brahmli., the Creator; ~nd Vi11i;iu, the Preserver. 
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(J wj:J;l e;rrw: a=,Ee;rr IT(} u:, (!pfo6il. 

Dissolution is origin . , . , 

41' IJi]: Sr L © mT' IT 6lJ IT~ ILJ ,9 IT LJ@} 8'@ a= L... © = ti-Jt oirr ,u5J r€! 6lSI' /JJ 
e= niJ e; IT IT p; pJ 6lSI' 6)J tfi 1LJ .fu .,ii AJJ ar 15 i 16 lT LB oisr ,u5J ,f/ /D./D 51) ,T roisr • 

. . . . because the universe which is_ made cogniza?le 
by the senses has no independence without destruction 
which does not depend upon the senses for cognition. 

2. Pasa : Siitra 2 
~ m 6lJ (} ILJ fD IT (l m- ILJ IT UJ f@(!5-af1 ~ u51 ii> 
and these as himself in two actions 

Q LJ IT ~ (!!} 6)J !I 61/ 4rfl ILJ "3~ u5) roisr 
going (death) coming (birth) to do by c·ommand 

lf~e;Lo j)oiirp £ /D(!!)Lll ~roisrel /D? 
cessation without will it not stand? 

Interpretation: 

God, Who is one with souls, 1 Who is different from them, 2 

and Who is the Indweller and Prime Mover of all, gives to 
souls through His sakti, with which He stands in an inseparable 
relation,3 the results of. good 4 and bads deeds through which 
the soul experiences births and deaths. 

(§; e; 6/flJr, : J/ m 6lJ (} ILJ fa IT(} 6/1T ILJ IT UJ . 
<!!, ti- oWf! : c9J/ /I 6irr ~ u9 ti-a;~ 6irr [ilJ tr oii4r L. /D rfrl {D LJ 6m". 
Hara stands indistinguishably in the souls. 

~ UJ fD_Cl e; ~ w: @6ii 6lJ IT oirr UJ .T ;i; e; w u .,ii 6l/ Lil (!;Pp; 6l> @J roisr (!!](} 6ll1 
1LJ rr 1LJ rfrl /D (!!) UJ • 

All these several souls stand as the First-One Him
self .... 

1 Abbed.a, 
"Bbeda. 
3 This is cal!t:d the advaita 'relationship h" h th ~ . • db-

. . . - , w 1c e cla1va Sid antn conceives as two thmgs Inseparably united like alt d .. 
fruit. . 5 an water, Juice and 

• Pw,lya. 
s :Papa. 
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,iT .§1 : JJ/ ~ .§J ,;;fl /6 G LD 6isr /D G q: rr 6ll 6ll rr () 6/JT ~ e; G LD 6isr 611fi 6ll ~ e; 

GLD 6llT ~ a;- ,:_@6ll .§]@IJ1'61Jl u, u9 6llT JI/ 16 .§1 afl j.i GLD 6llT /D G Ir IT GI) (J 6'li 

.31/iiir611f111.1 (1j{T"~~6IJIUJ '461Rfr1f~§J l..l)/Tu51,:__@ • 

. . . . because if the term I advaita' means ' one', 
·since the ' one' points to that which is, - the term 
1 advaita' means 'non-difference'. 

~. e; 6/IM". : ~ &.,r u5)6'isr @)(!5 aB&r u5) 6isr. 
0,i6Wfl: e... u5J ,i- e; e5 a; 0!)5 e; 6isr LD u 6'lJ &irr ~ tTCl 6/ST Ge; rr (iH1 u 6'isr. 

To souls the fruits of karma Hara Himself gives. 

(1 LD fD (1 e; IT 6Tr ! @)6ll @J IT 6llT LD IT ,$ e; e, ,$ 0!j @)(!!j Gti&r (!;p /6 i.) 

6lJ @J &.,r u5) 6llT 6lJ (!!j I Cl. 

Good and bad acts will come to these souls by the 
command of the First-One. . . . 

~@: f)(!5 (1j8;tR6l»IU,$ e;rruwrw Uffl!J-- 8;1T6lJGf»L..L._ffllil0!5 

. .31/61Jl 6lJ JI/ 6lJ 61ST /6 IT ,$ fiJ 3oi,r ILJ rr e; 6'li IT 6llT . 

. . . . just as the king who wants to protect his 
town assigns a system of watch, so these are the com
mand of Him. 

~- e;mr.: (}LJIT,$0!) 6lJ!T6lf 4tR1LJ. 
C§tr6Wfl: e.._u5)ti-e;w c!Jfe=aru,rr pS/(llLJ '9fDdi(!!jLD. 

Souls will be born in different moulds. 

<lL.DfDCJ8ilTW: j)6l16llffQSTL.Dff8;5611" LDrr ;/Nu ,9/Dl5.§1 

These souls will be born changed (or have different 
births). • . . 

~ .§1: (J /5tr /D /D (!;p I.I:, FF .[pl I..D e... 611" W /6 fD e;i.)~.§1 e.._ fitT' /5 IT /6 
Gf»6llT61JlLDILJ rrW, 

..•. because appearance and disappearance are 
not possible except to that which exists. 

0, • e; 6/IM". : ,f;&wr u5) 6isr l ,$ e; I..D ~ firr ;& 15! /D r!!i u:,. 
0,ti-GWA: ~ IT 6isr 1r ,i-6lJ di 1LJ rr u e;m ( ~/6 6'i) m 16 61ST .§1 -el, '&Im 

u9m tfa;s;,ilm;& r5/p;u6llT). 
Hara is om11ipresent (therefore He stands insepara

ble from His command). 
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() LD/D(} $ IT w: i .li&ti)QST ,r& r@fD(!!JLDfi1r(} /D• 

Is it not so that He stands without interstice? 

fiil .t5I: ~ 6lJ QT fiil & rr <J = s; u:h 66/JT © t1) .isr ,a5J a= cF c, ~ Git UJ ff t5J 
UJ ff UJ .~ fD /D .ro rr QT . 

. . . . because He stands all-pervasive without being 
either one or many. 

e..W.§1 

• it is I 

3. Pasu : Siitra 3 
fffi)61>.§1 

'"61ST Ail L... 6'J 
'my body' 

~(i).is;Ul 

dissolution 

f!...6/SIJT/J/-
food 

fL 6iffl ff f5 /6 

·' it is not' 

fir fisr /D 68 fisr 

it is said 

~ ,r& f5 ~ 61) 

when it knows 

d.&,,r 

action 

fL 610T tr f5 60 tisr 

q;r QT p:, ~ QIT 

it is said 

m /.1) LJ .ro 6aT" 

the five senses 

e, 6/m" LJ 11/- 61) 

in sleep 

{j) QITG(J) LD uSJ 6aT" 

because they are not 

LDITUJ IT· 

as it is taught 

{i)a.ii PIT 
machine 

it understands 

·16s»ti..flj))w 

maya 
cf/, 66f LDff , 

the soul. within the body 

Interpretation : 

There is a soul which exists separate from the body and from 
the instruments of the body, for the following reasons : 1. There 
is something which is able to say , No' (to the proposition that 
there is a soul). 2. There is something which is able to say 
• My body'. 3. There is something which knows the five 
sensations. 4. There is something which knows dreams. 5. There 
is something which knows in the state of sleep when the body 
does not eat or work. 6. There is something which is ,able to 
know when taught. 

~, s; 6ISIJT • : {i)61> .§1 fiT QIT /D 6f} 6/fr -fb er lD IT e.. W §1. 

(!; ri ,;mR: {j 6lJ ai, G UJ 6lJT ~ /D ..fl/ ,a5J a1f '- (} fiflr G cF ff 6lJ D GrJ) <'5 u9 eJ <l 61> 

,.#//& 61/"9 tr e..Aiir©. 
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An intelligent soul exists because it says with 
knowledge that it (the soul) does not exist. 

(} LD /D (] a; rr w: -3 6isr LD rr l!L 6lT .§1. 

The soul exists. . . . 

wiT JpJ: {i) 6'l! (ii /Ii 6l1T /D 6@6isr. 

• . . . because it says ' (There is) no ( soul) '. 

(ii u rr y9 u y 6lJl tr: 1 ror GJJ /D ;.i &r '4 UJ JJ/ 6isr /D 6isr(il ~ 6lJT d, i.:...@ 
-3 6isr LD rr @ 61) G pi .in" .[JJJ ~ fD u .§1 e... 6lT p; rr a; 69 6isr JJ/ .§1() 6lJ ~6ll 
6lJ rr 6isr LD IT 6lJ rr UJ r;;r 6lJf /D .§1. 

That thing which remains saying (about) all things, 
' It is not. It is not ', and about the soul also, ' It is 
not '-that thing itself is the soul. 

~, a; 6ml" • : . for o11T JpJ L L.6\l for QT /f) 6@ Qif '3 ti1Ir LD tr l!L 6lT .§1. 

(!!; ,;- 6Wf1: ,;;r 6lJT .§1 l!L L. 61) ,;;r QI[ .JI)) (ii LJ IT (!5 L... t!iJ ,u5J ~ SIT {iJ !fJfilSI LD 

1LJ rr a; o= GI a= rr iii .!)lJ 6lJl <E u51@P 6'l! e... L. fD (!!) () GJJ (!!l ,u e... u5I ,;- lL 6mr © . 
There is a soul which is different from the body 

because it says in a separate possessive sense that '(This 
is) my body'. 

Q]" .§1: liif 64T .§1 L. (ii 6'l) tisr /D r;@ 67ff 

Because one says, 'My body' , . 

(l LD fD () a; rr w: -3 tisr LD n e... w .§1 . 

. . . . the soul exists. 

Gurr f#uyolil:r: ar~ u/i) r;;r6is, LIJrJ@rG1LJoisr(!!lfDCJLJtr61) 61'1f:ff 

6lJl ,$ 61 fil1r a; rr GI 61J 6llT r@ /D u .§1 ;;rr ~ rr a; r;@ tisr JJ/ !ffe (} @J JJ/ 6lJ 6lJ rr tirr LD rr 
61Jtr UJ. 

There is indeed a soul beca•.,se even :is one says, 
' My husband. My wife', so one says, , My hand. 
My foot' . 

• ~. ,$ 6D1,r • : m ui y wfin- JJ/ Ii p; dt (ii filJT 6isr /D ,6 m u:y 6'l) m ,o51 16 rs0 tiir · 
-1j 611T LD tr L6lT ,6. . 

1 +he summary or gi1t, 
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(!!;IT 6128: W ti;~ /6 14 LD 9 (!5 o11 <1 = JJf ,a5l % G0 6in-, 5) iu G 6l1 rr 6lJT m /D 
LD rr ;i; jJ !T LD ~ ;a!Hs /D 'lB ti; pi/ /D(!!j LD <1 'oll (!!lllJ ~,a IT e_ oizrr(i). 

The soul exists differont from the five (senses) 
because it only understands all the five (senses). 

fiT Ail: 'ff3LD4°"= ,a5J 15G0oisr • • • _ 
Bec~use the five senses are known .... 

(1 tD fl) <le; rr w: ,ff; 6lJT UJ rr ~ w .§1 . 

• . . . the soul exists. 

Gurrfl}1j4@1!T: 'ff3LD46'o)@Js3UJ a:p;p;u urfle=Gu ITa:e;ti;p;E 
a; &Jr @ti;~ rfi UJ/51 s; ,;rr- 5) 6lJT /D ,r.i ti; p; G p;uisr /D ,a5} UJ HIJI u, u5J fisr @611 
QT) 6lJ ti; /B@J~ LD 'ff3 w u UJ S1J LD JI/ ,uSJ 6ll .§1w/5rra;G06isr JJ/ .§JCJ QJ JI/ iu 
6lJ rr 6isr LD rr 6ll rr LD . 

That itself is the soul which knows the five sense 
perceptions of the five senses, because the five senses, 
namely, sound, touch, form, taste and smell, do not 
understand what the other senses have perceived. 

® · &~, : t,i> (i) a; a; LD JI{ ,a5J p; G0 6lJT ~w LD rr ~ w .§1, 

(!!;ri ~: & 6/IT al/ 1-~ iP i:_ © f1i ,;;sr 61/ 1-68 <161) 6lJ (!5 ma; u5J e.P 61) 

J{ a; a; 6IJT vu/ '-/D (!!j (} 6ll (!!JUJ e_u5} IT ~ 6l!M©. 
The soul exists different from the dream-body 

since it passes from the dream-body into the waking
state-body. 1 

wif Ail: .~@$,$LIJ Jl/pSJ p;6'lw .•. 
Because the gradual sinking (of the senses) is per-

ceived .... 

(}wp(} &rrW: '36l1Tlt:,1T 'e..Grr .§1 . 

. . . the soul exists. 

GurrySJu4Qf)iT: ~6/JT"aBoisre;L.. &6ll1@/ e;aii,ri_rrw fi1'6M.a,,LD 
e; oMT 11/-~ LD fil" 6isr .a,, LD ~ fD u .§1 orr p; rr a; G0 6M JI/~ <l 61J JI/ 6ll 6ll rr .in 
LDfr6lJITLD. 

That itself is the soul (which) stands in the waking 
state (and says), 'We have dreamt', or 'We have not 
dreamt'. 

1 The sthula, or gross material body with which the subtle body is 
i11vested and which the soul i11h"bits during the state when it is awake. 
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® · e; Im. : e; fiJSIJT LJ ~ 6\) e... .;m-19- .J, &in- .@ 6lff Gia)~ u.5) .;;;-, ~ 6lff ': {T" e... ~ .,§jJ. 

® IT 6lRlfl: ,@ p; ~ 611 (T uSI ~ LD t5'i ,r rr o/1iJT 6lJ rr _'415 • G /6 rr y9 61J u 611/THiSlff 

6J/LD a=rPJTp;.§J5(§U 4fRu4~ Gj6,T,,jJ~1JLD .@ol)6'lrr p;ul1/-u51eJC:61), 

t9 !T ,T 6m' fill IT 11.j 6lf a; <?!5 a 611 (!!J 'l.J 2... u!H e... s;.,;,r 0 . 
The soul differs from respiration because in sleep 

there is not eating or activity to the body even though 
respiration takes place. 

riiJ .§1: e; 65lff LJ 11/- 6\) lL 6lfJ1' 11/- J} &,n-u5) 6lff 611> LD uSJ 611' , . , , 

Because in sleep food and activity are not .... 

ClUJfDCl& IT w: cfii6lTTLDff" e...6'1T .,§jJ. , 

..• the soul exists. 

Gurr J:.P u4~ IT: ~(i)ffil~61IT'.l,1-p;.§J fj)risr up; .§J6lff LJ@rl 6l161JTLD 
t5J IT fl3@~a; {[i36lff~LDuSIW, ~(i)lliJe;rr /6.i,'-/i .,§jJ _@6lff l I p;.§J6DTLJ~ 
fJdlurr l5lfDU.§J6TT/6rra;~6irr, ~.§JC:6ll ~Gii6llrr6lfT'LDITG1JrrLD. 

Because pleasure, pain and movement are not in the 
body when the senses are restrained, and because 
pleasure, pain and movement are present when the 
senses are not restrained-that itself (which causes and 
lifts restraint) is the soul. 

~ • a; 6/iJT • : e_ 61JM IT" /6 /6 f!._6/Slff IT" /6 ~ 611' '3 611' LD IT IL W .,§jJ , 

~ IT 6Wfl: UJ /D ,;; .§J UJ /D,;; ,ipJ 151 3@r a; BJ /D u 19- u5J e/J 61), w fJ 6lJ rr UJ6\l 
.@(!!j 5 sJ /D ~ JT /gJJ1 a;~ Cl 6ll (!!JUJ e...u!P ,i- e...6'a1'@. 

Because the soul forgets and remembers, and re
members only to forget, it is different from Hara Who 
never forgets. 

fiil' .i!liJ : e... 61JM IT" Ii /Ii IL olR1r IT" /Ii ~ QST' • • • 

Because (it) knows only when taught .... 

C:UJ,(DC:e;rrw: ~QST't.lJ/T e...w .,§jl. 

, • • the soul exists. 

<iil_u ~ /;& u 4 m JT: ~ ~ 6lSf ,!!5J_ ,;; /6 rr lli1 a; ,aSl 6lJ <iii 6IIT' 6D1' Jl)I ~ ,oS1 .;{) a; 8: 
~ ,a5J fl>.§/ 'IL LJ (: /6 fii IU rr IU l5I /D LJ .,§jJ 6TT /5 frlE 6'i 6lff ~ .fpJ () 6lJ ~ 6JJ 
6lJ rr 6irr UJ rr 6lJ rr LD • 

T~a~ itsel!. is the_ soul which stands as the recipient 
of sp~ntual mst~uct1on, knowing only when taught 
(by Him) and saymg.' I will know even as He knows'. 
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(§ • 8i olRff, : UJ ,,- IU rr {ffi) IU ri; Ji; tT /fi §11 ;;ft §).I arr ~ 6'tff UJ,T I!!.. 6TT .§1 . 

(!!_;tr 61Jllfi: .,,- 6lJ6'J ,,-15 p; j; .§1 ;;JJ /fj}a; ~ ti; (!!j LD (} 6l1 ,gp (}@) ,gp Gu UJ ,i

kPJ(!!j $ ii1I) a;u5} ~ (J 6l), JJ/ ri; /6 {1j /6 /5 16 /5 .§1 fill /fj} 8i ~ .$ (!!j (} 611 (!!J UJ e-u5ln
l!!.. 610T@. 

The soul exists different from each of the evolutions 
of ma.ya 1 because each of the evolutions of ma.ya has a 
separate name. 

(J llJ /D () 8i rr 6tr : Ul ,r IU rr {i) lLJ ri; ft) tT /fi SlJ J, §JJ arr ~ 6111 llJ tr I!!.. aT j5J. 

The soul exists inside of the ma.ya-machine-body ... 

il .§1: ~~6111fitrLD GfilJ6iJCloll,gp GuUJ,i-GufD,g)I ,@fDfD6'J,,-fin-• 

. . . because they (the evolutions of ma.ya or the 
tattvas) stand having received separate names. 

B. The Attributes of . . . 
1. Pasu : Siitra 4 

JJ/ 6JJ /D ,a,J 6ilr .JI ,i; ~ i s; iT om LD 

the anta]:ikaral).as 
5>6ilr ,gJJ 

one of those 

IF ri; ~ j; /fi .f!jJ ~6'tlf"Ultr8' 

meet the soul 

Jf61Sll.JJ8'8r JJ/IT<lr 

the minister the king 

JJ/ § a;- .3J/ 6lJ /5 ~ /6 pi (J jli . 

five avastha.s. 

Interpretation : 

IF8i IF Ulfro~.fli} 

saha-ja mala · 

fiiI lLJ LJ LJ 

just like 

JJf 6lJT ,gJJ JI/ @HiJ/ 

not those 

l!!..6Z01' tr rr ( .fiiJ) 
does not know 

,@ 6'tff .fPI 

stands 

The soul is not one of the inner organs.2 As long as 
the soul is joined with a.Q.ava mala alone, it cannot know any
thing; but as soon as it joins the inner organs, it receives 

1 Tbe thirty-six tattvas. 
• The antal;lkarai;ias, namely, maoas which gathers sense-impressions, 

cittR which stores or analyses them, bnddhi which decides or discerns, and 
ahaJikara which concludes. As a unity, they form the four facul~ies of 
reason, the source-material for which comes through sense-impressions, 
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knowledge and experiences five stages. 1 The connection b_etween 
the soui and the inner organs is similar to that between a kmg and 
his ministers. 

® · ,$ 6Z0f, : JI/ ii, /Ea;,$ IT~ UJ ~ ~ fD p 6Dr . 5) tis, 'fP1 Jl/ 6is, $JI". • 

® ,r 6WA: JI{ d; fE a; a; IT 61m 151 e; e!)a; ~ ~ u9 ff @_ ~ 8n.. lJJ-. (f!} 6l) QIT' p /I! 
G /Err !J} i-o @) ii) 6lJ rr i6 u IJJ-u51e;C16lJ JJ/ .'Ii /E a; eH wJT 151 e; ~ e; (!!) C16lJ (!!J UJ 

@_ u5l IT @_ GY.IT@. 

· The soul differs from the anta}_lkaraI).as because there 
is no work to the antal:ikaraQ.as if the soul does not 
join (them). 

C1 UJ/D ],$ffw: @filJ allrrGirrUJrr6lJrr61J .§1 Jl(i 15a;8i ITQl/fI IIi]a;wrr,u 

@_ W 6TT" l.l) (] ff!) l./ /6 fiJ /LJ a; !5J ,$ rr IT ~ j; f61Ii1 8i iiYfl ii) 5) 6is, /1) Gifr $JI • 

The soul is not one of the anta}_lkarawi.s, namely, 
manas, buddhhi, ahankara, citta ... 

vu .§1: Jl/ @> 6lJ /6 rr LD 1.9 IT,$ fT ;:,= UJ rr ,u rfd 6is,-(J /D .ll/ u 1.9 IT e; rr e= Ll:J rr ,u 

rfd /D /D 60 rr m . 
. . . because these stand'as luminous (perceptive) and 

as non-luminous (a-perceptive). 2 

~. e; 6/RJT'. : ( ~ m /D 60T C!!l u51 sv ui) o= e; o= l.l) 6lJ j; .§1 e.. 611/Ir IT rr .§1 

( JI/~ l.l) a= o;. JI/ {T' o;. vu ,u u u) JJJ6ll>6l1 e= i fiJ 1§ /6 .§1 -3 er l.l) rr. 
~ trillllfl: l.l) 6lJ l.ll 'ool /D Ll LJ IT~ @_u5) (!5 6i 0!j JJ/ ;a al/ {i) (;oai, • 

There is no knowledge to the soul because the malas 
hide it. 

1 Avasthiis, or the state or condition in which tbe soul stands and learns. 
The type of knowledge that comes Is dependent upon the number of tattvas 
to which thts soul is attached. 

9 'l'he terms are prakii§a and a-prak:i§a. As instruments of kcowledge, 
the antal;lkarai;ias are far more delicate than the five organs of sense. As 
such, the antal;lkarai;ias are said to be capable of perception. When 
compared to the soul, however, they are said to be Incapable of perception 
or a-perceptive, since they can do nothing without the activation of the 
soul. 

The five organs of sense make possible pii.§a jcii.ca, or knowledge 
about the phenomenal world. The antal;lkarai;ias make possible pa§u jcii.Da, 
or knowledge about the,soul and its true nature. Patijciina, however, or the 
imprint of God's grace, is necessary for realization and neither pii.§a,nor 
pa.Au jiiana ain contribute this ; although together th~y may lead up to it, 
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(] lD /D (] e; rr arr: ffjJ 6lJ 6lJ rr Q1T UJrr a= .g= a; .g= lD 61) ti IN@)~ 'IL 6/S:1'( rr 
dloin-.JIJ1 

This soul has no knowledge on account of the 
saha-ja-rnala (aQ.ava-mala) 1 

• • • • 

41' .§1: JI/ Ail IE HIIT @ff 6m' µ;a !T rr IE a; lD rr ILJ lD 'orJ) /D ti .fp1 s;Ga; rr @ 

151 /D /D ~ rr .in- . 
. . . because it continues to stand hiding as the 

obscurer of jiiana. 

{§. e; olm", : JJ/ o(f) lD 8' 8r JI/ !T 8r 'iiT ILJ LJ LJ f5I fin- ./Pl J)/ <§ 8i-

Jt 6ll ti56lf5p;CJ /5. 
~ ri- 6IJl18: 'IL u9 ti- t'!:P .in-.fIJl ~ @J ti 56) IE u u @LIJ • 

The soul experiences three stages (avasthas). 

(} LD /D (} e; rr w: ffj) w @J rr Q1T LA rr a= .g= rr 8i fiJ Ir LlJ G .g= rr LJ LJ 6lIT' LD 8r@ /5 IN 
.fp1 rf1 II.J l D .fp1 rf1 II.J rr ~ /5 lD rr 14w w LJ l@j .g= .'f 6lJ ti ft; /5@) ILJ 151 /D ~ LD. 

The soul experiences five avasthas, namely, jagrat, 
svapna, su~upti, turya, and turyatita . . .. . 

41' ,§J: JJ/ Ail /5 rr .in- LD fN G.g= rr Gu ti fsoin- UJ56J /Di Ail JIG u 
G .g= rr G i5l II.J rr ILJ 151 fD /D 61),r .in-. 

. . . because the soul stands as formless and formed 
hid in the form of the rnalas. 2 

2. Pasa : Siitra 5 
tall orr LD t.9 1I.J 'IL 611" 6'ff p; Ail GLDILJ 6lJ rr ru 

that which is called soul body mouth 

e;dM- t'!:P 8i (!!j J{W/5.§1 JIJ/hi.§1 ~,r/;1I.Jrr 

eye nose measuring knowing not knowing 

1 This is the state of kevala, where the soul is bound by ar;i.ava alone. 
'fhe state of sakala is where the soul is bound by ar;i.ava, ma.ya, and karma; 
and the state in which the soul is free from all three is called the state of 
suddha. 

2 The second syllogism of this section teaches that the soul in the state 
of kevala is hid by the ar;i.ava mala and accordingly exists without form. The 
reason why the sonl experiences the five avastbiis of section or syllogism 
three is that in the sakala avastha it joins the thirty-six tattvas and through 
them works its way clear of the ai;iava bond. 
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lL 6WT ff uf} Qlr ~151 (!:)Gro 6JJ (J wnro p; 
just like that 
/6 ,J} UJ (!!j GYr 
among them 

/6 rr LD /6 LD 

they their 
8ilTf1i/fiLD 

magnet 
c$5»ff_ 

which sees 

of perception 
LJ a= rr e= ti §1 

iron 

JJ/ o/1) 6)J (J UJ 

just like that. 

Interpretation: 
Although the five organs of sense know the five ~ensations 

through the help of the soul, they do aot know themselves or the 
soul which makes it possible for them to know. In a similar 
way, although the soul knows th~ world (phenomena) through the 
help of God, it neither knows itseH nor God Who makes it 
possible foi: it to know. Souls are active in the presence of God 
as iron filings are active in the presence of a magnet (which 
means that there is no change in God). 

~. .q; 6l0T, : uB w LD i9 lLJ e.. w 6Tr /6 .§1 GJ LD ,u 6lJ rr ,u 8i o!mT (!Pd; (!j 
.JJ/ 6Tr ~ Ai] JJ/ fD' ,i; .§1 JJ/ ,aSJ lLJ IT • 

~1r6Wfl: Lu!hrr<Joll /6/EiJil6llffjJ$W 6T6l)ollrrLD Gj6r/j96l) 
Ga=,ulL(LD. 

By means of the soul all the evolutions of !l}aya (the 
tattvas) act. 

<1LDfDCJ.q;rr6Tr: 831L(olR1Ttr~<Ew ~WLDrr @Jrr c8J}lo11MC!.5LD. 

The five organs of sense know by means of the 
soul. •.. 

fiT .§1: .lJ/ fiJJ /lJ ,aS) ~) 6l) ~ 6l1T ~ ff f) jD ,!19. /6 iJiJ $ ,$ ,1 ~ 6J1 6l) oil iJiJ 
JJ/~ 6ll 5l 6lsr ~ 7114 LD ra9 '- uSl UJ rr @1 IT e; 61' rr w 

..•. because nothing is apprehended by the organs 
of sense unless the soul (helps them). 

<5· 8: 612T • :_ ~ ®05. JJ/ a'J) 6lJ (J LJ fT 6'I) ti /6 rr LD 15 LD L @i1T i .Jt w 
/6 ,J} lLJ C!p 61T & rr lo f6 LD <E ~ L U q. rr q. /6 .§1 JJ/'iwl @I () 1LJ. 

e:;rrfillllfl: JJ/IT~()oll lLu5Ji-&orr 6T6ll@liT LD .3l/;/Yt4LD. 
All souls know through Hara alone. 
(}Lil "(J •• Im\ • 

/D .q; rr 6TT • 561 .§1 6l/ f1i /Ii LD .§1 (!JJ /ii 61) IT CJ oil ~ 6J"Jr (!5 LD . 
E~en ~his (the soul) will understand only by means 

of their First-One, .•. 
3 
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ru .§1 : {ijJ 61l GJJ rr Qff LO IT /6 /6 QT ~p 6ll e... 611M (!5 LD [ijJ i fe !l UJ IEi1 (Jj &tr L.J 
{]LJ1Tf;t')l5 /6 rr SJ}i ;{6QT&r,. e...6l9JTtrff .§1 ~ fD/1J61llTQT • 

. . . . because the soul is not conscious of itself even 
as the organs of sense which are conscious by means of 
the soul alone. 1 

.. 

3. Pati : Siitra 6 
e...o/f!frlT 

perceived 

e_ olfl1T IT rr jN 6irr ~ LO ,i5/ QT 

e...(!5 

the form 

because it is not perceived 

~6\) 61) .!51 ~Gil e=,1i; .!51 

neither Siva-sat 

[ijJ !T 6/BT © 611 Q1) e; u5/ Qff 

in two ways 

Interpretation : 

[ijJ Q1) e= a; 0!i LD 

will say 

~8=/5.§1 

asat 

fiiJ@fN /D QT 

ITT"~QT 

if it is said 

the two ways 

~GLOfxfr 

they are 

LO Qff SJ} 61) (] (Jj • 

the people of the world. 

Whatever is perceived as a definite obJect of sense is change
able. z That which cannot be perceived does not exist. God 
is neither the one nor the other. Hence, He is called Siva-sat, 
which means that He can be known through grace-wisdom which 
He Himself imparts,3 but not through human inteUigence. 4 

(§ · (Jj 61ST • : e... 6lR1T (!5 (!5 ~ e= /5 G /6 fo/1tl 6iJr e... SIIIT IT IT .§1 [ijJ Qff ~ LO u5J QT. 

~ri-6WA:_ e...u51a- ,a5Jdi~JP61l ~;& UJL.JLJ L...L.... ITT"6\l6\),r LD JJIJJt4LD. 
All that is known by the knowledge of living beings 

will vanish. 

aLO/D(]e;1Tsrr: ~,a5IGB@61l/&UJL.JLJLL.... 0rL...@ ~8=fE.§J. 

Perceptual knowledge is changeable (asat) .•.. 

,. The five organs of· sense are unable to know unless they experience 
things through the help of the soul. In the same way, the soul is unable to 
know except through the grace-wisdom of God wbich makes it possible for 
the soul to know. This process may be compared to the activity of the iron 
filings before a magnet. 

11 Asat. 
8 Pati jiiina or the imprint of Divine Grace, 
• Pua and pa§a jiiana. 
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fi1 .!/ii: dlf 6ln6ll 15 rrLD ~ a-&rr q: UJIT ILi ~QJT() /D ~u t9JTCD rr q: L.CJIT i.., 
~ /D /D 6'l rr fiirr. 

. . . . because perceptual know ledge is luminous 
(perceptive) and non-luminous (a-perceptive) (at one 
and the same time). 

(§. .$ olS/IT. : [i) (!5 ~ /D fi1JT JJ/ 61) 6') .!/ii {iJ filUF j; ,§1 ,ff,LD liiT 61ST' [i) a-6liM@ 
6lJ fol1l CD uSJ6iJ,- {i)Q» q: & (!!} LlJ UJ 6Dr e_ 6') QI.$. 

~,; 6l111R: JJ!Ll ,9 :r<JUJ llJ L./JITCD JJJ;& UJLJLJ ,:_ L6JJ<J61ST' JJ/!1 drr. 
He who is known as that which is immeasurable 1s 

Hara. 
<JUJ;iJClCD1T6tr: {i)6lldi IT61m© p; 6irr Q1) L.CJ '4 UJ [i) 6lf1 ,ta fill rr .i (!5 

UJ@) ~ ,<D (] & rr q: IT UJ rr i.., rf! fiirr /D Jl/ .!/ii (l 6l} lF pi /5 IT '4 fifT ofT fR fill 

GL.CJW.[J)/6/RJTI" fDLJIT /D.fDl, 
The changeless Siva is He who stands without 

these two characteristics and Who is beyond speech, 
mind and the organs of sense .... 

~.!/ii: ,9 IT 6, IT lF pi~ SJ} 5 (!5 LJ ,9 ;r CD IT {iJ 5 a; (} fill 61i,r@ 6JJ ~ QJf filJ L.CJ 

wr SJ} U) Jl/ u t!1 IT e; rr q: j; ~SJ},$ (!!)Ll ,g IT e; rr q: ti) w mUJ llJ rr SU LlJ • 

• . • . because fhe luminous does not need anything 
to illuminate it, and the non-luminous has no illumina
tion.1 

II. Special Siitras, 7-12 

A. The Means or Method of Realization •.•. 
, 1. The Necessity for the Soul to Realize 
Siva : Siitra 7. 

llJ IT o1Jl @J 14 UJ 

everything 
(!!; ~ UJ w q: ;i GI p; pN 
su.nya in the presence of sat 

1 
A·prameya. The statement which says that Siva is One Who is 

realized by knowledge ~which is not ascertained or proved (JlluijrC:"'""''& 
d!J6_'."llu..:..._.,c;.,..) is an important statement which helps to clarify the Sid
dhanta conception of revelation. The steps are: 1. piiga and pagu jiiiina 
lead to ·the recognition that the soul is different from both the: world and 
God; 2. pati jiiiina unites the soul with God in tht! advaita relationship ; 
3, the teaching which emerges from such a realized soul constitutes revela· 
tion, because by virtue of the advaita relation that which the realized soul 
says is said by God ; a.nd 4. the Siddbiiotin Insists that such statements can 
never bti contrary to reason or logical ann!ysis. 
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a= ;i; Q ;Ti ~ ,rol (1J tr ( .!fiJ) [ij)iv6ll.§l 

sat cannot perceive does not exist 

.$/ p UJ ,r (Ail) 
it cannot perceive 

~.a£w1orr(.!fiJ) 
knowledge which is 

Interpretation : 

[ii)(!5~/D6m" . 

two-sided 

@ I oWT L._ 61) IT 

neither o[ the two 
,fp 6DT LD IT , 

the soul. 

In the presence of God, Who is unchangeable, nothing has a 
reality of its own. Hence, God cannot perceive the changeable, 
and the changeable cannot perceive the U ncbangeable. 1 That 
which perceives both is neither of them. The soul, therefore, 
which experiences both God Who is unchangeable, and the 
•)henomenal world which is changeable, is called 'changeable-
• 
unchangeable '. 2 

<§. e; 6iM. : UJ IT ~HilJ/4 /I) (§@Fl tIJ w a= ti; .§1 ror fiH -fb e; 60 w 
a=~<l~ ~IIJ!,a5}rurr§J. 

®ff~: JJ/ !T 6m" LJ IT a= ~,;;rn /Ii JJ/ SlJ LJ 619 tl.J IT~ 

Hara does not experience bondage (pasa). 

(JI.I) fD (: Bi IT 61r: a= /5 ,@GJf-1 L._ /5 .f!jJ ~ a= /5 §1 LJ t9 IT e; IT fi!J tIJ IT .!fiJ 

In the presence of sat, 3 asat cannot shine . . . . 

<iT .;Ji] : GLD /LJ uS/ @fl L- /6 .!fiJ LJ G LJ IT UJ JJ/ LJ J!l a e; IT a= LD IT UJ ~ /D /1J 
.;,),T6/!f. 

. • . . because in the presence the eternal the false-
eternal stands as non-luminous. 

(§ • lI, ~ • : JJ/ a= j; gI [ij) 6'I) .f/iJ JJ/ ,ml ILJ IT .!fiJ • 

(§ IT 6l1l1A: u IT iT- LD JJ/ I &err JJ/ SJ} LJ all ILJIT .!fiJ. 

Pasa does not experience Hara. 

(J LlJ PJ (} e; IT 6TT : JJ/ 'cl' ,,i ft; SU a;(!!) @... 6lJ3T IT .B 6llT ;rSJ 

Asat has no innate intelligence .•.. 

1 Asat: changeable ; sat: unchangeable. 
" Sat-asat. 
3 Sat is that which PXis,s through all times and is imperlsbabl~. 

Asat i!l that which perishes and is changeable. Sat is the permanent, asat 
the impermanent. 
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Q]' .fliJ: .JI/ .fliJ /6 .roisr ,@<:5 i9 a;&; .;i> @6lff (!!J eHll fT folJT • 

. • . . because that (asat) when proved does not 
exist, 

(§• $6!01.: iiJ@fs/D6lff JJJf&<iJ/ r!..GTr .fliJ fj)JTmTL ~l./f ~~/.£fl, 

(§ff oWfl: e!.. u5J tr J)f@J ~ IT c;;nr L.._ &,- IL{~ JJ/ .il!Jj LJ ;;{,a;(!!} LIJ ( JJ/6ll oil .#J1 

e... u5J ir JJ/ iu GlJ IT &r JJJ ~ '--14 i.iJ, JJ/ ~ u Jr ci; (!!; LD). 
The soul enjoys both of these (or the soul realizes 

_Hara and enjoys (Him) ). 

ClL.1JfDCls;rrw: ~(!!jft},/D6lff JJJ,m/61J f!...GTr .ffj} ~IT6.m '--~'If 
,fl, 6M LIJ rr • 

The soul which is neither of these has two-sided 
knowledge. 

Gurrl:}9uLf~IT= ~iudi1T6l»rL.'&rr-'41.iJ JJJ,m/611f6ff/L.J @..LJClt5&:"I 
11.J IT ILJ (@6/TT' /D JJ/ 6lJ i:v ~ 6lf fj) IT6m L 6U1 LJ rr ~ (!P GTr /6 ,T /LJ @.. G1T 6'IT 

JJJ JJi1 Cl 6JJ JI 6lJ 6JJ rr 6/fT' L1Jrr 6JJ rr LD . 

The knowledge ( or intellirrence) which knows both 
of these (sat and asat), and the°knowledge which stands 
as. the. recipient of spiritual instruction, and that which 
exists m these two (sat and asat)-that is the soul. 

2. Siva's Manifestation to the Ripened 
Soul as a Human Guru: Siitra 8 

~w4~ G6JJL.~6/TT' 

the five organs of sense just like the savages 
J)J/1.J!r~p;&r 
forgetting 

p; i.iJ & /56IJ 
their First-One 

(f!j(!!j 6l/ LIJ rr IL.J ;ii 
(appearing) as Guru 

JJ/ 6(ST @fl 11.J UJ 

strangeness 
G o!F .§JUCl LIJ, 

will reach. 

6JJ GTr rr ~Gp; 6lS1 j; 

growmg up 

f6oll %~~.ii> 
through tapas 

~ 6/fT' ~ LIJ u516lff 

not being there 

~~,T rd;,a;JiL...(i;) 

made known 
JJ{IT(Sllf 

Hara 
$ l:fi61l 

feet 
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Interpretation : 
t 

As a result of religious austerities 1 performed in previous 
births and continued in the present, Siva, Who has been guiding 
the soul through the kevala 2 and sakala3 states at all times, 
now manifests Himself to the soul as a human guru and says

1 
• You are ·like one who is caught by a gang of hunters, namely, · 
the five senses. You nave even become like the hunters them
selves.' Through this experience, the soul comes to know itself 
and God and realizes its advaita 4 relationship with Him. 

®· 6&m.: jlj@Jpip}6'6fiio1e_66lfftrpif6. 
C:!!i ,;- 6Wfl: e_ u5'c5 a; 0, (1j 6ll <N ;ifl 6lJ /Ii 6lJ 15 ~ @/1 fill () UJ 6lJ (!5 LD. 
Real knowledge will only come to the soul by tapas 

alone. 

(1 llJ fD (l 5 IT -srT : ~ 6JJ olJ IT 6i,r llJ IT 5 6 ~ o!E ~ (!Ji /D G lr ILJ /fi 6JJ pi jE ff filr 
§ rr w LD r@ 6 Cf.i LD • 

J fiana will shine to these souls on account of the 
tapas they did in a previous birth . . .. 

fiT ,§1: (iL.c /D ,1r,R m ,u fs rfl wr (} UJ rr 61616 &rr a= G lr ILl ,IJil iJ} 1uin-

G 6llT ;a wr fs ,u @rr 6llT ~@> /6 .!i 6 rr L....'-9- /Uiro fill .§1 (J LDu.,-p; QJl 15 a; 
G 6 rr i._ rr 6U rr & fill rr 6isr. 

• . . • because (God) will not give mok~a unless 
(souls) show jfiana as a good path when doing carya, 
kriya, and yoga. 5 

e,. &amr.: 16L/j C!:f'/fi6'tl r!!i(!56lJLDrr/LJ (fLrixRITIT/6/6)-
a rr =A: fL ,a C!5 a; 0, a: ,Ir ID (!!j(!!J 611 IT ILJ 6lJ@ 6lJ .§1 JJ/ !T () 611T. 

He Who comes as the true teacher (guru) to the soul 
1s Hara Himself. 

1 Tapas. 
" Kevala is the state where the soul is bound by ai;iava alone. 
3 Sakala is the state where the soul is bound by ai;iava, miiya and 

karma. 

• The advaita relationship here postulated is the Siddhiinta version of it. 
Whereas Sankara interpreted the relationship as one of complete identity, 
the Siddhantin interpre~s it as a union of two separate entities and compares 
it to the resultant obtained by mixing salt and water. The two are one in 
union altbou~h both are distinct realities, 

5 PaSa and pa~u jiiana. 
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(} LD /D (} CD rr 6TT" : ii) 6lJ 6lJ rr 6lJT LD rr ,$ & ~ cE (!!j /5 /6 LD .§1 (!;P /6 (!!J () 61ST 

(!!j C!5 6l/ LD IT '4 6'R1r ti- /5 .§1 LD • 
God Himself as Guru will cause these souls to 

know •••• 

fiT .§1: J/ 6lJ sis,- ~ 6lJT JI fLJ ii} w ;.i a= u,> e= /6 6l1Tmi aJ Ge= rr (!_5 ~ fLJ rr U.J 
,fl;n,(DfNff6lJT, 

.... because without being separate, He stands as 
the embodiment of intelligence. 

(§. CD @ar. : &J LD L/ 6l) (} 6lJ ,__ fl 6lJT JI fLJ Ir (1j /6 '&Jr 6lJ fM ti- (1j .§1. 

<§ ti- GWB: fL u9 ti- u §(} e= rii ~ fl ILJ{@ :s &rr u u ;n .JDJ 6Ti) ,$ u9 @J (} 61) 

/6 6in &r '4 LD JJ/ ,r.i fLJ LD rr t..:_ ,__ rr gi. 

The soul when in union with the five senses does not 
know even itself. 

(} LD /D (} .s ,r 61T: [iJ 6lJ 6JJ ff Q1f LD ,r ,$ .s Gr/" FB '4 6/Sl/T ii-6l/ CD 6TT" tr vi,,- LD fLJ riu
fi) /6 /6 LD @I LD '4 611M IT tr • 

Souls do not know themselves, being deluded by the 
five organs of sense • • . . 

fiT .!li1: JJ/filfl 6JJ /6 rr LD u ~ i,;a 6't i:_ ,__ 6lJ 6i,r 6lfT' LD (} u ,r 6l) 
1 

CD rr L-• 
l1r /D m /D ;i; IE/T" L-Lfr ,@ /D /D 6ll ,r 6lJT • 

• , . . because souls reflect that which is shown to 
them just as the crystal reflects the colour which is 
placed near it. 

<§ · a; oa1,r. : '59 i:_ (i) ~ 'Dir lix1f1 fLJ ii} 6rfT wi LD u516rfT JJ/ rr 6iTr <!» tp 6ll 
Ga=.e,l1JLD. 

<§Ii~: e..u91r u ~GP <F ti; pJ fl ILJ/Ei],$ fSY[I GP 6lJ u fD JD fD (!!J61l /6 6llT &r -
'4 Lil JJ/ ;a '4 UJ. 

The soul will know itself when it is released from 
the five senses. 

~ Lil ,ID(} &rr w: ii) 6ll 6ll rr ti,, LD rr ,i; /6 6i,, &,- {j ri; ,iUl 1LJ pi~ w () 6lJ (!!J 
6lJ tr 611T fli ,,. lii{Rff (} fill /6 LD .!li1 (!fl /6 61) fl LJ tr /6 pi fill) /6 fLJ '&wr llf LD • 

k The soul reaches the feet of the First-One when it 
nows itself to be different from the senses .... 

'<iT .!1li1: l!m: <F 6ll & u9 fD (!!J ~ /6 rr ll.l /6 Q1J tT GP UJ ,u rr ti; .l51 ~ fLJ IT w . 
h · · · · because when the rope of the swing breaks1 t e one who swings can only reach the ground. 
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3. The Method by which the Soul 
may be thus Ripened : Siitra 9 

Qill6l1Tc$$@1JT" lJ/UFUJ 

the eye of flesh pasa 

(§IT 6111 a; a; 61rar6Wf1@fi /D 

i!....611aT/TfTLJ 

will not know 

fiii67f!/6 

LJ ~@"JIU 

pati 

with the help of the jnana-eye the intellect 
(Tjff~ 

chooses 

~ IT ,T ;J; giJ ~ j; (] /Z' IT ;J;G /5 .,;n LJ LJ/UF UJ ~® 6lJ /i; /5 6Mr 
as the mirage pasa to get rid of. cool 

J)!f)o'IJIT L.D 

shade 
up; 
pati 

. rar 6/RJT .&!!J11 UJ 

will know 
.JJf§G<1r(l:.ip;~ 15. 

the five letters. 

Interpretation : 
The soul which i5 unable to realize Siva through human 

understanding1 must realize Him through Divine Wisdom/~ 
When it so knows Him, the phenomenal world will appear as an 
illusion or a mirage. 3 The soul then realizes the cooling shade 
of Lhe presence of God. (In order that the soul may not revert 
to the world) it should concentrate on the five-lettered mantra 
(Namas-sivaya) according to Law. 4 

{§· a; M, : 'e§!I.ixfTc!EcvolRJr UfriF LlJ e_@Jl"!Tff LJ LJ~~/LJ @jHi~& 

a; 6lfJT 61JlJf/~6i,,- fj; p; wl ,.!6 /1j IT IS/-• 

~ !Ti;wf/: v,__ u9 IT' ~ IT oM @j'r w /ii fi) ~CJ~(] ru ~ IT &r a; e; rr .&!NJJ w. 
The soul only with the jfiana of Hara will perceive 

Hara. 

CJLDjD~$ITW: JJtlL(!fJ/6&-iJ §f16l1T8;,$filRll'~(l~ ,${i6l»f,$ 

Perceive that First-One with the eye of jfianaalone ..•. 

oJ §I : ._ ~ ;;u .irr @JT .i 0!5 LD e; ~ /5 CJ a; rr s= !T LD rr ILi r@ /D /D ~ rr 6isr . 
. . . . because He stands beyond the reach of speech, 

mmcl and the organs of sen~e. 
1 Pa~a and pagu jiiana. 
e Pati jiiana. 
3 The concept of illusion mmt not be taken in a Vedantic sense because 

there is reality behind tbeSiddbanta concept, Siddh:inta maya. always remains 
an 'existing thing '-an u\-poru\. 

4 The Vedas and the Saiva Agamas. 
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(5. ,$ oiRff. : rur rr j; .§1 &irr j; (J pi rr j; .§1 15T 6/1T LJ LJ rr 8' U) 5J (!!j 6JJ pi 

pilolfJT -~!:JJ6\)ITUJ LJ~. 

(51r 61111R: fL ~ Ir LJ rr 8' j; p;a 6'iJ LJ /D /D /D (!!J~ .JJ/ IT 6?IT G6JJGTfi LI 
u@a1Jw. 

Hara will appear when the soul is released from pasa. 

(J LD /D(J e; IT6Tr: .JJ/ 8' pi pi rr IJ../6TT" W 6JJ 61ST f;llf(J LJ /o f6J e; 8;,r . .JJ/ 8' pi 
G pi w .!I)) e;rr 6/fM e.. w pi rr ,u ~ ,ID u .§1 @j rr 6/ITG e: rr (!5 u G LDQST .,gJJ 6/1/IT 

IT /D LJ IT fD .gJJ 

It should be known that the form of jfiana is that 
which helps one to know the·unreal colours as unreal ... • 

fiT .fli]: J)/ q: pi pi rr IJ../6TT"W ,!) JT u § e: p;1o111 pi .JJ/ e: p;G pi 61ST .,gJl e; ,r a1ll1 

fL w pi rr ,u ~/Du .§1 @j rr 6/1T GI e: rr (!5 u GLD filff /D .§1 (J 6JJ fD ,o5J tI.J ~ u ,r fs ru 
6JJ 61ST 6llT <Ju p; (Ei} e; '&rr <J 6JJ fD ,o5J ru ~ G u a .av e; 001@ e; !ft LI ci fir e.. w 
pi ,r ,u ~ fD u .§1 u l1J-- e; Ge: ,r (!5 u LD rr i .§1 ~ tI.J rr fir . 

. • . because when the soul sees the asat world as 
asat, that which remains is the form of jfiana, just as that 
which remains is the form of the mirror when (someone) 
sees and separates different colours as c;lifferent. 

<5 · e; 6WT" • : tiJ PJ ~ 6/m" Jil!JlJ UJ .JJ/@G e:@ p;<J pi. 

(!!;IT afl: u § 8' ,r 8¥lT G 8' LJ U) LJ 6WT GWf/@)~ 6JJ ,r 8'@) LD 6\) LD 
QurrUJ. 

• 
The vasana mala 1 will disappear if (the soul) prays 

(repetitiously) the paficak!;iara. · 

• (.}LD/D(}lbr,GTT: @@jsBt._;i;§J ~ LJ~Jf!FfT8;,${T;i;liil!)pi tfi~LIUIIJ--
fL~~~~e; . 

h 
The _Sri Paficak!;iara should be repeated according to 

t e rubric. . . . • 

lii1" ~: ~6lJa11rrfirLDrr.ia;e5a;0!5 @i/T"QTUJ ~JT51T"fiipi.§]UJ .JJJI§· 
i~61rr,.sliil!)pi <l_GJJuy ~6isrfD L/(!9LIC1urr6'1) <J(Jjrra;fsp;lii/I)/D C!!1i,ra;fs 

, /D@)Lllrrc5~611r, J!/.§1 /la;(!!jpifDG5611Ta; Gc5rrwa;. 

th · · · becau'.se even though souls have attained jfiana, 
~y tend to see the a-jfiana which they (formerly) saw, 
1 An b . 

f O SCuring principle, being the result of an attenuated and sterile 
ortD of priirabdba. 
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just as the worm which feeds on the bi'tter -margosa (re
turns to it even after feeding on sugar cane)-to get rid 
of that (the paficak~ara is prescribed). 

B. The Benefit of Realization .... 

1. The Removal of Pasa: Siitra 10 
JJj@JCl66f 

he alone 

~ 8i(!!!Jfa 

p;rr(}m 

he himself 
-3€i3,u 
becomes 

@m /D u lx0fl rfl ;iJe; 

cl)/ Pi Gil ~ ,a5l 
that way 

to be one 
LlJ 61) LlJ IT QfJ ILJ 

to be in the service of God 
/5 6lJT Ge/I) 6ll 61l ;;9&,- ~Qr(} /D. 

mala ma.ya with strong karma they will go. 

Interpretation ; 

The moment when the soul realizes that Siva has always stood 
in an advaita relation with itself and that Siva has been and is 
thereby the Prime-Mover 

1
of all, 1 and when the soul accordingly 

makes its adjustment by surrendering itself to His will, aJ,1ava 
ma.ya and karma wiU disappear. 2 

(§. o; 6/9J1". : JJ/ 6ll (} 611T /Ji rr (] 6l1T' ,fJ fiJ 1IJ ~ di G ~ ,aSI firs Qr ,$ fa . 

(§ ,;-~: ~ {T S)J L. 6llf 5' 6lJT (!!J riJ r.i) 6\l, 

Be at one with Hara. 

(}LD/D(}e;rrw: LJfT(}LD8r6llfTQT ~6116llfrQTLDff6llfrUJ r.iJw/D 
(!;P filfl fD QfJ LD IIJ IT 66T ..JJ/ 6lJ ~ '-JS .§1 ~ e; {!!!) fi3 rfl fD 8i . 

Be at one with Him just as Paramesvara is at one 
with the soul. .•. 

~ §1: ..JJf 6116lJ rr .fPI rfl fD e; (} 6lJ ,u IT G 61ST 6llT Gil p; w SJJ@j Gile= (!!Fi 
s /D ,.g)I Jf 6lJ 61ST §1 flu rr /6 ;i;~ /Ji tLJ &i,;,r IL/ LD rr o; 6lJIT oisr • 

. . . because when (the soul) stands thus it loses the 
pride of • I ' and ' mine ' and joins the feet of God. 

1 Siva alwayll stands in advaita relation to the i;oul. J3y virtue of this, 
He is the Prime-Mover behind pa§a and pa§u jiiana as well as the Prime- ' 
Mover of pati jiiin3, The recognition or insight of this n:lationship 
is called realization. 
• 11: No motion is implied in the process, any more than motion is implied 
in cognition or recognition, 
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~. & 612T. : @Q;> /D u &1i1f1 ,{) /D a; Ul 6') Ul IT 61I> 11.J /fi 6l1T G @ii) 6116\l J,21.zrr 
{ilJ air, (} /D • 

~i~: 1!!...W Gp;rry:}~6'>61>6'1!/T"LD JJ/IT6l1TLJ61111f1 ~fiir(}/D Ga;rrw. 

Consider all your action as the action of Hara. 

(} ui /D (} a;rr w : {ilJw11> p, u 6l1l1R 6lJ (!.i 611 rr .§1 tf) /D a; 

Do not fail to do the command of God •.•. 

fiT .§1: Jf 611 fillr (!!j w rr 6'>6\l6'1!.§J ~ 6ir m /D ll./@ G lF ILJ tLJ rr@) a;(} 611 

JJ/@@j lT"fi4T .g; 6ir UJ LD ,9 ITCJ 6lJ fil UJ rr 6lJ rr a;"' rr QIT • 

. . . because, since (the soul) does nothing except by 
His grace, a-jiiana and karma do not enter (it). 

2. The Realization of Siva: Siitra 11 
&rr Jf!WILD 

to the eye 

&/T"QRIT 

to see 

&6lf/IT' i§ll.i;C!,a; &rrL..©w 

which sees will show 

l!!...611 w pi6l11f6,$ 

the soul 
&6lf/IT'@ 

seeing 

.fl/ 11.J IT IT" JJ/ 6llT t.9 6l1T 

in ceaseless love 
JJ/ITAT 

Hara 
& l:J)fm 

feet 

Interpretation : 

I!!... G1T Ul (J L.Jlr 61) 

the soul just like 

a; rr L. t_-~ QIT 

as is shown 

{ijllFJ)UClUl. 

will reach. 

The soul realizes its inseparable union with Siva through 
ceaseless love, love which comes to the soul as soon as it knows 
that it is Siva Who makes it possible for the soul to see in the 
same way as the soul makes it possible for the eye to see. 

<5 · a; 6lflIT'. : a; rr iifllJJ LD a; &Rll .&!!JJl ii(!!) ci a; ,,.·,:./i) w e... 6Tf w <1 u rr 6ll • 
& rr 61Rfr @.. w w j; .rs> p; a; & 610T @ & rr ,.:. t_ 60 .in • 
61} • (5~ 6111J8: @j rr@R .i ~ 6lJ (!!j ~ /D di L. ILJ iii e, &rr JJ/ u () 6lI{ JJ/ SJ) u 

ULJfiM, 

. __ It is Hara Who experiences that which comes to the 
Jnani, · 

(} l.LJ /D (} 5 ,,..;,: Jf W §JJ) LD .I)/ aJ fD fD .§1 di t_ 11.J pi~ /6 lJ./ 6lRIT (!!j LD 

.And He 1.mderstands the experience of souls ... , 
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fiI .§1: {ij@l 611 ff @r UJ ff .i ,$1,°TT JJ/6ll&,,, u9 fin- ,aSI ILJ fj/J) UJ 15 .J!jJ 51 W@> /D 
IL/ UJ d} L._ fl9 ILJ ff 611 ff ,$ 61)ff W . 

. . . . because the souls do not stand without Him; 
nor do they experience apart from Him. 

C§· ,$Q/If,: (JJJ/511;;,,r) JJja..JIIff JJ/QI t!l6llT JffIW &!J)6'i> Ge=.@'J(}UJ, 
(§tr611Dfi: JJ/ QJJ &,rr UJ /D 611 ff UJ 6'iJ JJ/ @I Lf !W(!!j p; /5 ff 6'iJ JJJ6UmB '- ;i; 

fs (} 61) 'fB a; ;;a ILJ UJ ff UJ LJ (} LJ ,'r 6lJ 6llT. 

Where there is love without forgetting Him there 
(the soul) gets united. 

ClUJ;iJ(Je;ffw: [iJGIIFlu up;fsu9f!!!Jw LDfIJ6JlffCJt5p;/5 ~6JJ66T .§1 

fJurrp;p;m/fi 1LJ3;w,-'4UJ, 

Now, if without forgetting he (the jfiani) praise Him 
through bhakti, he will join the blessed feet of 
Hara .... 

QT .J!jJ: JJ/ 6lJ 6llT JJ/ 6isr GDf/ ILJ ti) 6isr- ,aSI a= Ge= ILi (} QJJ rr ri- G lF ILi fs u LJ IJ.J @1" 

d} !brr ;i; .§1 :@ /D /D 61) ,r 6llT • 

. . . . because He gives the fruit of the actions of 
those who are not different from Him. 

Ill 

3. The Course the Realized Soul should 
Follow in order to Retain the State of 
Realization: Sutra 12 

Ge= UJ LCJ 61),r Cl~rr6isr /fi/TW CJe=IT6'iJ ~L.L-IT 

the red lotus strong feet joining prevents 

JJ/Ul!.t',61)u, &'il_{ij JI ti,r u GI IT n{i) 1..CJrP{i) 

that mala getting rid of with bhaktas in the com-
pany of 

UJ(T6'i) JJ/1" (]15U,JUJUJ~ 15 /fi6JJIT" (] 611 L-(!/J UJ 

ignorance when lost great devotees form and 

,s.oa.JUJ /firrMlJui J/ IT 6llT fiiT QIT Gp;ff(!:9(] UJ, 

temple also (itself) Hara this is worship. 
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Interpretation : 
The soul should remove even the smell of the three maias 1 

which has been hindering it from uniting itself with the Lotus 
Feet of God, should associate with Siva-jiianis in the temple, and 
should worship the Siva-linga and the form of the Siva-jiiani 2 

even as he would Siva Himself. 

<5· <EfiMT. : GcF 1.CJL.L6\)ff (] (,;ff 61T(!!JGTr <1<FIT~ ~L..,t_,r JJJLDLD6\lLD 

5fP~-
(!,ff6WR:· (!fll.llLD6\)11iJ,$&r,-t4/fil ,$3,,--rr e;. 

Get rid of the three malas. 

() LD /D () cE ff Gir: ~ fi/JlJT 6lJ UJ rr ~ ru cE ff 6lJ1 LB :u GILD 6iJr .i1JJ LD LD 6\l fFjJ 
e; 3w, ,$ e;&,r cE. 

Get rid of the three malas, namely, al).ava, ma.ya and 
karma .... 

fiiT Ail: JJ/~ 6lJ /6 rr LD @jff 6/IT /6 ~ /6 14fil1l1fff/515 rr .§1 JJ/@j 
@j rr fil1T /6 6(1) /6 Uf fil1l1f ff /6 .§1 LIJ rr cE 6\l rr .is, . 

. . • . because these do not cause ( the soul) to under-
stand jfiana but they cause (it) to understand a-jfiana. 

~. cE 6/S/ff. : JJj 6rir LJ GI IT rr (i) LIJ ,P ~-
(!!; i &JDR: @6JJ I§ rr 611(1 e;eiL () 6/R' lln..@c$. 

Associate with Siva-jfianis. 

ClLDfD(}c$ rrw: @6llu 15 /5 ffc$(}w,,-@ ~6/2rfFj)~s;. 

Be friends with Siva-bhaktas .... 

fiT .§1 : JJ/ io 6\l ff /6 rr rr J/@j@j rr 6IIT p; .m /6 Uf 6lRsr ff /6 .§1 611 !T ,1 .!Hl>ff fil1T • 

• . . . because others (who are not Siva-bhaktas) will 
teach a-jfiana. 

e:, .. c$ viJr. : LCJ rr ~ ~ /D Cl r,; ru LD LD 6{iJ ti, /6 6lJ tr (J 611 L (!fl LD -3 6\l UJ di 
/6 rr Jfi1JJ LD -"I !TfillT uT 6IJ'( /6 GI /6 rr & (} LIJ • 

1 ~ava, miyi and karma . 
. "The word 'Siva-jiiiini' includes the tiruve~tp, namely, (1) the 

vtbhiiti or sacred asht>s, (2) bends or anything used in prayt:r or to repeat 
mantras, and (3) the holy dress of the guru, The first two are the import
ant ones. 
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0!j!T GWB: u/ 611 @)IT~ a; &r,- IL/ UJ fil 6lJ ~ ail a; j6 QIJ /6 IL/ UJ fil 6ll GI 6/JT 61JTC1611 

(1 /6 ;:,SI w !ft LJ (i) e;. 

Understand and worship Siva-jfianis and Siva-lingas 
as Siva Himself. 

(1 LD fD <J e; IT W: l.J /5 /6 tT .JJjJ fi) (!!j <J 6ll '- /5 m /614 ~ fil 6lJ IT G\J UJ /5 ~ /6 
IL/Ul wrC1LDo;-@JITGl611T'61JT~ e;~@ 6lJ/j}u@e;. 

The sacred appearance (tiruve~a) of the bhaktas and 
the temple-think of and worship these as Paramesvara 
Himself .... 

~ .§J: ~6lJm wjJ;.iQJ d}L._ai},$ otFlfD aIT&rra= LDIT IU r@ti,,(1 /D 
~i-J G\) T /6 fi} '-/6 .§1 ~ L1 t!1 IT e; rr a= LDIT" IU r@ /D /D iii) IT er. . 

..•. because He shines in these places while in 
other places He does not shine. 

®· ,$~-: 51y96lj, 
05ii.w8: 61Jy9ur_lT.;mt.DanUJ ~!:fie;. 
Get rid of non-worshipping. 

(l w /D <1 e; rr6Yf: ~ iiusll L-IEill5 ~ Eis, 61J !ft u © e;. 

Worship in these places ..•. 

u .JJjJ : /Jj IT UJ y /Jj rr 11/--- (!fJ /6 G'o) rr m 6lJ /D an /D ~ /6 IT sr .f/i1 6lJ rr tU 6Jl (!!j UJ 
y (!!j L Eis, JI 611) 6lJ /JJ rr e; IT 6ll IT JI)I JI u y (!!j '-Sll LD rr e; G'o) ,re . 

. . . . because the puru~a who is made up of nerve, 
pulse, and other constituents is not there, although the 
puru~a is there. 



C.-COMMENT ARY 

· PART I: General Siitras, 1-6 

SuTRA 1: P&ooF FoR THE Ex1sTENcE oF PATr 

The Sages say that the world which is perceived as • he', 
, she', and • it ' is subject to the cyclical process of evolu
tion, existence in form and involution. The Agent of in
volution is likewise the Agent of evolution, because the 
world must evolve by the power of the one Who caused it to 
disappear. The world evolves in order that the a~ava mala 
of souls may be worn away. 

The operation of logic in the formation of the Saiva Siddhanta 
philosophy is seen most clearly in the Siva-jnana-bodha, where 
inference follows inference in a march of causal succession. 
According to the Siddhanta, however, philosophy as such does 
not claim to have its origin in mere logic. On the contrary, the 
conclusions are reached as ' ... a result of spiritual experience 
or realization . . . ' , 1 an experience which never arises from 
human reason but which is never contrary to it. Thus it is 
that the Bodlza begins with the teaching of the Sages; for they 
alone can reveal the ' realized ' truth. 

The sage to whom the Siddhiinta owes the most is Meykai;ita• 
deva, the author of the Bodlza, and a man of unique ability. For 
Meykai;ita was a master of chain-reasoning, who was able to sum. 
marize his spiritual experience within the compass of forty 
lines of Tamil poetry. He divided these forty lines into twelve sut 
ras, ,vhich in this case is a sort of code language. Meykai;,.ta further. 
divided the twelve sutras into separate divisional sentences 
using the exact words of the sfitra itself. 2 Then he re-worded 
them in a kind of easy prose, setting forth the purport of each 
divisional sentence. 3 Years later, • the great commentator of 

1 Preface, 1945 edition of the Siva-jiiana-bodha of Meykaiifa-deva (The 
Giiiinsambandam Press, Dharmapuram), p. 1. 

e Sti.tra-kaQ.-a\ivu. 
" CurQ.ikii-a particular style of expression. It expresses in a short 

sentence the substance of the whole argument. Pillai, J.M. Nallaswami, 
The ~iva-intlna-/J,dlla, p. 6, 1945 edition. 

• Siva.-jiiina-muni wes a celebrated ascetic of the Tiru-v-iivaturai mutt, 
18th c. (died A. :o. 1785). U. 111. Tamil Lexicon, p. 1443, 

47 
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the Bodha, Siva-jiiana-muni, took the thirty-nine divisions of Mey
kar,,.ta-deva and placed them in the form of syllogisms, giving 
he entire work·a seriated logical sequence. 

Part I of the Siva-fiiana-bodlta is made up of sutras one to 
six inclusive. The first three contain proofs for the existence of 
pati, pasu, and pasa. The next three outline the attributes of 
pasu, pasa, and pati. p 

Part II contains siitras seven to twelve inclusive.' Siitra seven 
deals with the necessity for the soul to realize pati; Sutra eight, 
with the fact that Siva manifests Himself to the ripened soul as 
a human guru; Siitra nine, with the religious practices through 
which the soul may be ripened. Sutras ten and eleven teach the 
benefits which attend careful adherence to religious practices out
lined in sutra nine. These are the removal of pasa and the 
realization of Siva. Sutra twelve outlines the course which the 
realized soul should follow in order to retain the state _of release. 

SECTION 1: The World is Subject to a 
Threefold Process 

MeykaI;J.ta-deva's apologetic for the three eternal uncreated 
realities of pati, 1 pasu 2 , and pasa 8 begins with· the concept 
which says that the phenomenal world as a whole is subject to the 
same cyclical process of evolution, existence in form and involu
tion, to which all the parts of which it i& composed are subject. 
His argument is based upon the reality of the world, 'reality ' 
here being used for the Tamil word ' u}-poruJ •. 

By definition, an ul-porul is something which appears, by 
virtue of which it is said to exisL In contradistinction:, an 
il-porul never appears, by virtue of which it is said not to 
exist. A further Siddhanta inference is that whatever has a 
visible form must be subject to the laws of origin, existence 
and end. On the other hand, that . which has no form by which 
it can become manifest is a mere fancy, like the , horn of a 
hare' or • flowers of the atmosphere'. a It is a non-reality
something which isn't, and which, therefore, never appears.• 

1 5iva-inllna-bodka, sutra 1, section 3. 
" Ibid,, section 2. 
3 Pope, G. U., TIie Tirtwar;agam, note xii, p. b:xvil. 
• Siddki, Svapak9a, II: 6. 
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MeykaJJ.ta reasons that the world can be perceived. The 
consequence is that the world has origin, existence and end; 
for these are the lhree processes applicable to all perceived objects. 

This fact of ' reality behind appearance' forms the basis for 
the first sentence of the siitra, which says, 'The_ Sages say that the 
world ...• is subject to the cyclical process of evolution, 1 

existence in form :: and involution.' 3 

When Siva-jnana-muni develops this section, he places it in 
the following syllogism : 

The Proposition Stated 4 : 

Here, the world which exists aud which is poinled out as 
•he', 'she', and 'it' has origin (evolution), existence and 
involution ( destruction) •.•.. 
The Ground or N.easons : 
..••• because origin and end is only of that which is. 

In order to establish his assumption, Siva-jiiana-muni uses a 
a logical device which, although acceptable to the Siddhaotin, is 
rejected by some other schools of Indian thought. This <levice is 
a deduction which extends from the parts to the whole. Io the 
case of Siva-jiiana-muoi, this is perfectly justifiable, because he 
accepts the validity of analogous reasoning, which is, as we have 
seen (page 23), parallel reasoning where oue statement is found 
to be true by direct perception and where another statement is 
assunted to be true because it forms a parallel or au analogy. 

In this particular case, the analogy extends from the individual 
parts which comprise the phenomenal world to the phenomenal 
world as a whole, the parallel being tilat even as the individual 
parts are subject to birth, life and death, even so the pheno
menal world as a whole is subject to the same. The_ Lokayata or 
Materialist does not accept this, because he cannot see the justifi
cation for assuming, just because particular objects come into 
existence and disappear, that the same is true of the world as a 

whole, 5 

1 Ut-pattl. " Sthiti. s Nii§a, 
4 This syllogism is directed against Purva-mimamsa and Materialism 

both of which deny cyclical change relative to the ph~nomenal world. Se~ 
fil,!tsr•~ ,,,sfi)r,i,-rg,waplD "-""''I,;,, p, 12. 

11 Siddhi, Svapak~a, I: 2. The Lokayata accepts nothing but direct 
perception and refuses to ·accept inference or anumana. In I : 10, the Purva. 
mimaiµsii statement is fou □d. Both say that there is no reason for believing 
that tbe world is ever destroyed b~cause no one ever saw it happen. 

4 
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The Siddhantin, however, does begin with the parts; ai1d as 
soon as the word 'parts' is mentioned, three reasons emerge 
which prove that the major assumption is true. The first lies in 
the word ' parts ' itself ; for the parts which make up the pheno
menal world consist of things masculine, feminine and neuter, all 
of which experience a threefold change. The phenomenal world 
as it exists in appearance, therefore, cannot be an entity, since 
by definition an entity cannot be composed of parts. Neither can 
an entity undergo change, for change occurs only in that which is 
composed of parts.1 

-The second observation is that the parts which comprise the 
phenomenal world are non-intelligent (jai;la). Only the intelligent 
is ultimately real; The non-intelligent, therefore, can never ·be 
real in the sense of being permanent. It must undergo change. 

The third observation is that the parts are the objects of defi
nite perception or physical consciousness which, like all objects of 
physical consciousness, wiU disappear, since everything subject to 
perception is likewise subject to change. 

The conclusion reached, therefore, is that the phenomenal 
world is not real in the sense of being permanent. Rather, it is 
subject to the same cyclical change as that to which all its com
ponent parts are subject. An aualogous example is found in a 
family of fruits such as the mango. Various varieties of mango 
appear during a given month. '!'hey stay for a time. 'l'hen, during 
a succeeding month, they disappear. 'l'his seasonal appearance 
and disappearance of certain fruits is similar to the seasonal and 
cyclical appearance and disappearance of the phenomenal work!. 2 

SECTION 2: The Postulates of Maya and God 

If the genius of the phenomenal world consists in cyclical 
change, two further inferences emerge, namely, those of maya 
and God. The mference of maya arises from the question, •From 
what does the world evolve; and, for what purpose ?' This, at 
least, is the sum and substance of the surra-kiu).-ajivai, which 
says, • Evolution (birth), existence, and involution (death) are the 

1 '£his is in line with the doctrine _of sat-karya-viida, which teaches that 
change cannot occur in that which cannot be further analysed, aud its 
converse that changu can and does occur in that which can be further 
analysed, 

2 Siddhi, Svapak~, I : 9. 
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result of the malas '; for, even though the mala to which particular 
reference is here made is the mala of ma.ya, the mala of aI;J.ava 
or inherent ignorance is likewise implied. The mala of maya is 
used to remove the mala of w:iava, even as fuller's earth is used 
to remove dirt from clothes. 

The inference of God emerges from the question, •Who cau11es 
maya to pass through cyclical change?', the answer to which is 
in the cun:i.ika which says, 'This is done by Hara (or Siva)'. Hence, 
the parallel is carried one step farther, for even as the washerman 
washes all clothes clean by mixing them with fuller',;; earth, so the 
Ancient of Days removes the mala of a.i:i.ava with the mala of 
maya. 1 

Siva-jiiana-muni's didsion of this section contains three syllo
gisms. The first establishes the fact of ma.ya. The second, the 

fact that there is Someone who guides ma.ya. And the third, the 
fact that this Someone is none other than the god of the Saivites. 

The syllogism which postulates maya reads : 

The· Proposition Staled: 
The world is ... 

The Ground or Reason: 
.•. because there is no origin to that which is not (an 

il-porul). 
It is not at all surprising that Meykai:i.ta-deva and Siva-jiiana

muni found it necessary to ·establish the reality of the phenomenal 
world before they established the existence of God. Methodologi
cally, this made it possible for them to mediate their experience to 
others, for the origin of their apologetic lay in that which Lhey 
and others perceived-the most common and persistent perception 
being cyclical change. If, therefore, one were able to follow 
these two in applying the cyclical change of the parts to that of 
the whole, one would need to follow them in their postulate of 
maya as well, because it would be necessary to find an entity from 
which the parts came and into which they returned. The next 
step would likewise be easy, since it could be shown quite reason
ably that this process needed Someone to keep it going. 2 

1 Siddlii, Svapak~a, II: 52. 
~ The ~iddbantin k-uew that the Materialist denied God because be 

clemed the possibility of cyclical univerrnl rhythm. For the Siddbiintlo, tho 
very essence of phenomenal existence is rhythm. ,, 
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As we have seen, MeykaJJ.ta-deva's argument for ma.ya is based 
on the doctrine of sat-karya .. vada, which distinguishes very clearly 
between what it calls an 'ul-porul' or ' an existing thiDg ' and an 
'il-porul' or' non-existing thing ', According to this doctrine, an 
ul-porul may exist in either of two forms. It may exist in a state 
of formlessness,1 in which case it is said to exist in the state of 
cause ; 2 or it may exist in a state of form, 3 in which case it is 
said to be in the state of effect. 4 

When the doctrine of sat-kiirya-vada is applied to phenomena, 
it is seen that the world is a reality or an ul-poruj. For the appear
ance of the phenomenal world is consistent, a phenomenon upon 
which all physical science rests. It is continuous, even as geology 
shows. It is universal, for all men everywhere make similar 
deductions and arrive at comparable conclusions. 

As a reality, the phenomenal world is subject to the same 
cyclical change to which every 'existing thing' is subject. This 
includes evolution, existence in form or appearance, and involution. 

As soon as one asks, ' From what does the phenomenal world 
evolve? In what does it exist? And into what does it involve?', 
the answer is, 'Maya'. Maya, therefore, is postulated as an et1.:r
nal, uncreated reality, a reality which may exist either in tl!e state 
of form (karya) or in the state of formlessness (kiirar.ia). ::iince 
one is able to perceive the phenomena'! world, it exists in the 
state of karya ma.ya. It made its appearance from f oqnless or 
karal)a mayii, and at the time of the general dissolution (sa.1phara), 
will make its disappearance into the same once again. Karal;la 
maya, therefore, is equal to the principle, the source, the cause or 
the origin of things ; while karya maya is the effect or result. 

Appearance or evolution, therefore, means the change through 
which the phenomenal world passes as it goes from the state of 
formlessness or cause 5 into the state of form or effect, .0 Dis
appearance or involution means the change through which it 
passes when it goes from the state of form or effect back into the 
state of formlessness or cause. The phenomenal world, like every 
other ' existing thing', reappears in the same form as it had before 
it was reabsorbed 7

, The analogy that is cited comes .from the 
life of the plant, since the type of plant that is embedded in the 

1 WitllOut rilpa. 
!I Karal}ll, 

2 Kiiral}a, 
° Karya, 

3 Rilpa. 4 Karya. 
7 See charts, 
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seed is the type of plant that sprouts when the_ seed is planted. 1 

The inference of God emerges from the inference of maya. 
For the question arises: ' Does ma.ya in and of itself possess the 
power to carry out these three processes of evolution, existence in 
form and involution? Or, is there a guiding Someone behind it 
all?' Whereas the Sai:1.khya philosophy says that maya does possess 
this po\ver, the Siddhantin answers thus: 

The P,·oposition Stated: 
The world has a Maker .... 2 

The Ground or Reaso,i : 
. . . . . because that which is cannot be made without a 

Maker. 3 

The God of the Siddhanlin, therefore, is postulated by means of 
the old cosmological argument, which says that a book requires an 
author; a watch, a jeweller; and a universe, a Prime Mover. For 
the phenomenal world which man perceives is non-intelligent (ja9a) 
and exists in the state of form or effect (kar_ya). In order to pro
duce an effect, it is necessary to have three causes (karai;tas): 1. 
a primary or material cause, 4 2. a secondary or instrumental 
cause, 5 and 3. an efficient cause. 8 The material cause of a 
pot is clay; the instrumental cause1 the potter's stick or wheel: 
the efficient cause, the potter himself. In like manner, the material 
cause of the phenomenal world is ma}"a; 7 the instrumental 
cause, the sakti or energy of God ; and the efficient cause, God 
Himself. 8 

God, however, is a nebulous term which men use for anything 
that is higher than themselves and to whom they give obeisance. 
The.outstanding gods of South India during the thirteenth cen
tury were Brahma, the creator; Vi~i:iu, the preserver; and Rudra, 
the destroyer. Ordinarily, these three would have existed side by 
side without much question of inferiority a11d superiority. The 

1 See Q11Ji.Jar,;,,,t...9~,.o, by liHrJJ-;rr,lJ (YJP~'-'~f, 1936 (Saiva Siddhanta 
Publishing Works), Sutra I, section 2, pages 73-80. 

a '_" Die Welt hat einen Agens." Diese_Bebauptung ist gerichtet gegen 
den Emwurf der Samkhya-Schule, die lebrt: 11 Die als Realitat gekennzeich
nete Welt ensteht van selbst aus ihrer causa materlalls und geht van selbst ln 
sle unter. Sie hat keinen Agens als causa efficiens notig." 1 Schomerus, op. 
cit., p. 44. 

~ Siddhi, Svapak\ia, I: 29. • Miitar-kiirnna. 
0 Nimitta-karai;ia. 7 Sidd!ti, Svapak.i;a, I: ·14. 

s Tm;iai-k-kiiraa1;111. 
8 Ibid., I: 18. 
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Buddhist and the. Jain, however, placed each religious group on 
its mettle. The conflict that arose encouraged each sect to main
tain its own faith which, in turn, gave rise to the urge for domi
nation.1 

In the face of this controversy, Meykar:ita-deva clinched the 
Saivite position by saying that the phenomenal world reappears by 
the power of the One Who caused it to disappear. The reason is 
obvious : the origin of the world is only by means of the One Who ~ 
ends it because he ended it. 2 

SECTION 3 : Siva is Supreme 

If one accepts this, one must accept the final conclusion as well. 
This says that only He Who causes involution to be accomplished 
is the First or the Supreme God. Meykar.ita's easy rendering 
interpr~ts this to mean that the other two, namely, Brahma and 
Vi~i;iu, are subject to the three processes. They, like all else, 
appear, continue for a time, and then disappear. 

Siva-jiiana,muni's syllogistic form of this reads : 

The Proposition Stated: 
There is uo origin except i11 dissolution ..... 

Tile Ground or Reason : 
..•. because it (evolution) becomes dissolved there 

(in involution). 3 

There were those in South India during the thirteenth cen
tury who said that, because of the complexity of the world, a 
number of gods were needed to carry out the functions of evolu
tion, existence in form, and involution. 4 •· True,' replied the 
Siddhantin; ' there are various gods for the various functions. 
Brahma does bring the world into the state of appearance from 
formless ma.ya. Vi!,,Q.U docs preserve the world as it exists in· 

1 Kingsbury and Phillips, Hym,is of l!te Tamil Saivite Saints, p. 4, 
" !J•iva-;iilJ.na-bodha, syllogism 2. 
3 The universe of soul that bas finite perception is dependent upon Him 

Who causes reabsorption and Who has no such finite perception ( .. i:..0-;.,1). 

Finite perception is a sign of dependence, whereas absence of it is a sign of 
Independence. Hence, it follows that, even in the case of actions done by 
finite souls, the Supreme Being is to be credited with the power to actuate, 
that is, He is indirectly the efficient cause, and souls are only His agents or 
instruments. 

• ,;;C:•a 1r"re1;-p,i&ff, 
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its state of effect or formed ma.ya. Rudra does cause the world 
to pass from its state of effect back into its state of cause in 
formless ma.ya. These, however, bear the same relationship to 
Siva as ministers do to a king. Brahma, Vi~i;i.u, and Rudra are 
the ones who do. Siva is the One Who causes them to do. They 
act. Siva actuates. 1 These other gods are, in other words, 
merely saktis or energies of Siva which appear as many, but 
which in reality are nothing more than subdivisions of the one 
supreme energy which is the Siva sakti. 2 From eternity, there
fore, there have been ever so many Brahmas, Vi~i:i.us, and Rudras; 
for at the time of the general dissolution3 all three are reabsorb
ed into formless maya. At this end of time, Siva alone remains ; 
for He is the destroyer of a11. 4 When the world is brought 
back from its state of cause into its state of effect, other Brahmas, 5 

Vi~i:i.us and Rudras will appear. Siva is the First God. Other 
than He, no true god exii;ts.' 

The Siddki says: 'Those skulls in his necklace are the skulls 
of successive Brahmas, each of whom died after a life lasting many 
ages.' 0 This means that while other gods come to their end, 
Siva remains eternal and unchanging. 

Mai;,.ikka-vacakar sings : 
He is the Ancient One, Who creates the Creator of all ; 
He is the God, Who preserves the Preserver of things 

created; 
He is the God, Who destroys the Destroyer; 
But, thinking without thought, regards the things des

troyed. 7 

Condusio11-
The logical starting-point of the Saiva Siddhanta philosophy, 

therefore, is an observation which comes through direct percep
tion. The observation is that everythin"! that man perceives in 

1 Siddlii, Svapak~a, I : 34 and 60. 
so Ibid., I: 6 l ; see also Siva-neri-(Jrakii.sa, p Jem 31. 
3 Sa~hara or 'the periodical dissolution of the univer::e n:ducing it to 

primitjve mii.yii. '. U. M. Tamit Lexicon, p. 1226. 
4 Siddlii, Svapak~a, I : 35. 
_
9 

~bid., I: 60. See also Kin2'Sbury and Phillips, Hymns of t/1e Tamil 
~aivite Sai11ts, p. 6. 

• Siddhi, I: 60. 
7 

Pope, G. U., Tiruv1ifaza111, p. 16, linea 14-16, 
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the phenomenal world is subject to birth, continuance and death. 1 

From tbis, the Siddhantin infers that that which is true of every 
individual part must likewise be true of the whole. In other words, 
the phenomenal world as such is subject to the cyclical programme 
of appearing, continuing and disappearing. Maya is postulat~d 
in answer to the question : ' From what and into what does the 
world appear and disappear ? ' God is postulated in answer to the 
question, ' Who does it ? '; because the Siddhantin cannot con
ceive of ma.ya as a self-contained process. 

1 • Births, deaths, misery and change, these set us thinking. They send 
us in search of a remedy.' Q'".!.J•«ir<-rrllf ilJ,,s:t~ ID.sr,rr@ui ,f:IQ/d r:y,~;f;fi/(!f 

(!Jl'1DJD;S fi!c:JH8w, 1941 p, 351, 



SUTRA 2 : PROOF FOR THE EXISTENCE OF PXSA 

God, Who is one with souls, Who is different from them, 
and Who is the lndweller and Prime Mover of all, gives to 
souls through His sakti, with which He stands in an insepar
able relation, the results of good and bad deeds through which 
the soul experiences births and deaths. 

There are two primary reasons why God causes the phenome
nal world to pass through cyclical change. The fir~t is that it is • 
merely the sport of the deity-His lila or play .1 

Mai;i.ikka-vacakar sings: 
, , , , D:incer in Tillai's sacred court 

'l:fidst waving fire! This heaven, the flowery earth, us all 
la sport Thou guardest, formest, dost enshroud ; • . , 2 

The second and more substantial reason emerges from the 
question: ' Does God cause evolution to be accomplished for the 
sake of the phenomenal world or for the sake of Himself?' The 
answer is: • Neither. Evolution is meaningless to a world 
which does not possess knowledge, since a jac;Ia thing is unable 
to know or experience the benefits of the process. Neither does 
God activate may-a on behalf of Himself, because He need not 
experience anything.' 

Since, therefore, cyclical change does not seem to be for the 
Ii' 

sake of the phenomenal world nor for the sake of God, a third 
assumption is that it occurs for the sake of the soul. As the Bodlza 
says: 'The world evolves in order that the ai:iava of souls may be 
worn away.' 3 

A:r;iava4 is the power which pervades the soul and prevents it 
from realizing God. It is the inherent taint which is attached to· 
the soul from eternity. As a mala, it constitutes the principle of 
evil, for from it_ springs ahankara or egotism, which obscures 

1 Siva-fiiii11a-siddhi, Svapak~ I: 36; see also S:va-prakiifa, poem 44. 
The concept of lilii or motiveless 'sport' absolves God from motive or desire; 
for if God were subject to these, He would also be subject to the law of 
karma:and transmigration. See Cave, S., Hinduism or Cl1ristianity, pp. 65 
and 104. 

2 Pope, G, U,, The Tiruviffagam, p. 110, poem xii; see poem xi also. 
3 Siv~-jiiiina-bodlla, siHra I, last sentence. 
• Siddld, Svnpak~a, II: 80-84, 
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intelligence and hinders the soul from realizing its true destiny, 
namely, inseparable union with its Lord. 1 

Evolution, therefore, provides the soul with bodies, minds, and 
habitats 2 (all evolutes of ma.ya produced by the sakti or energy 
of God), which call into play the knowing, feeling, and doing 
powers of the soul. Thus, the 'soul is led step by step, through 
the cycle of births and deaths to the ultimate goal ', 3 which is the 
realization of Siva. 

• If evolution is needed for providing the soul with energizing 
implements, involution is needed to provide the soul with required 
rest after the period of its activity, just as day is required for 
labour and night for rest.' 4 The rest which the soul gains during 
this period enables it to rise with renewed energy at the time of 
re-evolution, when it again pursues its onward course, towards 

God. 
The number of Siddbanta postulates is now practically com-

plete. 5 The postulate of ma.ya emerges from that of the reality 
of the world. God arises from the inference of ma.ya; while 
ru:iava and soul arise from the relation of God to ma.ya and the 
cyclical process which follows. Pati or God, pasu or the soul, and 
pasa or the bond, are thus established as the three uncreated reali -
ties which make up the world-view of the Saiva Siddhanta. 

SECTION 1: Advaz'ta 

The ·problem that arises as soon as one postulates pati, pasu 
and pasa is the relationship these bear to one another. The Sid
dhantin's solution of the problem is found in the doctrine of advaita, 
the interpretation of which differs widely from all other interpreta
tions of the same term. 

The Siddhantin's doctrine of advaita is summarized in the fol
lowing syllogism: 

1 Tirovaru/payar, chapter 3, poem 8 i Siva-Praktifa, sutra II: 2 ; see 
also Mudaliar, S. Sabharatoa, The Essentials of Hi11d1;·ism in Ille Lig/zt of 
Saiva Siddlza11ta, p. 199 i aod Tambyah, Tlie Psalms of a StJivile Saint, 
p. Juix; Siridlii, II: 80. 

2 'l'anu, bhuvana, and bhog-a. 
3 Pillai, K. Subramania, '§aiva Siddhantnm • in ufi~,JZi:t@ .g~~ iaNt, 

1933-1943, pp. 27S-9. 
• Ibid. 
a Karma is still needed to form the triple strand of paSa, which includes 

wava, maya and karma. 
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The Proposi/£on Stated: 
All these several souls stand as the First One Himself .. 

The G1·ou1ld or Reas,m: 
... because if the term 'advaita' means 'one', since the 

• one' points to that which is, the term ' advaita' means ' non
difference '. 

The Siddhanlin says that the very term' advaita' points to an, 
inseparable union of two entities. He says that if the word is taken -
to mean 'one', there must of necessity be another to conceive or 
think of the Supreme Being as one. On the other hand, if the 
Supreme Being is the only entity that exists, He need not think or 
conceive of Himself as One. 

The word 'advaita ' itself is a combination of the negative pre
fix •a' and the word 'dvaita ', which means 'dual'. Since the 
doctrine of dvaita postulates the fact that the Supreme Soul is 
essentially different from the human soul and from the material 
world, one would expect to find that the doctrine of advaita would 
postulate that these three are not different. And so it does ; but 
the question is : ' In what way are they not differeut ?' 

For the negative prefix 'a' may mean one of three things. It 
may mean ' contrary to', 1 as is illustrated by the Tamil words 
' niti ' and ' aniti '. The one means ' righteousness ' and the 
other 'unrighteousness'. One is the exact opposite of the other. 
This idea is used in English in such words as 'typical' and 
• a-typical', where the 'a' stands for the contrary idea. 
'A-typical ' is not a mere negation of 'typical', but a positive 
statement in which the presence of variant qualities is postulated. 

In the second place, the prefix may indicate negation,Z or 
the denial of the very existence of a thing. This meaning is illus
trated by the Tamil words 'bh'ava' and • abhava '. The first means 
' state or condition of existence ', while the second is its negation 
and means ' non-existence '. 

The third meaning is that of the mutual negation of the identity 
of two thine-s. 8 The Tamil word used to describe this is the word 
'alla ', for 'alla' expresses a partial negation of the quality, thing 
or action in question and invariably implies the existence of some 
other: as, 'This is not cow's milk '. 4 The sentence does not deny 

1 Virodl,1a. 
e Abhii.va. 

" Bheda. 
• l@J:P u1r urN .svN..,, 
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the fact that the substance is milk: a11 it denies is that it is cow's 
milk. 

The relation between God and the soul may be any one of the 
three relationships outlined above. The three words used to 
describe these are: 'bheda ', which means contrary to; 'abheda ', 
which means pure negation; and 'bhedabheda ', which expresses 
a partial negation because it indicates both difference and identity. 

The 'bheda' relationship postulates total difference, distinction 
or variance, for the word implies co-existence with mutual exclu
sion, like light and darkness. The philosopher Madhva takes this 
meaning and holds to the separate existence of God and the soul. 

The ' abheda' relation postulates the absence of difference or 
distinction and implies identity, as of gold and ornaments made 
from the gold. Materially the substances are the same. Formally 
they are different. This is the view held by the Advaita-Vedanta 
philosophy,1 where God and the soul are ultimately the same. 

The 'bhedabheda' relationship is a combination of both. · It 
implies both similarity and dissimilarity, agreement and disagree
ment, particularly when it applies to the union of separate entities 
such as the soul and the body or the soul and God. The 
I bhedabheda ' relation is otherwise known as ' visi!;>tadvaita ', and 
is the key-concept in the view held by Ramanuja. 

Siddhanta writers attempt to combine all three interpretation·s, 
particularly that of bheda and abheda ; and while they deny the 
mutual identity of the soul and God, they posit an inseparable 
union of the two. The Si"ddlii expresses this by saying: ' One 
with the world, and different, and one-and~different. ... ' 2 

God and the soul are different (bheda), like the eye and the sun. 
They are one (abheda), like the soul and the body. They are one
and-different (bhedabheda), like the soul and eyesight. The 
relationship that exists is like that of a word. a~d its connotation. 
It is like the soul and the body, where two dtstmct entities arc one 
in an inseparable union. Such an inte:pret~tion does not imply 
that God and the soul are equal. It 1mpltes · a certain oneness 
where God still remains transcendent over souls and the world. 

1 Vedanta is a general term, and is used with the names representing 
the chief varieties, as Advaita Vedanta, Vi!li~tiidvalta Vedanta, and Dvaita 
Vedanta. 

ll Siddlli, II : 1. 
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Each of the above schools of advaitic thought claims to be the 
proper exponent of the Vedic sentence, 'Brahman is one ', 1 The 
variant interpretations turn upon the meaning ascribed to the 
prefix• a', while the speculation is based not so much upon the 
here and now as upon the time when God is ultimately realized. 

Somehow or another, the Siddharitin is not concerned with the 
position of l\iadhva as an isolated philosophy. Evidently he finds 
it wholly 11ntenable. His chief concern is with the Advaita. 
Vedantin, who posits absolute monism where everything is 
Brahman without·a second. 

Although the Advaita-Vedantin dislingui~hes between the finite 
soul or jivatrna and the Infinite Soul or Paramatrna, in the ultimate 
analysis he holds _that Brahman is one without a second and the 
jivatma nothing more than the sheen of the Paramatma. His 
analogous illustration comes from ten pots filled with water • 

. Each reflects a certain amount of sunshine, but as soon as the 
pots are broken and the water merges, the sunshine is reflected 
from a coalesced whole. Similarly, the Paramatma is reflected in 
each jivatma; and as soon as the jivatma realizes God and the body 
which holds it is discarded, the jivatma and the Paramatma 
become one without distinction or differentiation. 2 The reason 
why men distinguish as they do is that they are now in a stat~ of 
dream. As soon as the soul realizes God, the time of awakening 
comes and the illusion of duality disappears. 

The Siddhantin criticizes this position by saying that the very 
term • advaita '.suggests the possibility of two separate and dis
tinct entities.3 On the one hand, there is 'that which says' and 
on the other ' that about which something is said'. ' That which 
says' and which knows that God exists is the soul. • That about 
which something is said' is God, and the thing that is said is the 
fact th~t He stands in advaita relation to souls. If the advaita 
relation were such that the merging elements became one without 
distinction or differentiation, it would mean that there is nothing 

1 ., .. r:u::,., .JJ/PlPo9fiiJ.Jw t.!Jrw, 
2 Another lllustrntion used by the Advaita Vediintin is that of a pot filled 

with air, air which is merely separated from the outside air by the ,valls of 
the pot. As soon as the i,ot is broken, the air within the pot becomes one 
with the air outside. Similarly, as soon as the body disappears, the soul 
becomes one with the greater soul called the Paramiitmii, 

0 Siva-;nan,i-bod/1a, sutra 11, section I, example 2, 
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other than God. If this were true, the mental distinction that now 
exists would be unnecessary, since the Supreme Being need not 
so differentiate or think of Himself as one. The thought of one 
implies another over against whom the thought comes into being. 

The Siddhantin veers from the Vedanta position of monism on 
the one haud and the position of complete duality on the other 
by interpreting the prefix ' a' to mean a partial negation of both 
the relationships in question together with the implication of 
the existence of some other relationship. The God of the Sid
dhantin is not the soul. He merely stands in• inseparable rela
tion to it. He develpps it, dwells in it, but yet transcends it. 
, This relation of non-duality in which two distinct entities 
stand inseparably united is called advaita.' 1 The Siddhantin 
translates this word 'not two ' and means that two things which 
are separate and distinct become united in an inseparable way. 
The two are one in union. 

Such a union is best illustrated by the comparable union of 
body and soul. z One difference between a corpse and a living 
being is that the one answers when called while the other does 
not.3 It is obvious that that which answers is the soul; for 
without the soul the body is dead. The body is not the soul. 
Th7 soul is not the body. None the less, the name given to the 
body is the name taken by the soul, because of the inseparable or 
advaita relation between them. God and the soul are joined in a 
similar fashion, but even though God activates the soul in the 
same way as that in which the soul activates the body, God is not 
the soul and the soul is not God. 

The relationship between God and the soul is like that between 
fruit and its juice, between the musical mode and its sound, be
tween salt and water. 4 1.'he grace of God fills the phenomenal 
world, and souls are hid within that grace in the same way as that 
in which sound is bid within the musical mode, juice is bid 
within fruit and salt is hid within the ocean. 

Sealing-wax is used to set jewels in rings. 
to bind a jewel and a ring if the wax is cold. 

It is impossible 
After the wax is 

1 Pillai, S. Satchidanandam, 'The ·Philosophy of Saiva Siddhanta ', re-
print from the Vedanta Kesari, May 1942, p. 7. 

2 Siddlzi, 11: 3; see also .Mudaliar, S. Sabharatna, op. cit., p. 57, 
a Siva-iiiii1,a-bodha, siitra II, section 1, example 1. 
• Siva-jiiana-bodha,siitra II, section, example 3. 
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heated, the jewel is fastened to the wax and the relation is 
inseparable. Similarly, when the soul realizes God, the two 
become one in union although they remain two in actuality, 
even as the jewel does not become the wax ·nor the wax the 
jewel.1 

For the Siddhantin, therefore, the word ' advaita' denotes the 
relationship that exists between the soul and God. The analogies 
used to express this ar~ many. The Siva-jiialla-bodha says: •God , 
is immanent in everything like fire in wood, ghee in milk, juice in 
fruit, and like oil it'i gingelly.' 2 It is not a relationship similar to 
that between gold ancl ornaments made from the gold, which are 
materially one but formally different, nor to that between light 
and darkness, which are mutually exclusive. Rather, it is the 
relationship of two things which in their union are neither one nor 
two nor neither.a 

SECTION 2 : Karma 

The advaita relation between the soul and God is an eternal 
relation. The reason why it is not consummated in final bliss is 
that the soul although present in God cannot perceive Him owing 
to its connection with the ru;iava mala. The state of the soul is 
like that of an owl who cann0t see even though he sits in the 
sunshine. 4 

This is why the Siddhantin says that God must be 'realized', 
for • realization ' is a word which implies a relationship which 
passes unnoticed and unknown until the dawn of consciousness 
makes the fact known. Such an experience is akin to the mental 
phenomenon which bursts into the conscious mind when the name 
of an individual otherwise lost through carelessness or ignorance 
is suddenly remembered. This sudden recognition of identity 
parallels the consciousness which comes to the soul; for, although 
God is always united to the soul, ru:iava prevents the soul from 
understanding that it is the Lord who sustains and supports it. 
As soon as this discernment comes, the soul is said to have 

1 Ibid., example 4. 
2 Ibid., sutra II, section 1. 
3 For a clear exposition of Advaita, see: f;)., C9'-" 9uw, chapter 20; also 

.Bharatlar, Revelations of Saillt llfeyka~ifar, pp. 3-1-5; and A Science Graduate, 
chapter 4, 

6 Tiruvaruf/)aya?I, II : 9, 
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realized that whereby it reaches the Holy Feet of God ancl is saved 
from the clutches of illusion whioh bind it to the phenomenal 
world of maya. 

The initiative for making the soul realize the aclvaita relation-
ship rests with God. It cannot rest with the soul, because in its 
pristine setting the soul is under the complete control of the inher
ent power of ignorance. In or_der to extricate it from this domi
nation, God by His grace produces a phenomenal world which is 
au evolute of rnaya. He likewise provides souls with bodies 
through which a little knowledge is allow'ed to shine. This 
combination of soul and body results in deeds which now become 
God's instrument by which the power of a1J,ava is lessened and 
finally eradicated. The syllogism by which Siva-jnana-muni sum-

marizes this reads : 

Tlzc Proposition Staled: 
Good and bad acts will come to these souls by the com

mand of the First-One .... 

The Grvund <Jr Reas<Jn : 
.... just as the king who wants to protect his town 

assigns a system of watch, so these are the command 
of Him, 

Karma, therefore, is one instrument 1 by means of which 
God brings the soul to the sense of realization. It is the polish 
by which He removes ignorance, the ag~ncy by which He neutra
lizes the force of the a1J,ava mala. This agency works through 
transmigration or rebirth.z 

Karma is defined in the Siva-prakafa as the cause of the 
soul's receiving a body and various types of experience. It is 
responsible for birth_s a~d d~aths of bodies. Therefore, it is 
eternal ; for transIIllgratlon . is eternal. Karma is of several 
kinds and gives to souls their res_pective experiences. It bestows 
its results through speech, the mmd, and the deeds of the body. 
It is the foundation of the buddhi tattva. It is the cause of 
papa or demerit and pm;iya or merit. At the.time of the general 
dissolution (sarphara) it lies hidden within maya.'a 

Throughout Indian history, men have discussed the part played 
by God in the administration of karma. The school of Piirva-

1 Maya is the other. 2 Bodlia, siitra, 11, syllogism 3, 
3 .Siva-f)rakiiia, siitra, 2, poem 10. 
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mima1p.sa attributes to karma an activity all its own. Accordingly, 
karma has no activator nor administrator. The illustration used is 
that of the farmer who sows seeds, which, after they disappear, 
yield fruit in the same area as that in which they were sown. The 
application is that one who sows deeds will reap the self
produced fruit of them later on. 

The Siddhantin claims that this parable is misleading, because 
the fruit appears from the same place as that in which the seed 
died. 1 The result of deeds, however, is experienced in an entirely 
different body from that in which they were committed. The' 
deeds which a person commits stay with that person to be 
experienced as results later on. 

The illustration which the Siddhantin uses to clarify his position. 
·is that of the magnet. 2 Even as someone is needed to place a 
magnet which has the sakti or energy to pull iron filings to itself, so 
God is needed to place deeds before the soul. The comparison is 
as follows: 

God ............ The One Who places the magnet 
The soul.. .... The magnet 
Deeds ......... The iron filings 

The Siddhantin is aware that the parable of the iron filings may 
be used in two ways. On the one hand, it may be said that the iron 
filings join themseh•es to the magnet. On the other band, it may 
be said that the iron filings are drawn to the magnet. The Sid
dbantin applies both meanings by saying that the soul is drawn to 
the body by means of deeds, which is another way of saying that 
God draws the soul to the body. 

Another Siddhanta illustration comes from the lotus, whose 
flower opens automatically in the presence of the sun. The lotus 
closes when the sun sets. Without the sun, the process would 
cease. Similarly, in the presence of God, karma performs its func
tion in and of itself. Without God, the process could not go on. 

The Siddbantin claims that it is impossible for karma to be a self
contained process, because deeds are without knowledge (jar;1a). 
Karma cannot produce results by itself, any more than the earth 
can produce a harvest. It needs God to administer its affairs, even 
as the ~eld needs the farmer to see that it is properly cultivated. 

1 Bohda, sutra II, section 2, example 2. 
e Ibid. 

5 
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The relation between God and karma is the same as that which 
exists between a king and his de'puties. The king punishes those 
who go against the law and guards those who keep it. He does 
not do this directly, but delegates those powers to his subordinates. 
God's deputy is karma. 

Karma is a generic name for the fruit of deeds, and is classified 
in three ways according to the time of its fructification. .Agarni 
con:iists of the good and bad deeds one performs during a given 
birth, the fruit of which is to be experienced in future births. 
Saiicita is the accumulated karma of former births. It consists of 
those resulls of agami which have not come to fruition. Saiicita 
is the karma which is carried forward from the time when a deed 
is done to the time when the fruit of that deed is experienced. 
This may be from the age of ten to that of fifty in a given birth, or it 
may be from twenty-five until some time in the next birth. It may 
even extend to the third, fourth or fifth transmigration. Prarabdha 
is the functioning of saiicita in the present birth. 

The enjoyment or suffering which one experiences as the result 
of past action in the form of prarabdha becomes the source of fresh 
acts, which are called raga.mi. Th~se results are stored in saiicita 
from which, in turn, comes prarabdha. 1 

The cyclical process of karma is like that of cultivation. A culti
vator goes to his field, irrigates the land, plants the seed, and 
attends to the growing grain. This is aga mi. At harvest 
time, he cuts the grain and stores it in his godown or warehouse. 
This accumulation is saiicita. During the day, the cultivator takes 
a little grain from the storehouse and experiences the result of his 
past labour. This is prarabdha. While the farmer experiences 
the results of bis labour by eating from the stored grain, he contin
ues to work for the sake of the coming year. Even so, prarabdha 
gives rise to agami. The accumulated results of agami are 
saiicita, and when experienced are called prarabdha. 

An action, as we have seen, is either I good' or •bad'. Good 
action is called aram, the result of which is puQya. B_ad action_ is 
called papa, the result of which is not named ; for even papa 
ultimately helps to wear away the ~and of ignorance. 2 

· 1 Siddki; II: 12. ·· See also Sbivapadasuodaram, The Saiva Schoo! of 
Hinduism, p. 119. 

2 Siddhi, II: 15, 16. See also Mudaliar, S. Sabharatoa, op. cit,, pp. 89-. 

90, 178, 188-9, 
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Generally speaking, aram is the performance of the moral or 
religious duty enjoined by the sacred scriptures. Particularly 
speaking, it means the duties (dharma) to be practised by each 
caste, although in later stages of Siddhanta ontology, caste does 
not figure ; for jiia11a may be imprintecl upon a soul from any 
caste. Some say that this is likewise true of the outcaste. 

The touchstone of goodness is the wholesome effect a deed 
has upon others. 1 ' Pm:iya or the effect of good karma may be 
briefly defined as the performance of acts which give pleasure to 
living beings or are conducive to their welfare.' 2 

Two questions arise relative to pul).ya, namely: 'What about 
an act done with a good motive which has a bad effect upon 
others ? ' and : ' What about an act done with an evil motive 
which has a good effect ttpon others ? ' The Siddhiinta answer to 
this lies in the motive and not in the result obtained; for the bad 
~ffect which comes from the good motive may be attributed to the 
receiver's past karma; while the evil intention which results in 
good will have to be paid for by the doer later on. 

There are si-xteen deeds3 which are considered to be especia
ally good: l. The observance of caste duty. This is otherwise 
defined as good conduct or behaviour which is in conformity with 
the canons laid down in the scriptures ; 2. Love, which consists of 
friendship, benevolence and affection; 3. Good deeds which are 
touched with mercy; 4. Ceremonial and personal cleanline.ss ; 
s. Civility, politeness and the attention to a guest; 6. Friendship 
or intimacy; 7. Virtue which results in good character; 8. Penance 
or religious attsterities; 9. The gift in charity, donations, the 
grant of a meritorious deed ; 10. Common worship ; 11. The per
formance of menial service, worship and adoration ; 12. The ever
truthful word ; 13. The rennnciation of the pieasures of life
asceticism ; 14. Self-control ; 15. Knowledge or intelligence; and 
16. The offering of flowers, sacred leaves. or saffron to the idol 
while the sacred names are recited. 4 

Papa or bad action consists in violating the moral and religious 
duties enjoined by the sacred scriptures, As with goodness, the 

1 Siddhi, II : 13. 
2 

~iva-1>raklisa, poem 36; cp. Mudaliar, S. Sabbaratna, op. cit., p. 43, 
3 Siddhi, II: 23, 24, 
• lbid., ll : 23, 
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touchstone is the effect the respective deed has upon others. 1 

• .... Papa or sin is its (pu]J.ya's) opposite, injuring living beings, 
performance of acts which give them pain.' 2 

S. Sabharatna Mudaliar says: 
In dealing with the sinful act or ' Papa ' the Hindu Siistras go into them 

very minutely ancl submit them to various classifications. In the first 
place, they divicle them into (1) Gross, ( 2) Subtle, (3) Subtlest. 

'!'bey again classify the sins into ( l) Sins of thought, (2) Sins of word, 
(3) SinSllf cleed. 

Another classification is (1) Heinous sins, (2) Serious sins, (3) Sub
ordinate sins, (4) Light sins; and a still further classification is made in 
regard to the different phases of our mer.ta! propensity in doing evil 
deeds; (I) Lust, (2) Anger, (3) Pride, (4) Parsimony, (5) Avarice, 
(6) Envy. 

'!'he main sins, however, are put forwarcl in plain language as: 
(1) Killing, (2) Stealing, (3) Use of intoxicants, (4) Indulging in lusts, 
(5) Despising preceptors. 3 

The actual difference between a ' good' and a ' bad' act is very 
subtle. The fact is, only God can decide the way in which the 
pendulum of right or wrong will swing. This subtle distinction 
rests upon the following lines from the Siddlli: 

Even the papa which the clevo tee commits will become aram. 
While the aram which the non-dP.votee commits will become papa. 
The austere sacrifice of Dak~a was in vain; 
While the papa i::ommitted by the human child gained merit. 4 • 

The 'human child ' was Sandes varan, a Brahman cow-herd and 
a great devotee of Siva. Daily, be milked his cows on the bank 
of a river where stood a Siva-li1iga. In spite of the fact that he 
poured his milk over that linga, the milk which he brought home 
in the evening was none the less. One day, certain villagers told 
Sandesvaran's father about the curious antics· of his son. The 
next day, his father climbed a tree in order to watch. As soon as 
be saw Sandesvaran pour the milk over the linga, he became 
angry, hurried down the tree, beat his son on the shoulder, and 
spilled the milk by kicking the pail. The son seized a blade of 
grass which turned into a sword as soon as he touched it, and cut 
off his father's foot because he had spilled the milk which was to 
be used in the worship of Siva. Siva immediately appeared 
before the son and bestowed grace. To the eyes of the world, the 

1 Ibid., II : 13. 2 Ibid. 
3 Mudaliar, S. Sabbaratna, op, cit., p. 141. • Siddhi, II: 29. 
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son ~ommitted sin by cutting off the foot of his father. Io the 
eyes of Siva, however, it was a•highly meritorious deed. 

Dak!ia was a great king who is reported to have been the 
son of Brahma. One day, before Dak!ia performed sacrifice, he 
called to~ether all the gods except Siva. While the sacrifice was 
on, Siva became angry because Dak!ia had failed to respect him. 
The form of anger He assumed was that of Vi:rabhadra who dis
pelled the sacrifice and killed Dak!_;a. Siva did this because 
Dak~a did not perform the sacrifice from love but from ego
tism and pride. 1 

The doctrine of karma is the Siddhantin's answer to the great 
problem of disparity among men. 2 The plain fact of human 
experience is such that it prevents au equation between effort and 
success. How else can one explain the discrepancies of human 
endeavour except on the background of past action? P~esent 
effort alone cannot account for joy and sorrow, because there are 
thousands who do not fit into this otherwise clean pattern. The 
doctrine of karma solves the problem by saying that wealth, 
poverty, joy, sorrow, and death are determined for each soul at 
birth through deeds done in former births. 

The fruit of every deed is not worked out in the sphere of 
human or universal history. Siva has prepared an intermediate 
heaven and an intermediate hell as spheres in which some of the 
fruits of karma may be experienced. :i If in this world the good 
deeds far outweigh the bad, that soul will experience the result of 
good deeds in svarga. The bad deeds remain in abeyance until 
the soul returns·to the phenomenal world, where it experiences the 
result of them. The soul whose bad deeds far outweigh the good 
ones goes to naraka. Here the fruit of bad deeds is experienced, 
while the g,ood ones are held in abeyance. Whether the soul 
returns to the phenomenal world immediately after death or 
whether it goes to heaven or to hell is determined by God. 

God is like a doctor who gives his patient medicine. 4 Per
haps the medicine is bitter, perhaps sweet. Whatever it be, it 
is for the ultimate good of the patient.5 Punishment is for 
correction. It is a deterrent and nothing else.6 

1 Taken from Skiinda Purii11a 2 Siddhi, 11: 8, 9. 3 Ibid., II: 33. 
6 lbid., II: 4. 5 Ibid., II: 35. 
8 Ibid., II: 32. See Shivapadasundarnm, S., op. cit., pp. 108-9, for 

the social implications of this. 
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SECTION 3 : Rebfrth 01· Transmigrati"on 

The doctrine of karma must always be considered in the light 
of transmigration or rebirth. It is not without reason, therefore, 
that the inference which establishes rebirth follows immediately 
from the inference of karma : 1 

The Propositiun Stated: 
These souls will be born changed (or have different 

births) .•••• 

Tlze Ground or Reason : 
• • • • • because appearance and disappearance are not 

possible except to that which exists. 
Rebirth or transmigration is the passing of the soul from one 

body to another in accordance with the fruit of its past deeds. 
The process extends in graded steps from the vegetable king
dom to the human. The steps above the vegetable kingdom 
are: (1) that which lives in the water, (2) reptiles and crawl
ing creatures, (3) birds, (4) mammals, and (5) man. The Siva
fiiana-siddlzi lists the number of births of a typical individual soul 
at 84,000,000, 2 and compares the process to the endless and 
imaginary circle caused when a firebrand is swung in the dark. 3 

To be born as a man is comparable to the attempt to swim the 

ocean. 4 

. There are two things that suggest rebirth. The first is the 
multitudinous forms of life one finds in the phenomenal world on 
the one hand; and the second is the fact of great discrepancies 
within the human species on the-other. These together with the 
postulate that cyclical change is the characteristic of everything 
that appears, lead to the conclusion that the perennial process is for 
the sake of individual souls. 

Bodies, in and of themselves, do not have knowledge. In 
addition, they are formed from the evolutes of ma.ya-hence, they 
are impermanent. The soul, on the contrary, is the life-principle 
of knowled2e which activates the body. Since it is indivisible by 

1 Mudaliar, S. Sabharatnam, op. cit., p. 174. 
2 This syllogism is aimed at the iil.1'1..,uc.S, .. ..,r_u!, a sect of Vedantins who 

hold that all the manifestations iu the universe are but the sport of Brahmnn. 
( U. M. Tamil Lexico11, p. 929.) 

" Siddhi, II: 88. 4 Ibid., II: 88, 89. 
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nature, pasu is called, along with pati and pasu, an eternal un
cr~ated reality. 

Pati, therefore, is the One Who instigates pa.fa for the bene
fit of pasn. The instigation consists of cyclical change, which 
gradually eliminates the inherent power of a]J.ava which encases 
the soul from the eternal ages. This inherent imperfection of the 
soul is comparable to the inherent imperfection of copper, which 
is called verdigris. 1 Ignorance is removed from the soul by 
deeds which are applied by means of a body, in the same way 
as that in which verdigris is removed by polish which is ap
plied with a cloth. Even as an old polish rag is thrown away 
and another taken, so the body is changed when the predetermined 
deeds of a given frame are done. 

Another analogous instance of transmigration is the grind
stone. Even as a blade is rubbed back and forth in order to give 
it euge, so the soul returns to the worid time and again so that 
a]J.ava may be worn away. 

In order to understand the analogous instances which illumine 
the doctrine of transmigration, it is necessary to underslaad that 
the Biddhantin postulates three types of b:Jdies which the soul inha
bits. The sthula body is the gross body which perishes at death. 
The siik~hma bocly is a subtle ethereal body which is the 
case or immediate organ of the rnul, which accompanies it through 
its various transmigrations until the soul is finally released. This 
body is capable of sensations in enjoyment and suffering beyond 
those of the sthfila body, The karaJJ.a body is the subtlest body 
of all for it is the embryo or body which encases the soul in its 
original state where the soul is bound by a]J.ava alone. 2 

Death is the event in which the soul encased in the suk!jhma 
body leaves the sthula body behind.3 If it returns to the pheno
menal world at once, or if it returns after a brief sojourn in heaven 
or hell, it knows nothing of its former experience. Its forgetful
ness is comparable to that of forgetting all about a dream when 
one awakes. 

Transmigration is compared to a serpent sloughing off one 
skin and "taking on another. 4 It is compared to the soul 

1 lbid.,11: SO. 
2 See Winslow, Tamil Dictio11a,y, p. 415. See also charts, page 75ff. 
3 Siddhi, II : 36. 
• Siva-iniina-6odha, sfitra II, section 3, e.'tlUilple 2. 
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leaving the sthiila body in order to inhabit the siiki:;ihma body as 
in the case of the dream state. 1 It is compared to a yogi 2 

leaving his sthiila body at will in order to inhabit the sthiila body of 
another, 3 a transfer made through the medium of the suk!;ihma 
body. 

Transmigration is a painful rea1ity for the pcets. One of them 
cries: 

How many mothers have l not had! 
How many fathers have I not had ! 
Afterwards, bow many wives have I not had I 
Before this and after this, how many births sha\l I not have!• 

Mar;iikkavacakar laments : 

Grass was I, shrub was I, worm, tree, 
Full many a kind of beast, bird, snake, 
Stone, man, and demon. 'Midst Thy hosts I served. 
The form of mighty Asuras, ascetics, gods I bore. 
Within these immobile and mobile forms of life, 
In every species born, weary I've grown, great Lord.• 

3 
Section 4: The Relatz"on of God to His Sakti 

Rebirth, which is the fruit of karma takes place at the com
mand of God and operates by means of His Sakti. 8 The fact is, 
the entire cyclical process and all the subsidiary movements come 
under the purview of God's energizing power. 

The saktis or energies by which God conducts the world are 
five. They are the para, the a.di or arul, the iccha, jiiana, and 
kriya saktis. (See charts on pp. 76ff.) 

The Para,sakti is the supreme energy of Siva, which is pure 
intelligence. Its only function is the performance of grace for 
the sake of souls. It is common to all the other saktis and is 
that which knows and which makes known. 

The adi or arul-sakti, otherwise called the tirodhana-sakti, is 
responsible for the remaining four acts of God, namely, evolution, 
preservation in form or appearance, involution and concealment. 

1 Ibid., example 1. 

• 
2 All three illustrations are given in the Siddhi, II : 38. 
3 Bodha, sutra II, section 3, example 2. 
• Saint Patpnattar, a native of Kavirippura. Documented for me by the 

Trichinopoly Swami, November 29, 1945. Translation, my own. 
• Pope, G. U., The Tirr,vilfagam, p. 3. 
• Siddhi, II : 46. 
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The aru1-sakti activates karma and miiyii on behalf of souls so that 
they may become ripe. It is operative in veiling the soul's under
standing by hiding spiritual truths from view, so that the soul per
forms various acts through the experience of which it gains intelli
gence and works itself clear from the phenomenal world and 
effects release. This is why concealment is called grace, 

The icchii-sakti is Siva's energy of will, His desire to help, It 
is the thought of God that He must save souls, 

The jiiana-sakti is the knowledge of actions performed by souls 
and the consciousness of what particular fruit of karma should be 
given to what particular soul. 

The kriya-sakti is the energy of Siva by which He effects the 
evolution of the phenomenal world and thus provides souls with 
gross and subtle bodies and with planes of experience commen-
surate with individual karma, 1 · 

Since the second sutra begins by postulating the advaita rela
tionship as the answer to the interrelation of pati, pasu and pasa, 
the question arises: 'What is the relation between Siva and His 
sakti ? ' It cannot be an advaita relationship, because advaita in 
and of itself postulates two separate and distinct entities. Then 
what is it? Siva-jnana-muni solves the problem in the following 
syllogism: 

The ProjJositi"on Stated : 
Is it not so that He stands without interstice. • •• ? 

The Ground or Reason : 
, .•. because He stands all-pervasive without beini either 

one or many. 
The Siddhiintin says that since God stands in an inseparable 

relationship with all things, He stands in an inseparable relation
ship with His sakti too,2 God is neither one (eka) rior many 
(aneka), but one-and-many (ekaneka), as He stands in relation to 
all. 

The advaita relationship is one in which two different things 
become united in an inseparable relationship. Even )hough thus 
united, however, the two are not the same, even as juice is not 
fruit-pulp nor fruit-pulp juice, Thus, the relation between Siva 

1 These definitions closely follow those given in (i/,s1sr•,1su u,._.r<Tu:ii by 
urfaJ,urmri6,sa•rlB~ 5, 

2 'fhe word translated here is tii.dii.mya, 
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and His sakti cannot be that of advaita. Rather, it is the type of 
inseparable relation that exists between a substance and its attri
butes where. there is no difference between the two. They are 
related like gold and its glitter, 1 the sun and its rays, a thing 
and its property. This relation is technically known as the 
tadatmya relation, which means identity, unity and sameness. 

The reason why the tadatmya rather than the advaita relation
ship between Siva and His sakti is postulated is because the 
postulation of the advaita relation would imply a separation and 
distinction between the two. A second reason lies in the fact that 
although God activates karma by means of His sakti, the postula
tion of this relationship frees Him from the cycle which He Him
self initiates. This problem arises in connection with the 
omnipresence of GoQ; for, if God is omnipresent, how can one 
say that He is not active ? And if active, bow free from the law 
of cause and effect ? 

The answer lies in the fact that activity takes place in the pre
sence of God in the same way that activity in the phenomenal 
world takes place in the presence of the sun. The sun is 
motionless, actionless and alone. Yet it is the cause of the multi
tudinous activity here below. In the same way, all things are 
activated by God, Who nevertheless remains unaffected ·and aloof. 

Another illustration is that of a king whose commands origi
nate in the palace but the effects of which spread throughout 
his entire domain.2 God rules the phenomenal world in a 
similar way : while he rules it, there is no change in Him whatsc

ever. 

Additional Note: The Development of the Tattvas 

The influence of the sakti of God upon maya and its conse
quent relation to the sotil may be illustrated by means of charts. 3 

The period at which these charts begin is the time of sa:qihara or 

1 Bodha, sutra II, section 4, example 1. See also, A Science Graduate, 

p. 27. 
" Siddlli, II: 4, 31. 
3 The charts themselves are taken from {i)J,;ci'.·/Su u,_.a..,.s,. u,..,<:uT/f:iJ 

:..,,,,_c;;;, .. 1.C-udu.u-.-, with adaptations suggested by Vajaravelu Mudaliar. 
1 •am particularly inde bt(;!d to Mr. Mudal iar for the clarification of figure 6, 
where pasn unites with the tattvas to become purut,a. Th~ definitions for the 
tattvas are taken from the Siddlii and ~ ivii/)rakii!a, as will appear later, 



The Tiruvan]J.amalai T emple Cart-Kart~ikai Festival 

The idol which represents Para-Sivam is placed in this cart . The idol 
which represents Para-Sakti is placed in a smaller cart. The two 

are then drawn by men and taken in a procession . 



,•,.. 
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general dissolution, when the three eternal, uncreated re~lities 
exist side by side. At this time, ma.ya is in its formless or karai:ia 
state. The soul is in the kevala state, where it is bound by the 
inherent power of darkness, the ai:iwa mah. God exists in B:is 
transcendent aspect, where He supersedes ma.ya and fi01te 
consciousness, a form known as Para-Sivam. 1 In this form, Para
Sivam and Para-sakti are as inseparably linked as the sun and the 
rays of the su □. The Para-sakti is pure intelligence, an':l is 
otherwise known as the aru!2 or Grace-sakti. See Figure I. 

Figure l 

maya 

Para-Sivam 
& 

Para-sakti 

The soul 
bound by aQava 

As soon as the Para-hkti becomes active, God is known as 
Sivan. In this stage, He has name, form and function, by means 
of which He may be realized and by virtue of which He is called 
pati. His object as pati is to remove the anava mala from the 
soul. God does this by bringing into being the a.di, iccba, jiiana, 

1 
• " Para" means "transcending" and " Siva:u " means '' Supreme 

bliss", a stage in which Gcxl is without name, form or function. It is this 
form of Para-Sivam which perfectfd souls experience, because although 
Para connotes the transcendental and infinite aspect of God, there is no use
according to Siddhiinta principles-in postulating .anything that cannot be 
ex:perie:nced.' This note was given to me by Vajaravelu Mudaliar in a letter 
written December 15, 1945. 

" Siddhi, I: 63. Aru! is the Tamil equivalent of the Sanskrit prasada, 
See Pope, Tiruvii~agam, p. xlviii, note VI, 
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and kriya saktis, all of which emanate from the Para-sakti, 
although each succeeding one is brought into being from the ooe 
that precedes it ancl is a one-thousandth part of it. 

The adi or tirodhana-sakti is the energy of Siva by which He 
provides experience-planes to the soul through which the a1_1ava 
mala ripens and is thereby worn out. 

0

The iccha-sakti is the 
energy of will whereby Siva desires to loosen the boµd of a1_1ava 
in order to make the soul •realize'. The jnana-sakti is the know
ledge of that which is necessary for the individual soul relative to 
its karma. The kriya-sakti is the energy by which Siva provides 
the soul with 1?ross and subtle bodies and with experience-planes 
which suit this individual karma. It is the energy through which 
He creates the phenomenal world in order that the thought of the 
iccha-sakti may be fulfilled. 1 See Figure 2. 

Figure 2 

The experience-planes which the adi-sakti provides 
emerge as soon as the sakti itself begins to operate. 

1 Siva-prakii!a. poem 2 ; Siddhi, l: 63, 

begin t!) 

The first 
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thine- that happens is that karaI;la maya subdivides into : 1, pure 
(sudaha) and 2. impure (asuddha) maya. Impure maya further 
subuivides into : a. suddha-suddha and b. asuddha maya respec
tively. This is the first stage of development as maya passes 
from the kara:t;1a to the karya state. Asuddha mays. is otherwise 
known as misra maya, because 'misra' means 'a mixture'. 

KaraT.la or primordial maya is subdivided in three ways, 
because souls are affected by the ar,iava mala in different degrees 
owing to their inherent disparity of power.1 Souls which inhabit 
suddha maya, for instance, are known as vijiianakalas, because 
they are bound by aT.lava alone. Those which inhabit suddha• 
suddha maya are called pralaya kalas, because they are bound by 
the malas of ar,iava and karma. Souls that inhabit asuddha maya 
proper are known as sakala souls. These are bound by the three 
malas of 8T.lava, karma, and karya maya, more particularly that 
division of karya maya called asuddha maya. Each soul receives 
its body, instruments, phenomenal world and sensations from the 
section in which it is found. It is for sakala souls, however, that 
the Siva-jiiana-bod!ia and the other thirteen Meykaufa Sastras 
were written, for jt is about these that the Saiva Siddhanta philo
sophy primarily concerns itself. 2 

Each of these three classes of soul is further sub-divided into : 
those who are mature or perfect, those who lie between petf ection 
and imperfection, and those who are immature or imperfect, See 
Figure 3. 

The mature souls among the vijiianakalas include the 
a1;1.u-sadasiva or those who enjoy Divine Bliss and the a~ht 
vaidyesvara or the eight attendant gods whose names are Ananda 
Si:ik§hma, Sivottama, Ekantara, Ekarudra, Trimurrta, Srika:o.tha, 
and Sivanti. The souls that lie between the stage of perfection 
and imperfection include the lords of the seven great mantras, 
each of which has a different termination or ending. The seven 
endings are : nama}J, svaha, svadha, vasat, vau~at, hum and 
phat. 3 The immature, unripe, and imperfect souls are those that• 
live above the realm of suddha-sudda ma.ya but in the lowest 
realm of suddha ma.ya. 

1 Bbaratiar, The Ret1ela.tion of St. 11/eyka.,:ifa,-, Jl, 35. See also, Pillai 
S. Satcbidanandan, The Pllilosol>h,, of ~aiFJa SiddlzO.nta, p. 6, 

" Nadar, D., Siva-in0.11a.-6odha, p, 3, 
3 Givea to me by S. Satchldaaanda Pillai, 
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Figure 3 
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The m1ture souls amoug the pralayakalas are· eighteen in 
number. They are Srik:mdha, Vira, the eight MaJJ.<;lala ana the 
eight who are the masters of the eight Mal)<;1ala. The souls that 
lie between perfection and imperfection are the masters who rule 
over the realms of suddha-suddha and asuddha ma.ya. The im
mature, unripe, and imperfect souls are the remaining ones who 
live within the realm of suddha-suddha ma.ya. 

The souls that are mature among the. sakalas are those who 
desire realization and who do that whjch is necessary to attain it. 
The souls that lie between: perfection and imperfection are those 
who do not desire realization but who. desfre the lower. stage of 
svarga or one of its several divisions.· The souls that a·re im: 

• mature are those ·who neglect Ptil):Y:a and pap~.. They are the 
hedonists who have neither moral nor religious restraint and who 
grasp at anything which has sensory attraction. · · 

Asuddha maya, howev.er,j.s th-e support for· sakala souls, so 
that its karma ·may be experienced and its atJ.ava mala become 
exhausted. Asaddha ma.ya is without knowledge and without 
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movement. It pervades all that springs from it. At the time of 
the general dissolution, it is the resting place for sakala souls. It 
is considered to be one of the three rnalas, a1;.ava and karma 
being the other two. As soon as asuddha maya is activated by 
the s;1.kti of God, it provides bodies, instruments for the apprehen
sion of knowleuge, the phenomenal_ world and the objects of sense 
experience, by means of which the a)J.ava mala may be elimi
nated.1 

As the .adi-ihkti continues to make its power felt, the three 
subdivisions of maya develop into five. St1ddha maya divides into 
santyatita-kala and santi-kala. Sudclha-suddha ma.ya is not 
divided, b,·t is henceforth known as vidya-kala. Asuddha maya 
is divided 1 o prati~htha and nivrtti-kala. 

The fh·e divisions and the superintending deities who act as 
the master of each division are given below : 

J 1. Santyatita-kala .... Sadasiva 
Suddha-maya: l 2. Santi-kala . . • . Mabesvara 
Suddha-suddha maya: 3. Vidya-kala ..•.. Rudra 

. - ·{ 4. Prati!]htha-kala .•. Vi~IJ.U Asuddha-maya: 
5. Nivrtti-kala ..... Brahma 

See Figure 4. 
After the five major subdivisions of ma.ya are formed, the 

perceptive aspe~ts of karya ma.ya begin to appear. These evolve 
from the five subdivisions, and arc technically known as tattvas 
or 'reals', i.e., phenomenally real or perceptive. 2 The Siddhan
tin lists thirty-six-tattvas, which constitute the last stage in the 
development of formless or karaJJ.a maya into formed or karya 
maya. 

The phenomenal world as it exists in the karya state is.divided 
into 'the form of the thing ' (porul-prapaiica), which takes in all 
that one is able to perceive ; and ' the form of the word ' ( cor
p!'apanca), or the oral description given to 'the form of the thing.' 
Suddha ma.ya is the material cause of both. 

• The form of the thing ' has two modifications. The first 
coosi~ts of the five major subdivisions of maya outlined above. 

1 Siva-f)rakaia, Sutra 2, poem 4. 
9 Tattvas must be considered in the light of the Siddhanta tea:ching rela

tive to an u!-poru!, Technically, a tattva is a formulated entity evolved from 
karai,a ma.ya existing in kiirya mii.yii.,. See the Siddlii, II: 73--79 for a dis-
cussion of the tattvas. · 
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Figure t-
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Tbe second consist~ of the five perceptive aspects o·f suddha ·maya, 
namely, nada .or Sivam, and bindu or ·sakti, which are subdivisions 
of the santyatita-kala; and sadakhya, i:svara, and suddha-vidya, 
which are subdivisions of the santi-kala. 
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Nada is primal sound, from which all the other tattvas emerge.1 

Bindu is the stage or region in which action is manifesL2 

Sadakhya is the region in which knowledge and action are 
balanced. Isvara is the category of supremacy over the suddha 
tattvas. Suddha-vidya is the category in which the knowledge
element predominates over the element of action and causes vidya 
or pure gnosis. 

1 The form of the word ' is responsible for the elements which 
form concepts or the energy which enables the soul to discrimi
nate, group, and classify. In other words, it represents speech, 
which, according to the Siddhantin, takes four forms: siik~ma, 
pasyant'i, madhyama, and vaikhari. 

The states of siik~ma and pasyanti themselves transcend the 
question of language. They are nebulous ideas not yet tormu
lated into words. They border on intuition. When anyone 
thinks in terms of language, however, it is called madhyama; and 
when the thought is expressed in words, it is vaikharl. 

Suk~ma and nada are identical. 3 Both are subtle sound 
which precede full utterance.~ Pasyanti appears from siik~ma 
like a seed, and represents the siik~ma sound after a brief deve
lopment. Madhyama.5

, proceeds from pasyanti. It is differ
entiated sound and is divided into : 1. letters, 2. words, and 
3. groups of words. Vaikhari: 6 is differentiated sound, or the 
spoken word which is used to explain one's ideas to others. 

These four divisions of ' the form of the word ' are compar
able to the egg of the pea-hen. The inside of this egg is a unity, 
although it manifests itself in different colours when the shell is 
cracked. 7 Even so, all sound is one which proceeds from 
siiki;;ma and pasyanti. Differentiated sound appears as madhyama. 
When it becomes articulate, it is known as vaikhari. 

Each of the five tattvas of nada, bindu, sadakhya, Isvara, and 
suddha-vidya bas a master. Nada and bindu are governed by 
Sadasiva. Sadlikhya, Isvara, and suddha-vidya are governed by 
Mabesvara. 8 

1 Siva-,rak4.!a, Slltra 2, poem 3. The sound of nl!da is represented by 
th~ g.amaruka or kettle-drum of Nataraja. 

e Note the pil!aiyar -su\i. 
3 Siddhi, I : 78. 
4 Ibid., I: 23. 
" Ibid., I: 21. 

6 

0 Ibid., I : 20. 
7 Ibid., I: 78. 
8 ~ivil-prak{lfft, Siitra 2, poem 3, 
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The ten souls called a]J.u-sadasiva live in the subdivision of 
sadakhya. The masters of the seven mantras live in the sub
division of suddha-vidya. The unripe souls of the vijiianakala 
group live in the lower section of suddha-vidya. They are 
represented by the asterisks lying on the bottom of the line. 
See Figure 5. 

Figure 5. 
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The most important · member of the a~htavidyesvara is 
Ananda, for as soon as he receives power from Sadasiva, he 
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develops suddha-suddha maya. Through this development, the 
tattvas of karya maya, kala, niyati and kala appear one after the 
other. Vidya and prakrti or avyakta appear from kala, and raga 
from vidya. Puru!;ia is a combination of them all with the excep
tion of prakrti; because prakrti, as used here by the Siddhantin, 
is equivalent to asat or the state of pure or formless existence of 
asuddha ma.ya, from which sat or the developed tattvas from 
earth to gUJJ.a come to have separate, perceivable existence.1 It 
is by union with these that the sakala soul is able to remove the 
ar:i.ava mala. 

The purpose of the conjpnction of karya ma.ya, kala., niyati, 
kala, and vidya and raga in purm;a is to produce .self-conscious
ness within the soul, because it is at the juncture of puru!;ia that 
the sakala soul gains objective consciousness. 2 The Siva-fii.ana
sid dlii says : ' Even as light appears with the conjunction of oil 1 

· wick and fire, so knowledge appears to the soul when the six 
suddha-suddha tattvas. combine to form puru!;ia,3 At this junc
tion, 'the soul is not identical with the tattvas although when it 
is united with them, it feels one with them'." 

Karya maya is the force which deludes and multiplies impres
sions. Kala is the category of time, which includes evolution, 
existence in appearance and involution.5 It establishes the 
time-limits of the phenomenal world, and it sets a boundary to 
karma. In other words, it determines the duration of the soul's 
experience. Niyati is the category of destiny, which bestows 
whatever fruit belongs to whatever deed with reference to the 
individual soul.6 Kala is the category of the rudiments of 
knowledge, which are ultimately classified into sixty-four arts and 
sciences, instruments which lessen the bond of fu;,.ava just a little. 
Kala acts like a wee lamp in a dark room which does not ·dispel 

1 Siddlii, VI: 8 i see also Pillai, J. M. N., The ~iva-jnana-siddhi, 
pp. 108-111, 

2 Siddhi, II: 23. 
3 Ibid. I II: 56. 
~ Pillai, S. Satchidanande.m, The Philosophy of Saiva Siddhiinta, p. 6. 

'fhe Siddhantins teach that as long. as knowledge comes to the soul through 
pafo joii.na and pa§a joana, the puru~a tattva exists, As soon as pati joana 
is imprin~ed, however, the-puru~a_ taUva ceases to exist.• Note Pillai, Nalla• 
swamy, Siva.;iiana-siddhi, II: 56, p,-180-the note. 

s Siddni, II: 54. . 
e Ibid., 11 : 55, 
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the darkness but offers a small amount of light. As soon as 
kala appears, experience is possible. Vidya is the category of 
knowledge which enables the soul to discriminate. 1 Raga is 
the category which excites desire in the soul, through which 
further experience is possible. Puru~a is the union of the above 
six, and thus the origin of the sakalavastha or state of the soul. z 

See Figure 6. 

Figure 6. 3 
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1 Ibid., II: 55. ' 2 Ibid., II: 56. 
9 I am indebted to Mr. Vajaravelu_ Mudaliar for the clarification of this 

illustration. Mr• Mudaliar is the president, of the Salva S!ddhanta College 
at Mayavaram, 
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The development of the asuddba tattvas begins from prakrti 
otherwise known as miilaprakrti or avyakta. From prak;'ti, the 
guQa tattva appears. Buddhi appears from gnQa; and ahaiikara 
from buddhi. Ahaiikara includes manas, the five jiianendriyas 
(the ear, skin, eye, tongue and no'se), the five karmendriyas (the 
mouth, feet, hands, anus and genitals), the five tanmatras (sound, 
touch, form, taste and smell) aod the five elements (alfiisa or ether, 
wind, fire, water and earth). 

The twenty-three tattvas from the water to guQa are sub
divisions of prati~htha-kala. Earth or the prlhivi tattva belongs 
to nivrtti-kala. All twenty-four belong to asuddha ma.ya. See 
Figure 7. 

What becomes clear from these outlines is the process of 
evolution and involution. Evolution means the bringing into being 
by God, from ka raQa ma.ya, of the evolutes of karya ma.ya, namely., 
the thirty-six tattvas. Involution means the reabsorption of each 
tattva into the tattva from which it appeared until nothing but 
ki'i.raQa ma.ya exists. Both involution and evolution occur telesco
pically, that is, in evolution the general becomes the particular, 
while in involution, the particular_ is reabsorbed into the next 
highest until nothing but the general remains. 

In brief review, when karaQa ma.ya begins to change into 
karya ma.ya, niida appears from bindu, isvara from sadakhya, and 
suddha-vidya from isvara. 

When suddha-suddha ma.ya is activated by Ananda, karya ma.ya 
appears. Kala appears from karya ma.ya, niyati from kiila, kalii 
froni niyati, vidyii from kalii, and raga from vidyii. These seven 
enable the soul to discriminate and thus gain knowledge. · 

When SrikaQdha activates asucldha ma.ya, guQa appears. 
Buddhi appears from guQa, ahankara from buddhi. Ahankara 
has three divisions: 1. taijasahankara, 2. vaikhari-ahanka~a, 
and 3. bhutadi-ahankiira. 

Manas and the five jiianendriyas appear from taijasahankara. 
The five jiianendriyas are : the ear,. skin, eye, tongue and 
nose. 

The five karmenclriyas appear from vaikhari-~hankara. These 
are : the mouth, feet, hands, anus and genitals. 

The tanmatras appear from bhutadi-ahankiira. These are: 
sound, touch, form, taste and smell. These are called the 
suk~ma-bhuta. 
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Figure 7. 
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The five sthula-bhuta appear from the tanmatras or suk~ma
bbiita. Akasa appears from sound. Air appears from touch. 
Fire appears from form. Water appears from taste. Earth 
appears from smell. 

The twenty-four tattvas from gUIJ.a to earth are called 'soul
tattvas', because they are objects of enjoyment or experience to 
souls, 
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Smell is the primary characteristic of earth; taste, of water; fire, 
of form ; touch, of wind; and sound, of ii.kasa. 

The primary substances which appear from the twenty-four 
asuddha tattvas are given below. Anger, miserliness or avarice, 
the delusion of mind which prevents one from discerning, wanton
ness or lasciviousness and envy appear from akasa. Running, 
being, walking, lying down and jumping appear from wind. 
Digestion, sleep, fear, copulation and laziness appear from fire. 
Water, blood, brain, fat and semen appear from water. Hair, 
skin, bone, veins and flesh appear from earth. These twenty-five 
are called bhii.ta-kii.rya, or that which appears from bhuta or the 
five elements. 

That which appears from the five karmendriyas is: speech 
from the mouth, walking from the feet, giving from the bands, 
evacuation from the anus, and pleasure from the genitals. 

In addition to the above, there are the ten vital airs which 
arise from wind. These are: breathing (praIJ.a); the downward 
wind which expels wind, excrerpent, urine and semen (apana); the 
vital breath which causes circulation of the blood (vyana) ; the 
ascending breath for speech (u<lana); the air which is seated, 
according to some, at the upper juncture between the trachea 
and the oesophagus, which is essential to digestion and pro
duces an equilibrium in the system (samana); that which pro
duces hiccups (naga) ; that which causes the closing and opening 
of the eyelids (kurma) ; that which causes hunger, and allied 
emotions (krkara); that which produces yawning (deva-datta); 
and that which leaves the body some time after it becomes 
lifeless ( dhanaiijaya). 1 

The ten tubular vessels of the human body which are believed 
to be the principal channels of the vital spirit arise from e&.rth. 
These are : the first, which commences at the great toe of the 
right foot, an~ ends in the left nostril ; the second, which com
mences at the great toe of the left foot and ends in the right 
nostril ; the third, which commences at the extremity of the spine 
and ends in the head; the fourth, which commences at the navel 
and ends in the throat ; the fifth, which commences at the extre
mity of the trunk and ends in the left eye; the sillith, which com
mences at the same place and ends in the right eye; the seventh 

1 'fhese definitions e.re adapted from those in the U. M. TtJmil Lexico11, 
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has the same origin and ends in the left ear; the eighth also 
commences at the extremity of the trunk and ends in the right 
ear; the ninth commences at the navel and ends in the pudena; 
and the tenth is the seminal duct. 1 

The three ardent desires of life, namely, (1) the desire for wife 
or the married state, (2) the desire for son, and (3) the desire for 
things, arise from akasa. See Figure 8. 

Figure B. 
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1 ~iva-prakilfa•ka((a/ai, pp. 2-4. 
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Figure 9 indicates how the tattvas are activated: isvara is 
activated by the iccha•sakti; nada and suddha•vidya by the jiiana• 
sakti; and bindu and sadakhya by.the· kriya-sakti. 

Fi~ttre 9. 
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Karya maya 1s activated by nada; kala, niyati and kala by 
bindu; the puru~a tattva by sadakhya ; raga by isvara ; and the 
vidya-tattva by suddha-vidya. 
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Citta is activated by karya ma.ya; ahaiikara by kala; buddhi 
by vidya; and manas by raga. 

When manas joins one of· the jnanendriyas, the mind knows 
the particular sensation recorded by the instrument with which it 
is joined. For instance, when manas joins the instrument of the 
eye, the mind sees objects of sense-perception. Wheu the mind 
thus knows, it knows with the help of the individual objects with
in the five elements of paiicabhuta. 

When the mind joins one of the karmendriyas, it accomplishes 
the particular function designed for that instrument. For 
instance, when the mind joins vak, speech results. 

In closing, a brief resume of the respective functions of the 
thirty-six tattvas is given: 

The five Siva-tattvas activate all the others. Karya may a has 
the double· function of mentally deluding and making clear or 
elucidating. The kala tattva is responsible for the methodical 
arrangement of time into past, present, and future. The niyati 
tattva is responsible for seeing that each individual eats the 
fruit of his respective karma. The kala tattva lessens the aI_lava 
mala somewhat by allowing a little knowledge to enter. Vidya 
continues this by giving a small amount of jiiana to the 
soul. Both kala and vidya act like the rays of the sun, which as 
they grow gradually dispel the darkness. The raga tattva is res
ponsible for avarice: as soon as one obtains anything something 
else is desired. Puru!?a impresses objects of sense upon the 
soul. 

GuI_la thinks, buddhi decides. Ahalikara creates the self-con
ceited notion of •I' and • Mine '. Manas seizes, holds and 
tern embers. 

The ear hears. The skin feels. 'fbe eye sees. The tongue 
tastes. And the nose smells. 

The mouth is for speech ; the feet, for locomotion ; the hands, 
for giving and receiving ; the anus, for excretion; and the genitals, 
for pleasure . 

.Akasa give:. room or place. The wind sifts and shifts things 
like husks from bran; Fire bums without a difference. Water 
cools and gives the proper consistency. The earth makes things 
hard. 



Su'TRA 3: PROOF FOR THE EXISTENCE OF PASU 

There is a soul which exists separate from the body and 
from the instruments of the body, for the following reasons·: 
1. There is something which is able to say, ' No ' (to the pro
position that there is a soul). 2. There is something which is 
able to say• My body'. 3. There is something which knows the· 
five sensations. 4. There is something which knows dreams, 
5. There is something which knows in the state of sleep when 
the body does not eat or work. 6. There is something which is 
able to know when taught. 1 

The aim of the cyclical process of evolution and involution is 
to eliminate the ai:iava mala from the soul, z The ai:iava mala is 
the inherent power of ignorance which prevents the soul from 
realizing its advaita relationship wilh God. The soul is the 
eternal uncreated reality which · constitutes the life-principle 
activating all animate things, the distinguishing characteristic of 
which is latent intelligence. 

MeykaIJ.ta-deva establishes the fact and demonstrates the 
nature of the soul by way of contrast. In sutras 3 and 4, he 
scrutinizes variant theories held by other schools of . Indian 
thought. Each in turn is shown to be untenable because it 
identifies the soul with some particular organ or group of organs. 
This, according to MeykaIJ.ta, would tie the soul to the bond of 
ma.ya from which the organ springs. 

The first theory he refutes is that of the Sunyavadin or the 
philosophical atheist, who holds that there is no substratum of 
reality behind the phenomena3 and who, accordingly, denies the 
very existence of the soul. The Siddhantin's refutation takes the 
following form : 

The Proposition Stated : 
The soul exists . . •. 

Tire Ground or Reason : 
.... because it says '(There is) no (sonl) '. 

Meykal}.ta very cleverly turns the argument against the 
Sunyavadin by saying that the soul is postulated as soon as one 

1 See Siddhi, III : 1. 
e Siva-jiiiina~bodha, Sutra l. 
" U. M. Tamil Lexicon, p. 1575. 
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denies its existence because by saying with knowledge that there 
is no soul it is proved that there is a soul which knows. When, 
therefore, the Suoyavadin says, 'No ' to the proposition which 
says that the soul exists, he does so by virtue of the soul itself. 
In other words, a soul is needed in order to deny the soul. 

The second theory that Meykru;ita refutes is that of the 
.Dehatma-vadin or Materialist, who identifies the soul with the 
body. 1 The syllogism which refutes this says: 

The Ground or Reason : 
Because one says, ' My body '. 

The Proposition Slated; 
. . . . • the soul exists. 

The Siddhlintin says that it is universally true that men do not 
say, 'I am the hand', or• I am the body'. Men say,' This is my 
band', 'This is my body'. Usus loquendi indicates that' I' and the 
body which ' I' inhabit are two separate entities. The 'I ' entity 
is the soul. 

The third theory r~futed is that of the Indriyatmavadin, who 
identifies the soul wit:h the five organs of sense. Meykar.ita denies 
this by saying: 

The Ground or Reason: 
Because the five senses are known. 

The Proposition Stated : 
. . . . the soul exists, 

The Indriyatmavadin says that. the five organs of sense are 
the soul because the five organs of sense know the five sensations. 
The Siddhantin, on the other hand, says that if the senses were the 
soul, each sense-organ should be able to know the sensations of 
every other sense-organ. The truth of the matter is that each of 
the five senses knows its own sensation but not that of any other 
sense-organ. Since this is so, it is necessary to postulate some
thing which knows all the sensations both severally and collec
tively. That something is the soul.~ 

The fourth theory that MeykaJJ.ta refutes is that of the Siik~h
madehatmavadin, who identifies the soul with the siiki;;hma body,· 
or the body which is active during the state of dream. The 

1 Ibid., p. 2050. 2 Siddhi, Ill: 3. 
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Sftk!;lhmadehatmavadin and the Siddhantin are on common ground 
as long as they say that the sthula body is the gross body which 
the sftk!;lhma body inhabits and which disappears at death. They 
are likewise on common ground when they say that the sftk$hma 
body is the subtle and ethereal case of the soul which accom
panies it through its various transmigrations. A third point of 
agreement is that b:>th agree that the SUk$hma body is the one 
whi~h is active in dreams. The Siddbantio, however, differs as 
soon as the sftk!;lhma body and the soul are made synonymous, 
for the following reason: 

Tke Ground or Reason : 
Because the gradual sinking (of the senses) is 

perceived .... 

The Proposz'tion Stated: 
. . . . the soul exists. 

The Siddbantin says that the suk$hma body and the soul cannot 
be identified, because one is able to say upon awaking, ' I saw a 
dream', or, ' I did not dream'. This 'I' Eigoifics the fact that 
there is something which differs both from dreaming and dream
lessness. That something is the soul. 

What happens during the dream-state is that while the senses 
of the sthula frame are quiescent, the soul joins the silk$bma body 
and experiences sensations in a different way from that of the 
active sensations of the stbula body which the soul joins as soon 
as it awakes. The soul, therefore, differs from the suk$hma body, 
which during dreams it merely inhabits. 

The fifth theory that Meyka1;1ta refutes is that of the PriiJ;lat
mavadin, who identifies the soul with the process of respiration or 
breathing: 

Tlie Ground or Reason : 

Because in sleep food and activity are not •... 

The Proposition Stated: 
. . . . the soul exists. 

In deep sleep, the feelings of pleasure and pain plus that of 
movement are absent from the body ; whereas in the waking 
state, they are .present~ There is som'ething which accounts for 
this difference. This something is the soul. 
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The emphasis of the Ground or Reason is upon the continu
ing process of respiration as over against the quiescent state of 
the senses during sleep. 1 Because of this, it is necessary to 
postulate a soul which exists separate and distinct from the 
respiratory process since the process of respiration continues 
during sleep even though the activity of the body ceases. 

If the respiratory process and the soul were identical, one 
should be able to do the same things _while sleeping as one is 
able to do when awake. The inactivity of the senses and the 
lack of bodily movement during sleep indicate that the soul is 
bidden. The soul, therefore, differs from breathing or the pro
cess of respiration. 

The sixth claim which is refuted is that of the Vijiianatma
vadin, who affirms that the Supreme Intelligence is the sole 
Reality, which means that Brahman is atma : 2 

The Gnmnd or Reason: 
Because (it) knows only when taught •.... 

The Proposition Stated: 
..... tbeso~e~s~. 

MeykaJJta claims t.hat there never was a time-nor will 
there ever be a time-when God, the all-knowing One, does not 
know. Since Siva has intuitive wisdom, He needs no teacher. 
The soul, on the other hand, possesses but little knowledge, · and 
that only after it is taught. In the kevalavastha for instance, 
where the soul is joined to 'a]Java alone, it knows nothing. 
Even afterwards, when the soul receives a body through the 
agency of ma.ya, it does not know intuitively. It knows only 
when it is taught. It is therefore necessary to postulate a soul 
which is separate and distinct from God, for the soul is that to 
which instruction is given, while God is the one who instructs. 

The seventh theory refuted is that of the Samiihavadin, who 
holds that the soul is_ simply the aggregate of material causes 
and nothing more. 3 In this particular instance, the aggregate is 
the combination of the thirty-six tattvas or evolutions from 
karat;1.a ma.ya. 

1 Ibid., III: 2. 4. 
" U. M. Tamil Lexicon, p. 3650, The reference glveo by it)s t.l, ~ur, .,g 

63. 
3 fiJ, Gur, ur., 2. 2, u•. 142, 
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According to the Siddh antin, this cannot be : 

The Pro position Stated : 
The soul exists inside of- the ma ya-machine body .... 

Tlte Ground. or Reason : 
.... because they (the evolutions of ma.ya or the tattvas) 
stand, having received separate names. 

The Siddhanta bolds that neither a combination of tbe above 
six theories nor a combination of the thirty-six tattvas can be 
considered to be the soul. The reason is that the things that 
compose this union are non-knowing substances (jac;la), by virtue 
of which fact they should not be called the soul. The unification 
of all these elements into a body is the place in which the soul 
finds habitation. A separate and distinct entity from the body 
must exist. This entity is the soul. The elements which com
pose the body enable the soul to know in the same way in which 
light enables the eye to see. 



suTRA 4: THE ATTRIBUTES oF PAsu i 

The soul is not one of the inner organs. As long as the soul 
is joined with anava rnala alone, it cannot know anything; 
but as soon as it joins the inner organs, it receives knowledge 
and experiences five stages. The connection between the soul 
and the inner organs is similar to that between a king and his 
ministers.z 

SECTION 1: The Anta!Jkara~ias 

In addition to the five organs of sense, the Siddhantin postu
lates four inner instruments of knowledge, known as anta)Jka
raJ).aS, 'through which the soul acts in the world of matter: '. 3 

These four faculties of reason co-ordinate sense impressions and 
make valid judgment possible. The four faculties are : (1) manas 
or the memory, which receives sense impressions; (2) citta, or that 
which stores these impressions ; (3) buddhi, the instrument of 
judgment, decision or discrimination; and (4) abankara, the 
instrument of final decision through which definite conclusions 
come. 4 These f9ur follow each other in quick ·succession, as 
wave follows wave, until the fact that ' I know' lies upon the 
shore of consciousness, 5 

By virtue of the close connection between the antal)karaI;1as 
and the soul, some are prone to identify the two. 8 The Siddbantin, 
however, bolds that this cannot be maintained. Meyka:Q.ta-deva 
denies this identity in the fourth siitra, and at the same time he 
illustrates the special nature of the soul by means of a comparison 
between the function of the soul and the function of the 
antalJkaraJ;J.as : 

~ Some of the material in the following pages is a repetition of certain 
sections found in the pages on the Development of the Tattvas. The reason 
for this is that certain readers may omit the previous pages or get lost in 
their maze of complicated detail, since they are meant for the more technical 
student. 

9 See Siddki, II : 1. 
9 Bharatiar, Tlze Revelations of SJ. Meyl:4,p/a,-, p. 46. 
4 Siva•ii'ii!na-bodluz, sutra 4, section 1, illustration 2, See al&o 

Bharatiar, op. cit,, pp. 46-48. 
" Siddhi, IV : 3. 
" Ibid,, IV : 1 and 2 
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The Proposition Stated : 
The soul is not one of the antal).karaQas, namely, manas, 

buddhi, ahankara, citta . 

The Ground or Reason : 
.... ·because these stand as luminous (perceptive) and 

non-luminous (a-perceptive) 1 • 

The Si<ldhantin's reason for the separate existence of the soul 
goes back to the doctrine of sat-karya-vada, which says that an 
entity may not have varying characteristics. He then goes on to 
show how the antal).karaQas are like the five organs of sense, in 
that each performs a particular function, and, while doing so, does 
not transgress the territory of the others. None of the three can 
comprehend the separate function of the fourth. Besides, the 
antal).karaQas as such are without knowledge (jac;la). They are · 
mere channels through which knowledge cornes to the soul, even 
as glasses are mere channels through which light is admitted to 
the eye. The antal).karaQas act as ministers to the soul ; for even 
as a king is enlightened by his ministers, so the sonl is enlighten
ed by the four faculties of reason. 2 

The Siddhantin, however, recognizes that the antalJkaraQaS are 
far more intelligent than the five organs of sense, and accordingly 
assigns them a position above the sense-organs but below the 
soul. It is in this sense that the antai).karaQas are sai<l to have a 
dual nature.3 When compared to the organs of sense, they are 
far more receptive, by virtue of .which fact they are said to be 
capable of knowledge. 4 When compared to the soul, they are 
far less receptive, and hence are said to be incapable of know
ledge.5 The soul is the director; the antalJkaraQas, the 
managers; and the five organs of ~ense, the clerks. The clerks 
gathet sense-impressions from the phenomenal world and present 
them to the managers, who, in turn, present them to the soul in 
digested and conclusive form. 

Since the antal~karaQas are without knowledge, they, like all 
st1ch instruments, must be activated by something which has 

1 Praka!ia and a-praka!ia. 
2 Siddlii, IV : 31. 
3 

Siva-jiiana-bodlia, IV, section ·1, vartika, 
4 Praka§a. 
5 A-prakMa. 

7 
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knowledge. That which activates them is the mystic syllable om 
(a+u+m), the principal prayer of the Saivites, which, finds 
figurative expression in both the dancing form of Nataraja and 
the elephant-head of Gai;,.esa. 

Om as the instigating or exciting force of the four faculties of 
reason can be divided into three vocal sounds. The first is' a', 
which is the master of ahankara. Brahma is the god who controls 
it. The second is' u ', which is the master of buddhi. Vi!;ii;tU is 
the god who controls it. The third is 'm ', which is the master of 
manas. Rudra is the god who controls it. 1 

To these are added the tattvas of nada and bindu, the highest 
of the thirty-six. Bindu is an evoluion of nada, and represents 
the stage between form and formlessness in sound. Blndu is the 
master of citta. Mahesvara is the god who controls it. Nada is 
formless or primal sound (represented by the drum in Nataraja's 
hand) which is the final cause of all else and as such is master of 
the soul itself. Sadasiva is the god who controls it. 2 

The above is a complicated version of a very simple truth, 
which says that there are four factors which enter the knowing 
process : (1) God, (2) the soul, (3) the four faculties of reason, 
and (4) the five organs of sense. The four faculties of reason 
receive their source-material from the five organs of sense. The 
soul receives sifted and conclusive knowledge from the four facul
ties by means of the my:.tic syllable om.3 Put very simply, all 
that is implied is that knowledge comes to the soul t/mmgh the 
initiative of God. 

SECTION 2. THE KEVALA4, SAKALA AND SODDHA AVASTHA 

The list of refuted theories concerning the doctrine of the soul 
is now complete. The soul and the four faculties of reason are 
not the same. The special nature of the one is latent knowledge 

1 Siddhi, Svapak~ba, IV : 4, 
• Ibid., IV: 3 and 4. 
3 There are several theories on tbe origin of om. One says that it repre• 

sents the cry of a cow as it gives birth to its young. A more likely theory is 
that it represents the buzzing sound beard in the ears of him ,vbo performs 
yoga. Since yoga is one of the principal means of gaining jiiana, tbe sound 
beard while yoga is performed is apt to become ratiorialised. He who 
performs it believes all the gods are active in the bestowal of what leads to 
realizing Siva. See Bbaratiar, op. cit., discussion on om. 

~ Siddhi, IV : 38, 
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or intelligence. The special nature of the others is to act as a 
channel through which that knowledge flows.. The reason for 
their union lies precisely there, for although the soul bas a nature 
which is separate and distinct, it must join the four faculties in 
order that its dormant intelligence may come• to light. What 
prevents this is the inherent power of ignorance, a power under 
whose dominance the soul lies from the eternal ages. 

Tke Proposition Stated: 
This soul has no knowledge on account of the sa]J.a-ja

rnala (aJJ.aVa mala) .•.... 

The Ground or Reason ; 
... because it continues to stand hiding as the obscurer 
of jiiana. 

In its pristine setting, therefore, one finds the soul joined to 
the aJ)ava mala. The latent intelligence of the former is a reces
sive, which lies dormant because of the dominance of the latter. 
While the soul exists in this condition, it is said to exist in the 
state of kevala or the state in which af.lava is in complete control. 

AI;i.ava is one, although souls are many. It is able to prevent 
the many souls from knowing by means of its multiple saktis or 
energies. AT.lava is indestructible, and hence eternal. From 
eternity, it is inseparably linked with the individual soul as 
verdigris with copper. 1 

During the sakala state,2 the forces of maya and karma come 
into play as re-agents of iif.lava. Maya provides a ph~nomenal 
world, bodies and experience-levels. Karma provides the fruit 
of experience, the root cause of which is ignorance. Experience 
includes confusion, the high esteem of any favour received, the 
desire of the soul, sorrow and grief, excessive heat in the body 
due to love-sickness, and joy. The current which flows through 

1 
Ibid., II : 80. In a footnote to this poem, J. M. Nallaswami Pillai 

says: ~The dirt that is inherent in copper can be removed once for all by 
alchemical process_; and, when It is so removed, the copper remains no 
~enger co~per but 1s transformed _into resplendent gold. In like manner, the 
Jlva_ that 1s affected by mala can be freed from it only when Siva-jiiana is 
attatned i and the jiva that is so freed from ma.la. remains no longer a jiva 
• : · · but ~erg~s into Siva. The illustration of dirt and copper is favourite 
with the S1ddhanta, and should, therefore, be carefully noted. Siva-;nana· 
siddlli, pp. 185-8. 

2 Siddhi, IV : 39. 
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them all is avidya or spiritual ignorance, for the chief function of 
a]Java is to make the phenomenal world so attractive that the soul 
refuses to turn to God. 

In the sakala state, there is a struggle between the a)Java mala 
on the one hand and the power of knowledge which comes 
through maya and karma on the other. The iiYJ,ava mala is ever 
the source of ignorance, which makes the soul go the way of the 
phenomenal world rather than gain the experience and knowledge 
which will make it possible to realize the advaita relationship with 
God. AYJ,ava confuses knowledge by pointing to the enjoyments 
and allurements of phenomena. 

AI;tava is accordingly called the saha-ja-mala, 1 or the natural 
bond, the inference being that it appeared together with the soul 
from eternity. Maya and karma are called. the agantuka mala, 
because they are not always joined to the soul but come in during 
the sakala state in order to enable the soul to know. 

In order to lessen the power of aYJ,ava, which hides the know
ledge of the soul and prevents it from recognizing its own true 
self, its Lord, and the real nature of the phenomenal world, God 
gives the soul a body made from the e_volutions of maya. z While 
in this body, the soul performs deeds, the fruit of which is ad
ministered by karma. In this way, the soul gains more and more 
knowledge and thus the power of aYJ,ava is lessened. Such know
ledge only comes through the aid of the four faculties of reason. 
The antal:ikaraJJ,as, therefore, are the important instruments through 
which the soul may realize advaita. Care must be taken, however, 
to see that the antal;tkaraIJ,as are considered to be merely instru
ments and not the soul itself. 

In the final analysis, the a)Java mala is removed· from the soul 
by the grace or adi-sakti of God. The adi-sakti works through 
the instrumehtality of the tirodhana-sakti, which is called a mala 
or bond because it unites with aYJ,ava in order to separate it from 
the soul. The tirodhaoa-sakti works like a guru who joins him
self to a band of thieves. In this capacity, the guru is known as 
a 'thief-guru', for his purpose is to free the thieves' from their 
evil habits. In a similar way, God works through His tirodhana
sakti; and as soon as Siva is realized, it is likewise seen that the 
tirodhana-sakti is in reality the adi-sakti at work. 3 

The pilgrimage of the soul, then, begins in eternity, where it 

1 .Siva-prakiisa, 2: :w. " Siddhi, lI : 7U. 3 Siva-Prakii.sa, poem 48. 
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is forever joined with the a]J.ava mala. This boncl of potential 
pride, arrogance and self-conceit encourages the soul to ascribe an 
transactions to itself rather than to God. Originally, the at;1.ava 
mala reigns supreme in the state of kevala where the son] knows 
nothing because it exists in utter darkness, absolutely unconscious 
and alone. 1 

By the grace of God, the soul proceeds from the kevala stale 
to the state of sakala, where it unites with the tattvas or evolutions 
of karat;1.a may a. 2 This state is otherwise known as the baddha 
nilai, 3 or the state in which the soul receives a gross or sthula 
body by means of which it is able to move about in tile phenome
nal. world.4 As soon as the soul receives a sthiila body, the 
anta4kara]J.as begin to function, for they are part and parcel of the 
sthiila frame. The anta4karaJJ.as, as we have seen, are the channels 
through which knowledge flows, and it is knowledge which 
gradually removes ar.i.ava. 

In the sakala state, therefore, the struggle goes on between the 
al).ava mala on the one hand and the potential power of knowledge 
mediated by the five organs of sense and the four faculties of 
reason on the other. That which directs this struggle is the law 
of karma, for knowledge plus the sthula frame leads to deeds, 
which are the cause of joys and sorrows, good and evil acts. The 
fruit of deeds is rebirth or the change from one sthii.la body 
to another. Thus, through suffering and distress and through the 
habitation of various and sundry sthula bodies, more knowledge 
comes to the soul. All the while, the soul is conscious and 
actively operative, for the sthiila body is like a marionette or a 
chariot which needs someone inside to initiate action. 5 Although 
the soul becomes engrossed in the objects of sease-experi~nce 
while in the sthula body, it is gradually extricated from these by 
mea?s of the acquired knowledge which comes through the 
medmm of the sensory experience itself. e 

The tliird state of the soul is called the state of suddha, 7 

In it, the soul is free from the malas because it has realized the 
~dvaita relationship. Maya and karma cease to operate because the 
inherent bond of ignorance is broken and its darkness dispelled. 

_The state of suddha is the highest state for individual souls. 
It is realized by means of true. knowledge which matures after 

1 
Siddhi, IV: 37, 2 lb:d., IV: 39. "Ibid., IV: 21. 4 Ibid., IV: 22. 

' Ibid., IV: 24. • Ibid., IV: 39. 7 Ibid., IV: 40. 
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many births through which the soul passes. In the state of 
suddha, the soul renounces the phenomenal world, regards joy and 
sorrow alike, since it realizes the true nature of both God and 
itself. The state of suddha is one in which the soul and God are 
neither one, nor separate, nor neither, but rather a state in which 
two distinct C::ntities are united in an inseparable way. The 
relationship is one in which the soul realizes the all-encompassing 
love of God and recognizes bow God nursed it from all eternity 
until such time as He finally drew the soul to Himself. 1 

In its traverse from the state of kevala to the state of 
suddha, the great barrier to be overcome is that of al).ava. The 
agencies God provides in order to overcome it are those of ma.ya 
and karma, which prevent the soul from realizing God in an easy 
or rapid way, and, as such, are listed among the malas. 
Ultimately, however, they are indispensable means by which 
the soul •realizes'; and as such must be considered to be agen
cies of good. 

SECTION 3. THE FIVE SAKALA A VASTHAS 

The way in which maya is utilized in the acquisition of 
knowledge is stated Jn syllogism three : 

Tlze Proposition Staled : 
The soul experiences five avasthas, namely, jagrat, 

svapna, su~upti, turya, and turyatita .... 

The Ground or Reason : 
. • . . because the soul stands as formless and formed hie;] 

in the form of the malas.z 

Although the term avastha is used for the three major 
stations of the soul, namely, kevala: sakala, and suddha, it is 
likewise used for the five states through which the soul passes in 
the state of sakala. In this sense, the· word refers to the place 
where the soul stands and learns according to the circumstances of 
the case. It is the experience-plane or state of consciousness 
through which the soul passes while it is united with the evolutions 
of ma.ya in the state of sakala. 

We have seen that when the soul is completely dominated 
by the inherent bond of ignorance in the state of kevala, it exists 

1 Siddhi, IV : 40, 2 Ibid., IV ; 31, 
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without form. When God causes the soul to pass to the state 
of sakala, He enables the still formless soul to join the tattvas 
by means of which the soul gains knowledge and works its way 
clear of the bond of a1).ava. 

The knowledge that comes to the soul by means of these states 
of consciousness is of five kinds and is dependent upon the 
tattvas with which the soul is united. 1 The names of the 
states of consciousness, the place where the soul rests, the body 
which it inhabits, and the type of knowledge that comes to the 
soul through each particular state of consciousness are givt:;n 
below: 

-.... 
c::, 

Body Type of K11ow- ~" Activity of 
Avasthll Place of Rest " ~ §iva tatta-Inhabited ledge Resulting -c, .. 

~~ vas 3 
;,: ~ ~-

Jiigrat Between the Stbula Physical con- 35 Sivam, Sakti, 
eyebrows sciousness §adakhya, 

Wakefulness 1§.vara, Sud 
dha-vidya-
all active 

Svapna Throat \ Siik~hma ! Dream state 25 f Suddha~vid-
yii absent or 

I / inactive 
I 
I I 

I I 

Sutiupti Heart Kiirai:i,a Sleep 3 4th & 5th ab-
sent or inact-
ive. 

-----1 
I Turya Navel Soul join- Deep sleep 2 3rd, 4th, & 

eo to I Mh absent 
pr:i. iia 

I 
or inactive 

vayu --

Turyiitita Point mid- \ Soul ex- Ultraconscious- I 0 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 
way between 

I 
ists alone. ness & 5th absent 

anus&navel 
I 

or inactive. 

1 See fi!t,15rti<tsuu._ .s,,,.& .. ur...,r:ur11w, 
2 

Se.e Siddhi, IV: 33, 3i; also Bharatiar, Revelations of St. Meykandar 
pp. 47-48. · · ' 

3 
The Siva tattvas nre those which help the soul nod cause it to act. See 

chart, page 153, 
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Mention bas been made of the three bodies which the soul 
inhabits, but a repetition of them and their composition will make 
the chart more clear. The three bodies are: the sthttla, the 
siik$hma, and the kara1:rn. The sthula body is the gross material 
body which one is able to see. The siik$hma body is made up of 
the five praiias (vital breaths), manas, the five jiianendriyas, and 
the five karmendriyas. It is the body which the soul inhabits 
during the state of dream and during the time that it makes the 
transition from one sthiila body . to auother. 1 The karaJ)a body 
is the subtlest and innermost rudiment tha't the soul inhabits. 
The soul may.be joined with all three bodies at one and the same 
time, or it may exist without them in a pure naked state such as 
in turya.Uta. 

The way in which the soul passes from one state of conscious
ness to another is graphically illustrated in the Siddh£, where a 
comparison is drawn between a king and his ministers as they 
enter the palace. At each gate, the king leaves a few of those 
who guard him until he finally enters into the sanctum sanctorum 
where he is alone. In a similar way, the soul leaves the various 
tattvas as it passes through the states of consciousness, until 
finally it exists naked and alone. 

A chart 2 showing the various halls or maJJ.dala and the 
tattvas left at each maJJ.dala is given below : 

Avastlza 111a~ujala Number of /atlvas left behind 

Jagrat I Governing Hall 35 

Svapna --- I Processional Hall I 25 

--------------

Su~upti 
! Hall where kiag de-, 

liberates with his 
ministers. 

3 

Tur_y_a_____ Bedroom of king I . . -
2 

Turiyalita 1 
I ______ __,; ____ ~ _ _,;. ___________ _ 

The knowledge that comes to the soul through these five states 
of consciousness may be experienced gradually or in rapid 

1 Siddl,i, IV : 22. e Ibid., IV: 32 ; also 30. 
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succession. An experience of rapid succession is illustrated by 
the news of a great loss. At the time of general consciou~ness 
(jagrat), the soul is between the eyebrows. Shock caused by 
knowledge of a great loss causes it to pass to the point between 
the anus ancl the genitals, from which point it returns to the fore
head by gradual degrees. At first, a man knows nothin~ and 
seems to be completely breathless (turyatita). Then, he begins to 
breathe (tury

0

a). A dazed consciousness results (s:.i~upti). He 
sees something as in a dream (svapna). Finally, he returns to his 
senses (jagrat). · 

Summary: 
The repeated proces~ of evolution, existence in form, and 

involution both as it applies to the phenomenal world and to every 
object within that world takes place for the sake of the endless 
number of souls. The number of souls is so great that 'they 
equal the number of days that are past since evolution and the 
days that are yet to be.' 1 Each one of these souls exists from 
eternity as an uncreated reality, the primary quality of each being 
vidya, or latent knowledge or intelligence. 2 This intelligence, 
however, lies dormant, because of the dominance of darkness or 
ignorance,3 This darkness covers each and every soul as the 
darkness of a room coYers every individual confined within its 
four walls. As long as the soul remains in this state, it is said 
to exist in the state of kevala. 

In order to free the soul from the bond of ignorance so that it 
may realize its inseparable relation with God, God gives the soul 
a body made from the evolutions of karar.1a ma.ya. As soon as 
this happens, the force of karma begins to work. This is the 
sakala state, in which the soul experiences sensations. Through 
the good and bad which

0

results from these experiences, the soul 
performs PUIJ.ya and papa, the result of which is administered 
by karma through the direction of God. The net result is that 
the soul is born time and again in different bodies. This process 
enables the soul to acquire more and more knowledge, whereby 
the power of · . . ignorance wears away. As long as the soul m-
hab1ts a body ·t h th . 

, 1 as e power to know, desue and do. 
In the state of sakala, the soul experiences five different 

states of consciou3ness through which it gains knowledge. 
1 Tiruvarie((Jaya11 , 2 : 1. " lbicl., 2: 5. 3 Ibid., 3: 1, 2 and 3. 
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Sensory experience is presented to the four faculties of reason (the 
antai).karaT.J.as), and after these have ·acted and reached a conclnsion 
the knowledge is presented to the soul. When true knowledge is 
attained, the time comes for the al).ava mala to leave. This is done 
as soon as the soul receives the imprint of the wisdom of God, by 
means of which the power of al).ava is completely neutralized and 
the soul joins the Holy feet of Siva. 1 

In other words, souls have no beginning. They are eternal, 
uncreated realities which find themselves united either with the 
bond of al).ava (kevala), or with the phenomenal world (sakala), 
or with God (suddha). For it is the chief characteristic of the 

· soul to partake of the nature of that with which it is attached. In 
no stage of its existence can the soul remain by itself in isola
tion.2 The sonl is like a crystal which assumes the colour of the 
object with which it is in contact. When tbe soul is in union with 
al).ava, it assimilates the darkness of the same. When in union 
with a body, it partakes of the nature of that body. And when 
in union with God, it shares the nature of the Supreme. 3 

The Siva-prakafa summarizes the Siddbanta teaching on the 
soul as follows : 

Souls are innumerable and eternal and are hid within anava mala. 
They reLeive a body from God in accordance with deeds they perrorm. 
This body and soul are inseparable. When the soul has joined a body, it 
experiences many things. The pui;iya and papa from these experiences 
result in rebirth. When the time comes for the anava mala to leave, God 
imprints His grace through which the soul recei~es wisdom. Through 
this wisdom, the power of ai;iava is neutralized and the soul joins God.~ 

The Siddhantin always insists that it is the grace of God which 
isolates the soul from iiT.J.ava and brings it into the advaita 
relation with Himself. As an illustration of how this is done, an 

1 Siva-/)rakii!a, poem 19. 
2 This is the doctrine of ' 'l'hat becoming that', stated in Tamil as 

<~IP .§1/P ,£;ow or 6riiipp<i:r QJ<m"<=11Jrp~. 

3 Siddlii, IV: 20. A question may arise about the activating function 
of the soul on the one hand and the crystalline, viuya character on the other, 
Both a~pects are affirmed by the Siddhaota, and the way they are reconciled 
is through realiza!ion, for, _when §!va-jiiana is imprinted upon the ripened 
soul, that soul reahzes that its knowmg activities were all along initiated b 
the sakti of God and really not by its own inherent power. See the introdu:. 
tion to the commentary on Sutra 5. 

' .Si11a-prakii!il, poem 19. 
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old poem1 compares God to a washerman; the soul to a cloth; 
and al}.ava, to the dirt within the cloth. The sthiila body is like 
fuller's earth, while the grace of God is like water. Even as the 
dhobi removes filth from a cloth by placing it in fuller's earth, so 
God removes al}.ava from the soul by placing it in a sthula body. 
When the washerman dips the cloth iu water, the dirt is washed 
away. Similarly, when God dips the soul in His grace, He cleanses 
it. 

The five functions of 
the Karmendriyas: 

The ten 
wind~ 

Speech 
Walking 
Givinl:' 
Evacuation 
Pleasure 

T,1ryiitit11 

* 

Karmeodriy11s 
* Mouth 
* Feet * Hands * Anus 
* Gooitals 

Tanmatras 
* Smell 
* Taste 
* Form 
* Touch 
* Sound 

Antaf:i karai:ias 
* Manas 
* Ahaitkiira 
" Buddhi 
* Citta 

...,_ ______ __;:::,a * Puru~a or the 
union of tl:r 
above 

The fz"zoe divisions of tlze sakala avast/za and the number and the 
names of th 1 1 ' . · · ll 
above chart. 

e a lvas connected will,, each dz'viszon are given m ,te 



SUTRA 5 : THE ATTRIBOTES OF PA.SA 

Although the five organs of sense know the five sensations 
through the help of the soul, they do not know themselves 
or the soul which makes it possible for them to know. In a 
similar way, although the soul knows the world (phenomena) 
through the help of God, it neither knows itself nor God Who 
makes it possible for, it to know. Souls are active in the pre
sence of God as iron filings arc active in the presence of a 
magnet (which means that there is no change in God). 

Thus far, inferential rea~oning has led to the fact that know
ledge comes to the soul in two ways : (1) through the instrumen
tality of the four faculties of reason (the antal:ikarai:ias) which 
receive their source-material from the five organs of sense·, and 
(2) through the five states of consciousness (avastha) through which 
the ,soul passes. The fifth sutra carries this reasoning one step 
far.her, and shows that knowing •is not a self-contained process 
but that it receives its initiative and direction from God. The 
sutra is put in the form of an analogy in order to show that God 
activates· the soul and causes it to know in the same way that 
the soul activates the five organs· of sense and causes them to 
know. 

This doctrine of the Divine initiative with respect to the know
ing process follows consistently upon the previous teaching on 
the state and nature of the soul. For it is quite evident that the 
soul cannot initiate the knowing process, because it is united from 
eternity (in the kevala state) with the inherent power of ignorance. 
This, together with the fact that it is the nature of the soul to 
partake of and assimilate the nature of that with which it is uuited, 
makes it necessary to look elsewhere for the origin of activity, 
This origin, according to sii.tra 5, is found in the Divine initiative; 
for it is the grace of· God that releases souls from the state of 
kevala, where they are completely dominated by ai;iava, to the 
state of sakala, where they are in the environment of the pheno
menal world, bodies and, experience-planes-all evolutions of 
karai;i.a maya. ' 

Furthermore, the grace of God not only starts the soul on its 
way toward realization, but it continues to direct the knowine-
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process through the instrumentality of karma. The soul, there
fore, is that which is acted upon, while it is God Who acts. 

SECTION l : Tlze Five Organs of Sense arc Activated 
by the Soul 

The activity of God upon the soul is comparable to the activity. 
of the soul upon the five organs of sense : 

1'he Pro/;osition Stated : 
The five organs of sense know by means of the soul .... 

The Grnu,id or Reason : 
• . , . because nothing is apprehended by the organs 

of sense unless the soul (helps them). 

The five organs of sense are merely channels through which 
knowledge passes to the four faculties of reason, which coordinate 
sense-impressions and make final judgment. Neither the five 
senses nor the four faculties are able to initiate the knowing 
process, because as channels they do not possess the quality of 
knowledge. 1 Behind these, therefore, stands a knowing principle, 
which acts upon the four faculties, which in turn act upon the five 
organs of sense. It is for this reason that it is said that the five 
organs of sense cannot act without the help of the soul. Be.sides, 
even with the help of the soul, they are never able to know the 
soul itself or their own true nature. 

The question of God as the activating agent of the knowini 
process arises when the question is asked : I Is karma not 
sufficier.t?' This question is put by the Karmatmavadin, who holds 
that karma does possess sufficient power to instigate and carry on 
the process. He eliminates God because of a dilemma which 
says that, if one holds that God imparts knowledge to the soul, 
one must likewise hold that each soul is entitled to the same 
amount of knowledge; otherwise, God is unfair. Or, if one 
admits that the difference is due to karma, one is bound to admit 
that Go~ is unnecessary because karma fr, proved sufficient. 2 

SECTION 2 : The Soul is Activated by God 

'rhe Siddhantio's answer to this dilemma is that one cannot 
dispense with God so easily. The fruit of the deed can never 

1 They o.re jada.. ., Siddlli, V : 2. 
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come of itself. It is necessary for Someone to see that the proper 
fruit is administered correctly : 

The Proposition Stated : 
Even this (the soul) will understand only by means of 

their First-One • . . . 

The Ground or Reason : 
... because the soul is not conscious of itself even as the 

organs of sense which are conscious by means of the soul alone. 

The Siddhantin says that the five organs of sense are unable to 
know unless they experience things through the help of the soul. 
In the same way, the soul is unable to know except through the 
grace of God which makes it possible for the soul to know. This 
process may be compared to iron filings before a magnet. 

The analogy is now complete. The soul is unable to know 
without the help of God, even as the five organs of sense are 
unable to know without the help of the soul. The soul pervades 
the five organs of sense and through them experiences the pheno
menal world and gathers knowledge. God pervades the soul in 
order to make this experience a reality. 

God causes knowledge to come to the soul in various ways. 
The Siddhi lists human bodies, karma, time, lt1minaries, books 
on logic and philosophy and the word of the guru. 1 The Siddhz' 
hastens to add that in spite of the fact that Go1d is the cause of 
the soul's knowing, He Himself does not need the means of 
knowing listed above ;2 for the phenomenal worlds are His 
body ; souls, His instruments ; and ,the iccha, jiiana, and kriya 
saktis, His anta}:ikarai,as. 3 God indt1ces the soul to reap the 
results of good and evil deeds, while He Himself dances the 
dance of evolution, preservation in appearance, involution, con
cealment and grace. 

1 Sidd!ti, V : 4. 1 Ibid., V : 5. 11 Ibid., V: 7, 



SUTRA 6: THE ATTRIBUTES OF PATI 

Whatever is perceived as a definite object of sense is change
able (asat). That which cannot be perceived does not exist. 
God is neither the one nor the other. Hence, He is called Siva
sat which means that He can be known through grace.wisdom 
which He Himself imparts (pati jnana) but not through human 
intelligence (pasu and pasa jnana). 

The unqualified position of the Siddhantin is that the grace of 
God is indispensable ia the knowing process. Without this grace, 
knowledge would never come to the soul. 

The knowledge that does come is of three kinds: pasa, pasu, 
anc1 pati jiiana. Pasa and pasu jiiana are known as human under
standing, while pati jiiana is known as the imprint of Divine 
Grace. 

Pasa jiiana consists of the general knowledge of this pheno
menal world as it comes through the five senses. It is called pasa 
jiiana because it concerns the bond of phenomenal things. Pas u 
jiiana includes the special or reasoned knowledge which is the 
result of cogitation and results in the awareness that there is a soul 
separate and distinct from the four faculties (the antal;ikarai:ias). 1 

Pati jnana is the final imprint of grace whereby God brings the 
soul to the complete awareness that He and the soul are insepara
bly united from the eternal ages-a fact which otherwise goes 
unnoticed and unknown by the soul. 

SECTION 1 : Pafa and Pasu Jiiana 

Pasa and pasu jiiaoa are necessary for development, although 
neither can bring the soul to the final stage of realization. 

Tlze Proposition Stated: 
Perceptual knowledge is changeable (asat) ... 

The Ground or Reason: 
. , . because perceptual knowledge is luminous (percep• 

tive) and non-luminous (a-perceptive) (at one and the same time). 

All that which is known through human understanding 
(pasa and pasu jiiana) will cease to appear as real when the soul 

1 Siddlai, IV: 2, 
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realizes God. The reason is that knowledge which comes 
through human understanding is knowledge about the material 
and mental universe, and this knowledge, like the universe itself, 
will disappear. 

Human understanding will never bring the soul to the final 
state of realization, because it is ultimately unreal, in the sense 
that it is impermanent. The reason is that what appears is 
changeable; for everything that appears is subject to the three
fold process of evolution, e,:.isten·~e to form and involution. 

Pa:;a jiiana is impermanent, because it is mediated by the five 
organs of seuse. It is knowledge that one gains of the phenome
nal world, knowledge which is mediated both by direct experience 
and by the perusal of the Vedas, Sastras, Pura,,as, and other 
sacred literature. In other words, it is the general knowledge 
that one gains of the experience-planes in which one finds oneself. 

Pasu jiiana is impermanent, because it is mediated by the four 
faculties of reason-the antal).karar.ias. Reflection teaches that 
these are not the soul but that the soul exists separate and distinct 
from them. It likewise teaches that the essential nature of the 
soul is pure intelligence. This leads to the inference that the soul 
supersedes the sacred scriptures from which it gains knowledge 
of its nature, for the sacred scriptures are evolutions of ma.ya, 
while tbe soul is pure intelligence and therefore comparable. to 
God. 

The actual realization of the soues comparability to God, then, 
will never come through pasa or pasu jiiana, because these two are 
mediated through the evolutionary channels of karya ma.ya. The 
knowledge, like the channel through which it passes, is imperma
nent, since the gre;it dissolution (sarµhara) will sweep uoth iuto 
primal formlessness. 

The above is the practical application of the Siddhantin's axiom 
which says that if a thing can be known, it exists. The added 
inference is that it appears. The corollary of this is that if a 
thing cannot be known, it does not exist. The added inference is 
that it does not appear. 

It is likewise a Siddhaotin's teaching that 'existing things' may 
be classified as permanent and temporary. A temporary thing is 
one which can be pointed to as 'this' or 'that'. 'l'he reason for 
its temporary character is that it is an evolution of maya, which 
will disappeat' during the tim,e of general involution. A perma-
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nent thing, on the other hand, is one which cannot be pointed to 
as •this' or• that', because it is not an evolution of ma.ya. The 
consequence is that it will never disappear. 

SECTION l : Pati Jfiana 

Some difficulty arises with the above reasocing when it is 
applied to Goel. The Siddhi states this difficulty in the form of a 
dilemma. 1 The first part says: • If God is One Who can be 
known, He becomes non-intelligent (a ja~a thing) which like all 
non-intelligent things (things which can be pointed to as •this' 
and •that') will ultimately disappear.' The second part says: 
• If one says that God canuot be known, He becomes a non-entity 
(sunya).' 

Part of the answer to this dilemma lies in the fact that there 
are two types of knowledge which are invalid as far as final reali
zation is concerned. All one can learn through them is the nature 
of the phenomenal world and the nature of the soul. 

These, however, do not complete the list of ultimate realities. 
It is true, God would be subject to involution if one could appre
hend Him through either pasa or pasu jiiana. But this is impossi
ble. Does it mean, then, that God is absolutely unknowable and 
therefore non-existent? No-

Tlze Propositioii Staled: 

The changeless Siva is He Who stands without these two 
characteristics and Who is beyond speech, mind and the organs of 
sense .... 

The Ground or Reason : 
.... because the luminous does not need anything to illumi

nate it, and the non-luminous has no illumination. 

What the Siddhantin means is that that which cannot be realized 
through human understanding (pasa and pasu jiiana) may be 
realized through grace-wisdom (pati jiiana). It is obvious that if 
one says that God can be realized by human understanding, one 
implies that God is like other things in that He will disappear. 
On the other hand, if one says that God cannot be ascertained, one 
implies that He cannot be known at all. Grace-wisdom (patijiiana) 
is therefore necessary, because from the viewpoint of man God pos
sesses a dual nature: He is both ascertainable and unascertainable. 

1 Ibid., VI: 1 ancl 2. 
8 
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God is an 'existing thing ' (an ul-porul), Who does not appear 
in the sense that other things appear, for this would make Him 
subject to the process· of evolution and involution. He cannot be 
known by pasa or pasu knowledge, simply because He extends 
beyond the purview of these two. 

This does not mean that God does not exist. Nor does it 
mean that He cannot be known. God does not exist to, nor can 
He be known by, human understanding; but He does exist to, 
and can be known by, Divine Wisdom. 

God cannot be known by pasu jiiana or the intelligence of the 
soul, because God is inseparably one with the soul; hence, He can 
never be known as ' other than' or outside the soul. He is the 
thinker of all the thoughts of the soul ; and in Him there is no 
distinction of 'I' or • Mine'. 1 God is inseparably linked with 
the sr>ul from all eternity and therefore transcends all knowledge 
which discriminates between •this' and •that'. He is always 
inside the soul and must be realized from within. 2 Pati jiiana is 
this realization. 

Pali jiiana is the wisdom which God Himself imparts. It 
is the spiritual experience whereby the soul becomes conscious of 
the fact that the merger between itself and Lhe Supreme is indeed 
a reality. This consdousness consists in knowing that, although 
God and the soul are inseparably united, the soul differs from 
God, since God is greater than the soul in the same way as a 
master is greater than his slave. 

Since God can never be known by the two instruments of pasa. 
and pasu jiiana, and since one can only realize Him through pati 
jfiana, it stands to reason that those who have thus realized Him 
(called jiianis) are the only ones who can tell us what God is 
like. 

Those who have thus realized make the mental distinclion 
between God as Para-Sivam and God as pati Siva. Para-Sivam is 
Siva in His highest form, a form in which He exists as Pure 
Intelligence. Para-Sivam is devoid of form-He is sva-riipa. He· 
is devoid of qualities and attributes-He is nirguIJ.a. Pati Siva 
refers to God as He stands in inseparable relation to souls and the 
universe of matter. As such, He is otherwise 'itnown as 
Sadasiva. 

1 Ibid,, VI : 8. 11 Ibid., VI : 9. 
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Siva bas eight characteristics :1 

1. He is a self-existent, self-dependent being, One Who is 
above all others. If He were dependent on others, He would not 
be a free agent. 

2. Siva is an immutable being, in the sense that He does. 
not change either in form or nature. If He were mutable, He 
would be !mbject to the influence of time and, consequently. 
involution. . 

3. Siva has intuitive wisdom. If His'wisdom were medita
ed, He would be dependent upon an outside agent or source. 

4:. Siva is omniscient. If His knowledge did not extend to
all things, He could not have created them all. 

5. Siva is a being: free by nature from all dross and other 
impurities which fetter the soul. In othe.r words, He is without 
the malas. If He were bound by the malas, He would be like the 
mutable soul. 

6. Siva is a being of boundless grace. If His grace were 
limited, He would err aud be subject to sin and sorrow like the soul. 

7. Siva is omnipot~nt. If He were not so, He could not be 
the author of all the phenomena that one sees in this world. 

8. Siva is a being Who enjoys boundless bliss. 1£ bliss 
were not His, He would desire the enjoyments of the phenomenal 
world and thus be subject to samsara. 2 

Those who have realized Siva say that He performs five func
tions, 3 each of which He delegates to the agency of a lesser god 
to whom He also deputes the required power. 

1 These eight are variously expanded into sixteen. For the eight listed 
above, see Siva-t,rakii.fa siitra 1, poem l; the relevant U. M. Tamil Le:cicon: 
definition; and Mudallr.r, S. Sabbaratna, Essentials of Hinduism in the 
Light of Saiva Siddkiinta, pp. 46--49. 

" The Tamil words translated are : 
(a) /JWCJJ.J/$/J@!/JN ; 

(b) Jlil''-'"IL..w.!1...-e11"' ; 

(c) fiJ'-'Jl:!=s'f=;.a.,,,.816 .., ; 

(cl) CP/JsCP=r11w ; 
(e) {i),uwura<:., ur,mu/lJ,;,~11 .,, ; 

(() C'ur<1r13<mL....,w j 

(g) CPtp....P ...,, Jl:!P~""'--""'ID; 

(h} e1rlOJli\PRll"u<YJg:,LQU1.0. 

" Siddlli, l : 37. See also Mudaliar, op. cit. pp. 40 and 41; also. 
Sbivapadasundaram, S., The Saiva Sc/100I of Hinduism, pp. 60-63, 
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Evolution is performed by Brahma. It consists of the trans
formation of ma.ya from the stale of formlessness or cause into the 
state of form or effect. This simply means that Brahma changes 
karal}.a ma.ya into karya ma.ya, the unseen into the seen. 

Evolution provides sakala souls with bodies, physical and 
mental organs, phenomenal worlds, and experience-planes. 1 

This gift of bodies, minds, worlds, and experience levels is 
designed to enable the soul _to realize God. 

Preservation in form or appearance is performed by Vi~t:i-u. 
He maintains the state of karya or evolved ma.ya for such a length 
of time as is required to serve the purpose for which it was 
brought into the state of appearance. 

Involution is performed by Ruc1ra. It consists in the trans
formation of the pheoomenal world from the state of form or 
appearance back into the state of formlessness or non-appearance. 
Karya ma.ya resolves into karaI_la ma.ya. 

Sakala souls undergo many rebirths, while the phenomenal 
world exists in the state of appearance or karya ma.ya. These 
occur as often as their karma requires. The periodic resolution of 
the phenomenal world into primitive or formless (karal}.a) ma.ya 
however, is designed to give sakala souls complete rest. This 
period is technically known as the maha.-sarp.ha.ra. 

Obscuration is performed by Ma hes vara by means of the 
tirodhana-sakti of Siva. It includes the function of veiling or 
darkening, which is designed to keep the soul engrossed in the 
experiences of this world until its karma is completely worked 
ouL Since the power of a.I}.ava prevents the soul from independent 
actioo, the stimulus to act and to continue to act must be 
g-iven by God. The injecti_on of the soul, therefore, into the sphere 
of karya ma.ya, where the force of karma begins to work, is, in 
reality, a gracious act of Gou, because the stimulated soul is allur
ed by secular pleasures and enjoyments to a state of dissatisfaction 
with the world. In other words, obscuration leads the soul 
through pasa and pasu jiiana to the final stage where the soul 
yearns for the imprint of Divine 2"race or pati jiiana. 

The imprint of Divine Grace is performed by Sadasiva. It is 
made when there is a balance or equation between good and bad 
deeds, 2 when joy and sorrow, pleasure and pain are regarded 

1 Tanu, karai;ia, bhuvana, and bhoga, 
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neutrally. Each en3oyment, sorrow, pleasure, and pain contributes 
to the decrease of the fuJ.ava mala. Through such experience, the 
soul is led to the state where it is capable of being entirely freed 
from bondage. At this time, Siva makes a final imprint itpon the 
soul through which the soul becomes aware and fully realizes the 
inseparable (advaita) relation which existed between it and God as 
from eternity. 

The Siva-prakllfa: 
God performs five acts of gni.ce on behalf of souls in order to lift them 

from the sea of sorrow. This is why the jiiani says that these acts are God's 
play. Involution is performed in order to give the soul rest. Evolution 
is performed in order to drive away the ai;iava mala. Preservation causes 
the soul to eat the fruit of its karma nnd become ripe of itself. Obscura
tion causes the soul to experience the phenomenal world in order that it 
may become dissatisfied with the things of this world. The Imprint of 
Divine Grace i!! performed in order that God may call the soul to Himse}f. 
Though thus distinguished, the five acts are in essence all one act of grace 
so that each soul may ultimate! y realize the bliss of advaita. 1 

Dancing Nataraja illustrates how easily and how rythrnically 
Siva performs these five functions. 2 His rhythm is the rhythm 
of the wind which blows over the calm sea. Waves and foam 
appear, but there is no change in the wind-nor in Nataraja. 3 

Conclusion : 
The apex of the Saiva Siddhanta pyramid is the realization of 

auvaita. The foundation of the pyramid is the inference which 
says that the phenomenal world and every object which appears 
within it is subject to periodic evolution, existence in form, and 
involution. The three eternal uncreated realities of pati, pasu, 
and pasa emerge as inferences from this initial statement of faith. 
The problem of life is to eliminate pa!_;a from pasu so that pati 
may be completely realized. This can be done only through pati 
jiiana, for pasa and pasu jiiana are ultimately impermanent. How 
pati jiiaIJ.a is att:;.ined is told in Part II, which outlines the 
Siddhantin's way to realization. 

1 §ivri•/)rakiisa, poem 10. 
2 Shlvapadasundararu, s., pp. 181_2_ 
3 Siva-fJrakii!a, poem 35. 



PART II: SPECIAL SUTRAS, 7-12 

suTRA 1 : THR NRcRssrTv FOR TeR souL To 
RRALIZR SrvA 

In the presence of God Who is unchangeable (sat), nothing 
bas a reality of its own. Hence, God cannot perceive the 
changeable (asat), and the changeable (asat) cannot perceive 
the Unchangeable (sat). That which perceives both is neither 
of them. The soul, therefore, which experiences both God Who 
is unchangeable (sat), and the phenomenal world which is 
~hangeable (asat), is called •changeable-unchangeable' (sat
.asat). 

The apex of philosophical thought relative to pati, pasu and 
pasa is the realization of advaital which comes about through pati 
jiiana or the imprint of Siva upon the soul. Pasa and pasu jiiana 
lead the soul to the point where it recognizes that it differ·s from 
the phenomenal world and all other manifestations of maya. Pati 
jnana supplements this by making the soul a ware of the fact that 
God and the soul are always united and that the bond of al}.ava 
prevents this recognition. The be-all and end-all of life, therefore, 
is to receive the impr . , · · Divine grace. For • all knowledge 
and all philosophy will be utterly useless if it will not lead us to 
believe that we have a better end to attain to, and to action that 
will bring about this end. The true end or Siddhanta is what is 
·treated of' ••. in siitras 10 to J 2 inclusive; and siitras 7 to 9 
inclusive which precede it are ' appropriately devoted to the 
treatment of Lhe action or sadhana or means of attaining the True 
End ' - or the Siddhanta. 1 

Sfttras 7, 8, and 9, then, show how one may place oneself in a 
receptive state for the imprint of Grace. They outline the course 
by which pati jiiana may be obtained and realization become a 
reality. Sfttras 10, 11 and 12 indicate the blessings which come 
by following the path outlined in sutras 7, 8 and 9. They likewise 
caution the soul that has realized to remain in its state of bliss. 

1 Pillai, J. M. Nallaswami, ~iva-jiiii11a-bodlia of Jlfeyka11fa-deva, 19-15 
edition, 69. 
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SECTION 1 : Pali has 110 Experience of Pa.fa 

Sutra 7 serves as an introduction to Part II. It shows how the 
-soul is a factor which stands between the phenomenal world 
which is asat or changeable and Siva Who is sat or unchangeable. 
It re-emphasizes the fact that the soul stands betwe~n maya on 
the one hand and Siva on the other. 

The first section of the siitra explains why God cannot ex
perience bondage : 

The Proposition Slated : 
In the presence of sat, asat, cannot shine. 

The Ground or Reason : 
..•. because in the presence of the eternal the false

·eternal stands as non-luminous. 

The Siddhantin says that in the presence of God, nothing can 
shine with a reality of its own. Actually, there is not!ling which 
can be pointed to as different from Him ; hence, even as in the 
presence of the unchangeable the changeable has no reality, so 
in the presence of the eternal, the false eternal stands shorn of 
whatever light it may have had alone. 

On~ senses in these words a distinct difference between the 
conception of the Vedantin and that of the Siddhantin relative to the 
phenomenal world. The origin of this difference lies in the variant 
interpretation given to the sentence, ' The phenomenal world does 
not exist. ' The Vedantin holds to a literal interpretation and 
maintains that the phenomenal world is as illusory and non-existent 
as the horns of a hare or the lotus of the sky. 1 The Siddhantin 
says that, before the all-knowing Siva, the universe is so small 
and insignificant that it does not appear to exist. The phenomenal 
world, however, is 1·eal; but it lo:;es its glamour and appears to be 
non-existent in the presence of Siva, even as darkness appears to 
be non-existent to one who gazes at the rays of the sun. 

The Siddhantin holds that the phenomenal world does not exist 
separate and distinct from Siva for two reasons: (1) if it did, Siva 
would not be omniscient, since His knowledge could not comprise 
that which exists separate from Hirn and which cau be pointed to 
as 'that'; and (2) if it did, Siva would not be omnipresent, becaus~ 

1 
This statement is a Siddhantin 's interpretation of the Vediintin 's posi

tion. The Vedantin may not accept this particular interpetntion. Taken 
from Siva-jiiiina-bod/1a111, sutra VII, Section 1, commentary. 
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He could not be in the place to which He was able to point. The 
ability to point indicates the fact of separate existence. 

All this emerges from the teaching which says that the 
phenomenal world is asat or changeable. The sense in which 
asat is used here does not mean non-existent but rathet· 'non
luminous or non-distinguishable' (a-prakasa). 1 A parallel illustra
tion is that of the Ganges, which pours water into the ocean from 
its many mouths. The reddish colour of the Ganges is discernible 
for some distance out at sea, but gradually the colour disappears, 
giving way to the blue of the ocean. ' The great sea, which is 
greater than the great Ganges, has completely engulfed and 
covered it up and in consequence, it is the Sea ..•. and not the 
Ganges .... that is apparent to us.' z In like manner, phenomena 
are swallowed in the prei'ence of Siva. 

Before God, the phenomenal world stands shorn of any glory 
of its own. As the rays of the sun fill every corner of the world, 
so God fills all things with the light of His presence-from which 
the inference is made that He. activates the whole and does not 
experience individual objects. 

SECTION 2 : Pa.fa does not Experience Pati 

The second section of the siitra explains why the phenomenal 
world cannot experience God-

The Proposition Stated: 
Asat has no innate intelligence. 

The Ground or Reason : 
. . . . because that (asat) when proved does not exist. 

The three strands of pasa, namely, al).ava, ma.ya and karma, 
are each asat, which means that they are jac;la. Hence they are 
subject to the process of involution. Only that which possesses 
or is capable of possessing knowledge is ultimately real, in the 
sense that it escapes or is able to escape the possibility of cyclical 
change. 'v 

SECTION 3. Pafu E:x:perit:nces both Pafa and Pali 

Cyclical change is not applicable to God, because the very 
postulation of it relative to Him eliminates the possibility of an 

1 Pillai, J.M. N., ch. cit. p, 69. 2 Ibid. 
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Intelligent First Who acts as a director of the cycles. Neither
can the purpose of the cycles be found in the material universe, 
for purpose and inte11igence go together. The cycles are 
meaningless if they apply to that which by nature lacks inherent 
wisdom. The purpose, accordingly, must be found within the 
soul: 

The Pro~osition Stated: 
The soul which is ~either of these has two-sided know

ledge. 

Tiu Ground or Reason : 

The knowledge (or intelligence) which knows both of these 
(sat and asat), and the knowledge which stands as the recipient of 
spiritual instruction, and that which exists in these two (sat and 
asat)-that is the soul. 

Whereas God is sat or Unchangeable and the universe asat or
changeable, the soul is called sat-asat, because it is both change
able and unchangeable. The soul is called sat-asat, because of its 
inherent quality of being associated either with the changeable or 
the Unchangeable. The soul cannot stand alone. F1.:1rthermore, 
the soul has the power of knowing only aftei; it is taught. It 
k~ws the world· through human understanding (pasa and pasu 
jfi.ana) and it knows God through grace-wisdom (pati jiiana). 
This is why the soul is said to have this dual nature. 

The soul, then, is the object for which the phenomenal world 
fluctuates and undergoes cyclical change. It is the object for 
which God initiates the stimulus for cbange.2 The soul stands 
as it were, between the prongs of ma.ya on the one hand and 
God on the other, even as iron filings stand between the two arms. 
of a magnet. By virtue of this intermediate position, the soul is 
called sat-asat; for it is neither sat nor asat, but partakes of the 
nature of both. 

_This nature expresses itself by becoming that with which it is 
muted, If the soul is united with asat, it partakes of the nature 
of change If 't · · d · 

. • 1 15 umte with sat, it partakes of the nature of the 
Impens?able. When the soul is united with the phenomenal 
world, it hears the stamp of maya. When the soul realizes. 

1 Siddlii, VII: 2. e lbid., VII: 4, 
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advaita, it bears the stamp of God. This is what led Mru;i.ikka
vacakar to say : 

Thou mad'st my thought Thy thought I Of me, mere cur, 
Thou mad'st the eye rest on Thy foot's blest flower, 

Thou mad'st me bow before that flower aloce I My mouth 
Thou mad'st to speak abroad Thy gem-like word! 

My senses five to fill Thou cam'st, and mad'sl, me Thine. 
Ambrosial Sea of magic might I O Mount I Thyself 

Thou gav'st, Thy form like wild of roseate lotus flowers, 
To lonely helpless me, 'l'hou Only-Light I 1 

1 Pope, G. U. The Tirnviit;agam, p.55, poEmxxvi. Therealmeaniog 
of 'tu lonely helpless me' is, •tome who am neither sat nor asat.' For this, 
I am indebted to Swami Somasuodaram of the Trichioopoly Temple : 
.November 1945. • 



Si:i-rRA 8: SIVA'S APPn:ARANCB: TO TB:11: RIPENED SOUL AS GURU 

As a result of religious austerities (tapas) performed in 
previous births and continued in the present, Siva, Who bas 
been guiding the soul through the kevala and sakala 
states at all times, now manifests himself to the soul as a 
human guru and says: • You are like one who is caught by a 
gang of hunters namely, the five senses. You have even become 
like the bunters themselves.' Through this experience, the soul 
comes to know itself and God and realizes its advaita relation
ship with Him. 

The road to advaita is weary and long. It winds through 
cyclical change in• regard both to the individual soul and to the 
entire phenomenal world with which the soul is united in the state 
of sakala. Phenomena, bodies, instrnments and experience-levels 
all contribute to advancement, and they are applied by the law of 
karma. The knowledge which comes to the soul in the sakala 
state, therefore, is mediated by the evolntions of maya, and is, as 
we have seen, of two kinds: pasa j.iiana or knowledge about the 
phenomenal world, and pasu jiiana or knowledge about the soul 
and its nature. Neither is adequate to advaita, although both are 
able to place the soul in the proper position for realization . 

. The gradual illumination of pasa and pasu jiiana is an accretion 
of knowledge over many births; for the soul inhabits many bodies 
before it rises to the state of 11:an. · As a human, it wends its way 
through numberless transmigrations until it is born in the land 
where the Vedas and the Saivagamas are taught.1 The path then 
leads from the Outermost Religions through the Outer, from the 
Inner to the Innermost, until the soul is finally born within the 
Siddhanta fold itself. Even here, there are four sleps <1£ religious 
austerities by means of which pui:iya or merit is gained. These 
four include carya, kriya, yoga ancl jiiana. z 

1 Siddhi, II : 90, 2 lbitl., II: 90, 91; VIII : 11. 
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SECTION 1 : Jiiana Comes through Tapas 

'I'he first syllogism of Siitra 8 assumes that the soul has passed 
through the multitudinous -stages given above, since the entire 
second section of the Sivil-jfitwa-bod!za is written exclusively for 
Siddhaotius. This is the reason why the last six siitras are called 
the •special' or' grace section'. Siitra 8 takes up the strand of 
thinking within the Siddhiinta fold itself:-

The Proposition Staled : 
Joana will shine to these souls on account of the tapas 

they did in a previous birth .... 

The Ground or Reason : 

.... because (God) will not give moki?a unless (souls) show 
jiiana as a good path when doing carya, kriya and yoga. 

In reading through Siddhanta literature, one is impressed by 
the fact that the word ' bhakti' is seldom, if ever, mentioned. 
The reason for this is that the three paths outlined above ar~ all 
an expression of bhakti, which indicates why no special section is 
given to the treatment of it. The Saiva Siddhanta in its entirety 
is the highest expression of devotion. Bhakti for the Siddhantin 
consists in following the three paths outlined above, for these are 
the means by which the soul may place itself in a position for the 
reception of the imprint of God's grace. 

The three expressions of bhakti, namely, carya, kriya and yoga, 
are subdivisions of the word ' tapas' or• religious austerities•. More 
generally defined, 'tapas ' means• to bear up patiently under the 
adversities that come to one and not to bring adversity to others' •1 

More technically defined, tapas consists of religious austerities, 
and the three listed below are the ones which the Siddhantin must 
do in sedated order (on the basis of transmigration largely) in 
order to receive grace. 

The path of carya2 consists in external service to God, service 
which creates in the mind a yearning for spiritual advancement. 
The mental plane is enlarged by the physical functions performed. 
These include washing the temple with water, sweeping it with 
a broom, gathering flowers for temple worship, lighting the temple 

1 Tirukkural, first section, 

" These definitions were worked out with. the help of s. Raja Pillai 
and the U.M. Tamil Lexicon. July 20, 1945. 
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lamps, growing flowers for temple garlands and doing the 
necessary things for .the devotees of Siva. 1 

Carya is otherwise called the dasa-marga or the path of the 
servant, the relationship between the soul and God being thought 
of as being similar to that of a servant to his master. 

The performance of carya is directed to God in His rupa state 
or state of form which in this case is the idol. The fruit of carya 
is salokya, which is the blissful condition of being in God's world, 
which means that after death the soul enjoys for a time the bliss 
of living in Siva-lokya. 2 

The path of kriya consists in worshipping Siva with riles and 
ceremonies prescribed in the Agamas. 3 The performance is called 
puja, which is of two kinds: (1) that done for the salvation of 
one's own soul, 4 and (2) that done in a collective way as by a priest 
for the salvation of the souls of others,~ Puja consists in establish
in~a definite concept of God in the mind and performing certain 
ceremonies with flowers, incense, lamps, holy water, sandal paste, 
fruits and other objects pleasing to God. Although the performance 
of puja is physical, the mental faculties have a large share in the 
service. The thinking powers are called into action as the indivi
dual officiates or performs his religious service in the presence of 
God.11 

1 Siddlti, VIII: 19 i Bod/ta, B11a~ya, 8. 1, p. 359; Tirrn,iilllavur
Adigal Pierii.!la, by Munivar, found in A Science Graduate, p. 48; U.M. 
Tamil Lexicon, p. 13Hl. The duties for the dasa rnarga are: 

<r'11.uw $Jui.iL-UJNi G&r.!..pt-J 

ar1ljlmr Q.,<!Jl,...,"'§J gippw ..,,.IP~/ieo 
u<f/u,rri/ upJDw U<n11S#<orUJrpl 

p<fl011riP.., Q,i,..,IP /U«rc;:;, wri".t.sLl, 

Found in Pillai, J. M. Nnllaswaml, 'The Four Paths•·, Tlie Siddhiinla 
Dee/)ika or t/1e Ligllt of Tmth, June 1906, Vol. VII, No. 3. 

2 Siva-;iiiitza-bodlza, VIII; 1, example 1. 

are: 

3 ~bid., Bha~ya, p. 359; U.il:/, Tamil Le:l:icon, p. 928. 
• Atmartha-puj'i. 
' Pararthn-piija. 
8 Siddlzi, Vlll: "20; Tir11valav1,r Adigal, p. 49. •rhe duties of kriya 

1c1,fili~eo ..,,6/t~io <:ur :,pt-J ,,Iipfil'-<>J 

<a' P/D .. ~/D"'"' "''"''"'"'"-'(l;!Alil ... .,,., 
r;,.fnpfii..:_._..,.,,,C!P ,l «pfilQ,iJp<>J Ulpp 

-S' t>JD ",t,4fJfilr u,ri"',."''<!!ir;u,, 

Pillai, J.M. Nallaswarui, op. cit., footnote 5. 
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Kriya is otherwise called the putra-rnarga, or the path of the 
son. The relationship between the soul and God is thought of as 
that between a son and his father. 

The performance of kriya is directed to God in His riipa-riipa 
form, which is the Jiilga and other manifestations of Siva as. 
contemplated in the A.gamas. The fruit of kriya is samipya, · 
or the state of being near to God in Siva-loka. . 

The path of yoga consists in the mental worship of Siva in 
His subtler form. 1 'Yoga' means 'union ,vith God on the mental 
plane'. It is accomplished by meditating upon God in the six 
adhara or dynamic tattva centres (which are nerve plexmses in 
the body. 2 ) In order to meditate upon God in these nerve-centres, 
it is necessary to prevent the five organs of sense from seeking 
knowledge in the outside world. This is done by preventing in
halation and exhalation, an act which is possible if one practises 
the physical science of yoga. 3 

• 

The entire path of yoga, both physical and mental, is made up, 
of the following eight steps: (1) yama or abstention from lying, 
killing, theft, lust and covetousness; (2) niyama, or disciplinary 
observances, such as the practice of contentment, bodily discipline, 
investigation of religious truths and worship of God; (3) asana, 
or right posture; nine important ones are listed; (4) prai:ia-yama, 
or control of the pral).as or the vital forces of the body by regula
tion of breath; (5) pratyahara, or restraining the senses by the 
removal of distraction-withdrawal of the senses from external 
objects, (6) dharax:ia, or the concentration of the minc.1 on God; 
(7) dhyana, or steady, uninterrupted contemplation of an object, 
such as meditation which leads to spiritual contact; (8) samadhi, 
or the intense contemplation of God, identifying oneself with Him 
in a spiritual experience . .., 

1 Siva-iiiiina-bodha, Bba~ya, 8, 1 : U.M. Tamil Lexion, p. 3413. 
2 U.M. Tamil Lexicon, supplementary volume, p. 103. 
3 Siddhi; VIII: 21, called a~htaiiga-yoga. Tirt1viitaviir AdigalPt1rii!1a. 

Munivar, in A Science Graduate, p. 49. 
' See the de,finitions in the U.111. Tamil Lexicon on pp. 300, 2256, 210. 

2698, 2673, 1844, 1881, 1297 : also Mudaliar, S. Sabbaratna, op. cit., pp. 
126-7. The duties of yoga are : 

.!fjJSrrr <::,rJS~ ..,,,.SIJI- #/ifila.<r 
l::UJJSriJ i6Q,.,.,.,t ..,;,/SIii ..9..i.Qe,"' 

CurJSrWaJ/i/11'- 4..,.,,,,.,_,;, 4,;,p1 

~rprrca; Q.s1-w,e ,.sr.a,iA&<!UJ. 
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The six adhara 1 or nerve-centres of the body are called: 
muladhan1, svadhi~hthana, maIJ.ipii.raka, anabata, visuddha and 
ajiia. The miiladhara is described as a four-petaled lotus situated 
between the base of the genitals and the anus. 2 The sva
dhi~hthana is described as a six-petaled lotus situated above the 
mii.ladhara and below the navel. 3 The maT.lipft~_aka, a ten
petaled lotus situated in the region of the navel. 4 The anahata 
is a mystic nerve-centre described as a twelve-petaled lotus situated 
above mar.iipuraka and in the region of the heart.5 The vi-suddha 
is conceived as a sixteen-petaled lotus situated at the root of the 
tongue above anahata. 5 The iijiia is a two-petaled lotus situated 
between the eyebrows. 'f 

The one who performs yoga (a yogi) must control the five 
senses, must stop breathing, and must see that the breath that 
remains within the body passes through a tubular vessel which 

.leads from the muladhara to the fontanelle aperture in the crown 
of the head. 8 In this reg ion is an open lotus in which exists a 
moon-centre believed to be the seat of the Para-sakti. This moon
centre contains amrta or ambrosia, which confers immortality. 

In the region of the mi.iladhara, there is a fire. As soon as the 
breath is stopped from going through the nostrils, it pa~ses along 
the channel from the mii.ladhara to the fontanelle region or the 
two-petaled lotus. When the heat which comes from the mu.ladhara 
reaches this point, it melts the ambrosia, which begins to clrip 
down through the body and becomes food for the yogi:. The 
ambrosia fills the entire body, and the completely filling of this 
makes it possible for God to appear before the yogi in the form of 
light. 9 See illustration p. 128. 

The purpose of yoga is to stop consciousness from passing to 

outside phenomena so that it may remain within the individual 
self. Commensurate with this purpose is the further one that the 
soul rid itself of more and more of the organs of sense-perception, 
by which process it loses its' 1-ness' and • my-ncss '. Yoga thus 
becomes a stepping-stone to the imprint of Divine Wisdom, 
because it is only when the soul reaches the stage where its 

1 Siddhi, VIII : 21. 
• U.M. Tamil Lexjcon, p. 3329. 
11 Ibid., P• 1540. 
• Ibid., p. 3043. 
• Ibid., p. 190. 

a Ibid., p. 3644. 
7 Ibid., p. 214. 
• Ibid., p. 2636. 
9 Siddni, Vlll : 21, 
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, I-ness' and 'my-ness' have gone that it is respective enough to 
receive pati jiiana. 

Another name for •yoga' is 'sahacaramarga' or 'the path of the 
friend'. It is performed to God as He exists _in His arupa or 
formless state. The fruit of yoga is snrupya or the blissful 
condition in which a devotee obtains a form similar to God in 
Siva-lokya. 1 

Defore anyone may efficaciously perform any one of the a hove 
manifestations of bhakti, it is necessary for that person to be 
initiated into the mysteries of the Saiva religion. This initiation 
or purification of the disciple by a guru is called • dik~a. z 

1 For a summary of diisa-miirga, putra-miirga, sahacara-marga and 
jiiana-miirga, see Siddhi, VIII : 18. 

2 Siddhi, VIII: 3. See Pillai, J.M. Nallaswamy, op. cit., p. 223, note, 
The U.M. Tamil Lexicon, p, 1937, gives two subdivisions for Dik~ii. In its 
second definition, it gives the three listed in this chapter. In its third dPfini
tion, it expands these to seven. S. Raja Pillai says that a description of the 
three is sufficient. The Sive-prakii~a Kattalai, pp. 36-37, likewise gives these 
three. 
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The initiation which admits a person into the fold of Saivism 
itself is called • samaya-diki;;a '. That which grants the disciple the 
special privilege of making piija to Siva in carya and kriya is 
called • vise1?a-dik~a•. 1 That which enables a disciple to free 
himself from the bonds of material existence and attain emanci
pation or realization is called ' nirvai;i.a-d i ki?a.' 2 

The one who has the authority to initiate others is a guru who 
has received acharyabhil?heka. 3 Acharyabhil?heka is the 
ceremony of initiation given to an enlightened soul in order to 
make it a priest so that it m.ay teach others. By virtue of this 
initiation, the priest has the power to induct others into the course 
of jnana. 

Priests who receive acharyabhi~heka are of two kinds : 
(1) those who give regular teaching on the sastras, through which 
practical help is given to other souls to attain realization, and 

.(2) those who initiate the soul directly to divinity. 4 Souls that 
receive this are free from the malas and are not reborn, because 
the fruit of jiiana is sayujya, or the condition in which the soul 
recognizes its union with the Supreme. Sayujya is oneness with 
God, the highest state of bliss that can be reaiised. The soul that 
experiences it is called a' ji:van mukta.' because it still inhabits a 
sthiila body. This same soul is called a paramukta after the sthiila 
frame is discarded. 

The four stages ·of carya, kriya, yoga, and jiiana are usually 
referred to as 'padavi' or ' final states of bliss'. The first three are 
inferior states known as ' pada-mukti '. The last is called ' para
mukti • or • advaita ', which is final lib~ration from bondage, because 
:in para-mukti the cycle of births and deaths comes to an end. 5 

Tayumanavar, the poet, compares these four to a bud, a flower, a 
green fruit and a ripe fruil, for the growth of knowledge is toward 
maturity.8 

1 m,1<11/FI ll,T€)5 5, 25 ILQOT 

10 Siddlii, Vlll: 5. WIFQ/IF, .g,dl 20 . .,_..,r 
3 Pillai, Subramania, ' Saiva Siddhanta ', p. 281 in u~~r,.~ .fi..:.lff UJNr 

1933-4. 
• Bodhakaciirya and jiianaciirya. 
5 Sidd/1i, VIII: 18 . 

.., Tayumanavar, Poems, Heading uruu<r!I. The poem is: 
.8(!JW1./e"'l/..,IU (!pp<lr_(:111.i., !!,T""l<T'"7(!!)&b 

Jt($1DL/ w~i &r.i.J«flil <:uri'UW~C!J urWur<:,o, 

9 
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SECTION 2: God Manifests Himself as a Human Guru 

The capstone by which final realization is made complete is 
the manifestation of God to the ripened soul as a human gum, 1 

for it is in this way that Siva confers jiiana by means of which 
decisive recognition comes. 2 

The Proposition Stated: 

God Himself as Guru will cause these souls to know .•• 

Tlze Ground or Reason: 

.... because without being separate, He stands as the 
embodiment of intelligence; 

As seen before, 3 the Siddhantin arranges souls in three 
grades. The first are the vijiianakala, who are bound by the one 
mala of aJ).a va. God manifests Himself to these by -means of in
tmt10n. The second are the pralayakala, or those bound by the 
malas of at;i.ava, maya and karma. God manifests Himself to them 
as a deva. The third group are the sakala souls, who inhabit the 
phenomenal world and for whom the Fourteen Sacred Books were 
written. Sakala souls are bound by the three malas of aIJ.ava, 
maya and karma. Gotl manifests Himself to them as a human 
guru.4 God uses the human shape of guru as a decoy in the same 
way that· hunters use tame deer in order to draw other deer within 
range of vision. 5 

God manifests Himself as a human guru as soon as the ripened 
soul is ready for the reception of jiiana. The characteristic of this 
state is that all the desires of this phenomenal world appear to 
the ripened soul as vomit. Even as one does not desire to eat 
that which is regurgitated, so the ripened soul will have no desire 
for the things of this material world. 6 

The stage of maturity for sakala souls consists of three parts. 
The first is iru-vinai-oppu or the state in which the soul takes an 
attitude of perfect equanimity towards meritorious and sinful 
deeds. 7 This is the state in which the soul reacts to fortune and 

1 Siddlli, VIII : 2. 
9 Ibid., VIII: 27. 
" Page 108. 
• Siva-;nana-bodha, VIII, section 2, examples 1, 2 and 3. 
s Tambyab, Psalms of a Saivite Saint, p. clxxlv. 
6 Siddhi, IX : 6. 
7 Siva-jiiana-bodha, Vlll, section I, Bhiii?ya, p. 362 • 

... 
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misfortune, sadness and gladness in the same way. There is no 
concern in the soul, even as there is no concern in the dog that 
smells a priceless pearl. Desire is neutral, neither positive nor 
negative. An old proverb says : 

Trouble results with the ~owth of desire, 
Peace results with the falling away of desire. 

The second stage of maturity is called 'malaparipaka ', or the 
stage in which the three malas meet with the cause of their re
moval.1 In olh,!r words, it is the state of neutralization made 
possible by the fact that desire is gone- desire ,vhich contributed 
the adhesiveness which held the malas to the soul. 

The third stage is saktinipata, or the settling of divine grace 
upon the soul that is ripe. 2 This is otherwise called 'the imprint 
of God's jiiana '. The means by which it comes is the mani
festation of God as a human guru. 

One catches the sincere desire for this realization from Jiiana-
Sambanda's poem in Cokkanalha Vel)pa: 

'!'bis phenomenal world does not appear to me as vomited food ; 
Nor do I sleep immersed in the flood of joy. 
The kevala and saknla states have not left me. 
This bein11: so, when, 0 Cokkanatha, will I r~ce\ve Thy grace ? s 

The manifestation of God as a human guru is commensurate 
with the Sidhantin 's theory of advaita, which says that God stands 
in an inseparable relation to the soul from eternity, even though, 
the soul does not realize it because it is prevented from doing so 
by the al)ava rr.ala. By virtue of the fact that the al)ava mala: 
completely dominates the knowing power of the soul in the state 
of kevflla, it is necessary to make the postulation which says that 
God is the One Who initiates and controls the process of knowing 
in the state of sakala. The line of activation relative to Lhis runs. 
from God to the soul, from the soul to the four faculties of reason, 
from these to the five organs of sense, which collect impressions. 
from the phenomenal world as an evolution of ma.ya. 

Working backwards, we see that sense-impressions are gather• 
ed from the phenomenal world by the five organs of sense. These 

1 U. /If. Tamil Lexicon, p. 3101. See also /Jr'i"''ls,J.,,;r;- 6. 
" Siddhi, VIII: 2. 
" Cokkanalha Ve~(Ja, p. 85, poem , 0. Translation my own. 
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impressions are presented to the four faculties of reason, which 
form the judgments and conclusions presented to the soul. Such 
decisions are divided iuto : (1) judgments concerning the pheno
menal world, which come through pasa jiiana; and (2) judgments 
concerning the soul and its nature, which come through pasu 
jiiana. Both are the result of the activity and guidance of God, 
for the soul knows all things throngh the help of God. 1 

In other words, after God initiates the knowing process by 
placing the soul in the phenomenal world with suitable bodies, 
instruments and experience-planes. He continues to purify the 
soul from within, because it is there that the soul must realize 
that the advaita relationship really exists. 2 When, therefore, 
God bas brought a soul to this state of realization, it is possible 
for Him to manifest Himself to others through the medium 
of this ripened one, for there is no difference between God and the 
soul that has thus realized. The ripened soul upon whom God 
has set His grace is called a guru. 

A crystal which is placed in the sun emits fire. Even so, the 
soul that has realized advaita emits God because there arises in 
that soul. Siva-jiiana which comes from the Divine guru. 3 The 
characteristics of this jiiani are the same as those of God. Noth
ing affects him in the sense of change. 4 A potsherd and a piece 
.of gold are of equal value. 5 

The soul that has realized God through His manifestation as a 
human guru is able to say that it has realized. In this Siddhanta 
statement, one finds two fundamental differences between the 
Vedanta and the Sicldhanta, for the differences cover the vital 
points of incarnations versus manifestations and the variant con
ceptions of advaita. 

Whereas the Vedanta posits incarnations of Visnu the Sid
dhanta denies them as regards Siva, and posits in th~-ir 

1

stead the 
manifestations of divine grace. The reason the Siddhaata repu
diates incarnation in the real sense of the word is because incar
.oatiou implies an intrinsic connection with matter or ma.ya, but 

1 See Sutra 5. 
2 See Sutra 6. 
8 Siddhi, Vlll: 8. 28. 
• Ibid., VIII : 31 
~ Ibid., VIII : 29. 
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this as an impurity cannot attach itself to God, Who is purity 
itself. 1 

The three reasons why the Siddhanta denies incarnation and 
postulates manifestation are these. First, it holds that all things 
that are born experience the three processes of birth, continuance 
and death; and God can never die. Second, all souls that come 
into the world are subject to ma.ya, and are thereby under the 
influence of the bondage of fuJ.ava. If this were not so, they 
would never come into the world. Since God is not encased in · 
al).ava, there is no need for Him to be born. Third, a human 
guru that has realized Siva is fully capable of revealing Him to 
others. Such a guru possesses pati jiiana, so that when one 
worsllips such a guru, one does not necessarily worship the guru as 
such, but the grace of God that manifests itself through that guru. 

As regards advaita, the Vedantin is not able to say whether
realization is a reality or not. The present writer once asked 
a Vedantin sannyasi at Tiruvanl).amalai 2 if he was able to say 
that he had realized Brahman. In onler to i!_lustrate the absurdity 
of the question, he told the following parable: • If a man is 
sound asleep, will he answer if you ask him whether he is 
sleeping? If he appears to sleep and answers, is he really> 
asleep? My answer to the question is silence. If I say 'Yes 
to your question, it will be evident that I have not realized. If l 
have realized, it is impossible to answer.' 

1 See Arokiasamy, A. P., The Doctrine of Grace in the Saiva Siddhanta, 
p. 36. See also St'ddhi, Parapak~a Refutation of Sautrantika Buddhism, 
poem 4. For clarity, it might be well to define the Siddhanta conception of 
an incarnation or an avatar : ' We hold that God can never be born in the 
flesh,. • . It is sheer blasphemy even to suggest that Siva Peruman can be 
imprisoned within the four walls of a prison-house encased in a mother's womb 
or subjected to the pangs of birth or the horrors of death. It is souls (p11~u) 
that are subject to births and deaths and th11t whirl round and round as it 
were in the ocean of Sarµsara till they attain beatitude. The Saivas hold that 
even souls cannot be born in the flesh after they realize final beatitude 
(sayujya or para-mukti) .• • , , . It is Pui;iya Puru~ns or great souls that 
have llttained a high stage of existence but have not realised Siva-sayuja 
that are reborn in the world for particular purposes . . . . . • and it is the 
rebirth of such great souls Including so-called gods (devas) that is referred to 
as avatars in Puranic and allied literature.' Mudaliar, S. Sabaratna, T/1e 
Essentials of Hit1dt#ism in the Ligllt of Saiva Siddhiinla, p. 81. 

" The date of this conversation was September, 1945 ; the time, during 
the great Festival of Li!!;htS. Tiruvannamalai is the place where the grel\t 
Mahii-ri~hi was; and the one asked was one of his disciples. 
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The Siddhantin, however, is able to say that recognition 
or realization is his. The parable that be uses is of a man 
who experiences dreams in sound sleep. In his awakened 
state, the man is able to say what the dream was. The awakened 
state is the state of realization. The state of dream is the time 
when the soul flounders in the sea of allurement, which consists of 
phenomenal things. 

This section on the guru is highly important and may be sum
marized by an adaptation from Umapathi's Tz"ruvaruf-Paya~i: 

I. As soon a,; the state of malaparipaka is reached, God, Who gnve 
help to the soul in an unseen way when that soul was without wis
dom, now manifests Himself in the form of a human guru, grants 
wisdom, and makes the soul recognize its aclvaita relationship. 

II. If there is anyone sick in thE: home, no one knows about it except 
those that dwell within. In a similar way, it is God Who dwells 
within the soul Who knows the :.'I nava sickness of that soul. 

HI. God manifests Himself in the form· of a human gnru. in order lo 
dispense grace. No one knows, however, the greatness of this 
grace. 

IV. Those who are joined with a ma.ya-body (sthula) and with ai;iava 
do not possess Siva-joana. In order to experience it, they must 
perform tapas in a previous birth. Those who hnve not perform
ed tapas \viii neither realize §iva-joana nor Siva Himself. 

V. Hunters ensnare game by luring them with decoys. In a similar 
way, God comes ns a guru, whom He uses as decoy. 

VI. What is the gnin that accrues through the manifestation of that 
guru? Whatever one knows or experiences or realizes comes 
through the grace of that guru. (The reasoning is that every
thing comes through the instrumentality of God, Who manifests 
Himself as this human guru. Without Him, there.fore, nothing is 
of any avail.) • 

VII. If there is snake-poison in the system, the bite of the mongoose will 
not remove the poison. A skiHul sorcerer (one who repents man
tras) is necessary. l The sorcerer must think himself to be the 
mongoose. Through this po,ver of mind, the poison is removed. 
Similarly, God Who manifests Himself as a human guro and per
forms grace removes the stain of ai:iava.) 

VIII. To those who have one mala, namely, the ai;iava mala (vljiiana
kala souls) God manifests Himself within the soul. 'fo those who 
have two ma\as, namely, ·ai:iava and karma (pralayiikala), God 
manifests Himself in the form of a deva or grace-form. To those 
who have three malas, namely, ai:iava, ma.ya, nod karma (sakala), 
God manifests Himself in a fonn similar to their own, namely, 
a human guru. 

lX. 'f?e g~e~t w~y to mok~a or m ukti is only known to the soul if God 
10 His 10fimte grace manifests Himself as a human guru. 
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X. Is it possible for the soul to realize Siva-jiiana without this mani
festation of God as a human guru? No, no more than the sun
crystal can create fire unless the sun shines upon it. 1 

SECTION 3: The Doctrine of' Tllis-Becoming-Tlzat' 
relative to the Soul. 

The state prior to realization and the state of awakening are • 
-explained in the next syllogism, which says : 

The Proposition Stated: 
Souls do not know themselves, being deluded by the five 

-organs of sense ...• 

The Ground or Rc<Uon : 
.... because souls reflect that which is shown to them just as 

the crystal reflects the colour which is placed near it. 
The Siddhantin says that the state prior to realization is com

parable to the state of dreaming. In this state, the soul partakes 
of the nature of the phenomenal world. On the other hand, in the 
-state of awakeness, the soul partakes of the nature of God; for it 
-is the chief characteristic of the soul to assume the nat11re of that 
with which it associates. In the kevala state, the soul associates with 
a)Java and is coloured thereby. In the sakala state, the soul asso
ciates with aQava, ma.ya and karma, and hence partakes of the 
nature of phenomena, which blinds the soul, because the knowledge 
that comes through the five senses is knowledge of the material 
world itself, which is ultimately unreal because it is impermanent. 
!n the suddha s•ate, the soul partakes of the nature of God because 
it has realized the advaita relationship wherein the bond of the 
malas becomes impotent. 

This characteristic of the soul is compared to a creeper, 
which cannot stand by itself but mul:t flourish by clinging to 
whatever it catches. 2 It is also compared to a crystal which 
reflects the colour of the object with which it is associated. 3 The 
.awareness of this nature oi the soul led TayumaTJ.avar to say : 

I no\v stand in an advaita relationship with ai;iava. May the day 
come when the main leaves me, and I stand, in an advaita relation
ship with the Immovable Siva. 4 

1 Tin1var11!-Paya1_!, chapter 5. 'franslation my own. 
" Ibid., poem 8. 
3 Siddl1i, Vlll: 29. 

4 'faymuai;iavar's poe:n under the heading "8 n...- ,...,....,.,., Also fou □d iu 
A Science Gradt1ale, p. 33. 
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SECTION 4: The luevitability of Advai/a relative 
to the Freed Soul. 

The alternatives for the sakala soul, therefore, are to remain 
within the sakala state itself, or to attain the state of suddha: 

The Proposition Stated: 

The soul reaches the feet ot the First-One wheu it knows 
itself to be different from the senses ...• 

The Ground or Reaso-n : 

...• because when the rope of the swing breaks, the one 
who swings can only reach the ground. 

As soon as the soul frees itself from the senses, it knows its 
true nature and reaches the Feet of God. This process is compa
rable to a swing, because when the rope is cut, the swing falls to 
the ground. There is no other place to which the swing can go. 
In a similar way, when the rope of an..ava is cut-or that between 
the soul and the five senses-the soul must go to God. 

The soul that has entered the phenomenal world may continue 
within the world, or it may work its way out by realization. That 
which holds the soul to the universe is the power of al}.ava. That 
which frees it is the imprint of grace, by which the power of al}.ava 
is neutralised. 

In addition to the illustration of the swing used in the syllogism 
itself, there is the illustration of the river which runs along its 
banks to the place where the banks direct 1t. Once the banks are 
broken, the river goes its own way. Similarly, as socin as the bank 
of the five senses is broken, the soul goes to God even as the river 
goes to the sea from which there is no return. 1 

The position of the soul which is caught by the five organs of 
sense is like that of a young prince who in infancy is captured and 
bronght up by ,voodsmen. The lad considers himself to be oneof 
them and does not realize his true nature or the nature of his father. 
When the king comes, however, and separates the prince from the 
woodsmen, tells him that he is the son of the king, brings him home, 
educates him with royal dignity, and makes him as majestic as 
himself, then the prince realizes his true nature and the true nature 

1 Siddlli, VIII: 37 ; Siva-jfiiina-bodlla, VIII, section 4, example 1-
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of his father .1 The soul in like manner does not realize its true 
nature or that of God Who stands in inseparable relation with 
itself, until God Himself separates the soul from the five senses, 
removes the malas, and takes it under His protection, thus making 
the soul indistinguishable from Himself. 

This is what led Jiiana-Sambanda to say that • the liberated 
soul is one who h'.ls understood three things: (1) that the soul is 
knowledge or citta; (2) that God through knowledge is the bliss. 
of the soul; and (3) that the aIJ,ava mala is the power that prevents. 
the soul from realizing God '.2 

Cha,·/: 
Means of Attaining 

Advaita 

Can1a : worshipping 
God in a temple 

Kriyii : worshipping 
Siva with Agamic rites 

Yoga; physical, mental, 
and psychic meditation 

Jiiiina ; realization of 
God 

I 

Path 

I 
Dasa-Marga 

(Servant) 

Putra-Miirga 
(Virtuous son) 

Blissful Condition 

I Salokya (God's world) 

Samipya (Proximity to 
God) 

Sabacara-Miirga / Siirupya (Form similar 
(Friend) to God) 

(Diviue Wisdom) 
Sayujya (Advaita 

relation with God) 
Jiiiina-Marga I 

-----------'----
Adapted from ~ivii-prakiifa Ka{lalai, p. 39. 

,, 
1 The concept which forms the basis of this analogy, is a very important 

assumption for the underlying theory itself is the foundation of the caste 
system, where by means of karma and transmigration each individual has. 
bis particular status in life. 

e Cokko.natha Veiz/Ja, Jiiiina-Sambanda, poem 26. Translation my· 
own. 



SUTRA 9 : THE METHOD BY WHICH THE SOUL MAY BR 

RIPENED 

The soul, which is unable to realize Siva through human 
understanding (pasa and pasu jnana), must realize Him through 
Divine Wisdom (pati jnana). When it so knows Him, the 
phenomenal world will appear as an illusion or a mirage. The 
soul then realizes the cooling shade of the presence of God. 
(In order that the soul may not revert to the world), it 
should concentrate on the five-lettered mantra-(Namas
·Sivaya) according to Law.)1 

SECTION 1 : God Musi Be RealizN! Thro1tK It Pali Jiiana 

The emphasis of the Saiva Siddhanta philosophy rests upon 
the statement that the realization of aclvaita is possible only through 
pati jiiana or the imprint of divine grace. This thought recurs 
time and again, even as it does in the first syllogism: 

The ProjJosition Stated: 
Perceive th.at First-One with the eye of jiiana alone ... 

The Ground or Reason ; 

... because He stands beyond the reach of speech, mind 
and the organs of sense. 

In quick review, we see that the five organs of sense know 
through the help of the soul and they experience nothing without 
it. A corpse proves this, because all the five organs of sense are 
present in a corpse even as they are in a living organism. What 
accounts for the lack of sense-experience is the disappearance of 
the soul. In a similar way, the soul cannot know without the help 
of God, for the soul is as good as dead if pati jiiana is not present, 
since the soul can never know God except by intuition, which is 
only another name for pati jiiana. 

The imprint of pati jiiana comes after the soul examines the 
four faculties of reason plus the five organs of sense, and realizes 
that it differs from them. Even this recognition does not come 
from the intuitive powers of the soul alone but from God Who 
always stands in an a~vaita relationship with it. This is the reason 

1 See Siddlii, IX : I. 
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why God cannot be recognized outside of and apart from the soul; 
for if this were possible, the advaita relationship would be a con
undrum.1 One is able to recognize that tables and chairs have a 
-separate existence, but one is never able to realize or recognize 
·God in this way. He must be kno,vn from within, for He is in 
-essence penetrative wisdom. 2 The Tirumantira?/1, says: 

'l'he ignorant think thnt God and love are different. 
None k"Ilows that God and love are the same. 
Did all men know that God and love are the same, 
They would repose in God as love. 3 

SHCTION 2 : . S£va Manifests Himself to t/ie Soul wlzm 
ii Relt"nqui.shes Pafa 

The second thought of the siitra is that the soul must realize its 
<:oalesced existence with God by means of the imprint of divine 
grace, because there is no other alternative. The doctrine of 
• this-becoming-that' precludes an alternative: 

the ProjJost"lt"on Stated: 
It should be known that the form of jiiana is that which 
helps one to know the unreal colours as unreal ..• 

Tlze Ground or Reason: 

.•. because when the soul sees the asat world as asat, that 
which remains is the form of jiiana, just as that which 
remains is the form of the mirror when (someone) sees 
and separates different colours as different. 

As soon as jiiana is present and the soul realizes that the 
world is a mirage, Siva manifests Himself. As we have seen, it 
is the characteristic of the :-oul to become that with which it is 
united. Hence, as soon as the soul is free from the grasp of 
this world, Siva manifests himself to that soul, for the soul cannot 
stand alone. It must be either with the world or with Siva. 

The illustration of the swing comes to mind once more. As 
soon as the ropes are cut, the swing-board drops to the ground. 
It has no other place to go. The soul, which is comparable to 
the swing-board, is prevented from realizing God by the ropes of 
aqava, maya and karma. As soon as these are cut, God mani-

1 Ibid,, IX: 4. "Ibid., IX: 5. 
" Pillai, J. M. Nnllaswaml, Siva-jiiii.na-bodlia, l!HS edition, p_. 76. 
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fests Himself; for the soul cannot stand alone. It must be either 
with the world or with God. 

The soul that is bound to phenomena is like the man who 
walks in the midday sun seeing a mirage. He approaches what 
appears to be a lake, but upon arrival finds that the lake is an 
optical illusion. Similarly, the soul that believes the material uni
verse is Eterm.l, with its corollary that it has a reality of its own, 
is deluded; for it finds upon examination that the material uni
verse is asat, which like all things without potential knowledge 
is subject to involution or disappearance. The soul that realizes 
this turns to God, who bestows bliss in the same way in which 
shade bestows bliss to the wanderer in the sun. 

The one to whom God gives bliss is called a ' jivan-mukta •., 
or one who bas realized God while still possessing a sthii.la body 
•Jivan' means 'bodily life'. •Mukta' means 'he who has realized'. 

The jivan-mukta continues in the sthii.la body for a short time 
because of residual prarabdha karma. God who manife5ts Him
self as a human guru washes away the saficita karma, \r the 
karma to be experienced in future births. He likewise removes 
the karma that may accrue as agam'i ; although the fruit of 
deeds destined for the present birth must be borne. 

The Siddhi says : 'A pot smells for a time even after the 
asafoetida is removed. A wheel turns for a time even after the 
potter has ceased to make it turn. Similarly, the effects of 
prarabhda karma affect the jivan-mukta as long as he is in the 
sthii.la body, but all will vanish when the body dies.' 1 

The immature virgin is unable to understand the bliss of con
nubial union, which remains for the husband and wife. Even 
so the bliss of advaita is for those who realize God. Others 
must imagine what it is like. • 

SECTION 3: Tlze Jivan-Mukfa and the Sacred Mantra 

It stands to reason that every soul develops habit-patterns 
and tendencies to respond to the phenomenal world which are 
not easily eradicated, because of the age-long association be
tween the soul and the ar.i.ava mala. The j'ivan-mukta hims elf 
runs the risk of reverting to the enticement of material things 
as long as his soul inhabits the sthula body. The preventive 

1 Siddlzi, X: 6. Translation my own. " Ibid., Vil! : 36. 
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for this is found in the syllogism which suggests what the jivan
mukta should do in order to retain his state of realization. 

Tiu: Proposition Stated: 
The Sri Paiicak$ara (Sivaya-namaq.) should be repeated 

according to tbe rubric . . 1 

T(le Ground or Reason : 
... because even· though souls have attained jiiana 
they tend to see the a-jiiana which they (formerly) saw, 
just as the worm which feeds on the bitter margosa 
( returns to it even after feeding 011 sugar c::me) to get rid 
of that (the paiichak$ara is prescribed). 

As long as the jival).-mukta inhabits the sthula body, it is 
attracted by the temptations of material things. Old habit-patterns 
are still present and potent. The inalas themselves have gone, 
but the remnants of prarabdha karma still linger, si11ce the soul 
has had such a long associatio11 with the anava mala. 

A man may be told by a doctor not tci eat rice. But he has 
eate11 rice for so ma11y years that he is conditioned to it. When, 
therefore, he accompanies those who eat, the desire to share a bit 
of rice overpowers him, and he eats. Even so, there are those 
who, once having realized God, slip i11to laxness and join the 
malas once again. Repetition of the mantra blocks such temptation. 

That which actually remains or the ma! as in the jivan-mukt'a 
is the smell called the mala-vasana. One may wipe away kerosene 
that has been spilled, but the smell of the oil continues for a time. 
Even so, the potency of the malas may be broken, but their latent 
potentiality remains. In order that even this may be removed, 
the repetition 0£ the mantra is prescribed as a preventive so that 
the soul may never again be affected by pasa. 

When one throws a sto11e into a tank covered with mud, 
the mud separates as soon as the stone hits the water. After 
a little while, the mud covers the tank as it did before. Similarly, 
the imprint of grace may remove the malas, although they will 
return as.soon as the soul refrains from thinking about God.z 
In order to prohibit this return, the jivan mukta should continue 
to concentrate upon God by repeating the sacred letters Siva.ya• 
namal;l. 

1 Ibid., IX: 8, 2 Ibid., vm: 39, 
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The principle which underlies the practice of repeating 
mantras is that the person who so contemplates 'becomes 
converted into the mantric idea or principle itself, i.e., the 
idea becomes the actuality . . . • . So when the jiiani contem
plates on Sivaya-namaq. and thaf he is Brahman or Sivam, he 
becomes Brahman itself.' 1 

There are three ways in which this mantra appears. The 
first form is Namah-sivaya; the second, Sivaya-narnah; and the third, 
Siviiya-vasi. All three mean: •Worship to Sival' •Namah' and 
•Vasi' both mean 'worship'. 

Since the repetition of the mantra is reserved for the jivan
mukta., one must receive Siva-dik~a or initiation into the truth 
before one can repeat th~se syllabies with efficacy. This initia
tion itself must come from a competent guru, through whom the 
soul recognizes or realizes Siva. 

The definite regulations regarding the repetition are given• 
in the T£ruvarutpayaz.z : 

It is the purpose of the Vedas and the Agamas and books connected 
with them to expound the meaning an:1 purport of the five-lettered 
mantra; for it is through the pronunciation of this mantra that the
state of advaita may be fully realized. 
'l'he mantra consists of the following letters: 
Si equals Siva. 
Va equals the !3akti of grace. 
Ya equals tbe soul. 
Na equals the concealing power which activates the malas, 
MaI:i equa!s al).ava.2 

The benefit that is derived from pronouncing the mantra properly is 
that the soul which stands between the malas and the tirodhana
!lakti on the one hand and Siva and His !lakti (Si anrl Vii) on the other 
passes from this position to the place between Sivam (Si) and His 
sakti or grace (Va) as indicated by the arrow. 

Rebirth will not cease if one pronounces the mantra in the reverse 
order: Namal.1-Siviiya, because the emphasis is upon the first two, 
namely, the tirodbana !iakti and the 1ualas. '£hose who pronounce
the mantra in this way will not realize that birlhs and deaths do not 
cease. 

Births will cease, however, if one pronounces the mantra as indicated 
above (8ivaya-namaI:i), for the emphasis is then upon grace lVa) and 
Slvam (Si). 

1 Pillai, J.M. Nallaswami, op. cit., p. 83. See also Siddhi, IX: 7, 10, 12. 
2 See Siva-prakiifa, sutra 10, poem 12. 
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Vii is the !iakti which reveals Siva to the soul, which when imprinted
makes the soul a body to God. 

If one pronounces the mantra properly, therefore, the soul, which 
stands between Va and Na-in other words, between Siva's grace 
and tirodhana §akti-will leave that position and stand between SI. 
and Va or between Sivam_ and His grace.1 

The first stage in the process of realization may be compared 
to a bird that leaves its cage to which it is tempted to return~ 
even as the soul that is free is tempted to return to the grip of the 
phenomenal world through the vestige or smell of the malas that 
lingers even after advaita is realized. This is the stage of the
jivan-mukta. The second is the stage called para-mukti, where the 
soul is no longer in danger because it has realized Siva complete
ly. This may be compared to the snake which leaves the egg 
to which there is no possibility of return, even as the para
mukti leaves the body and realizes God with no possibility of 
return ·to the phenomenal world. 2 

It is for this reason that so much stress is placed upon the 
repetition of the five letters. The devotional importance attached. 
to them may be gathered from the following quotations:-

He who utters the Namal;l-!iivaya mantra with the love of a wife for 
her husband and with a mind that is melted to tears is led to heaven,. 
for this mantra is the essence of all that which is contained in the 
four Vedas. 3 

God created the five worlds with tte five letters. 
He likewise created the different yonis. 
He likewise supports the phenomenal world with tcese letters. 
And with these letters, He stands firm.• 

The Agamas and the Vedas are the fi,·e letters. 
The Puranns which are of all are the five letters. 
The Dan~e of Ecstacy of Siva _is the five letters. 
The heavens which lie abova the thirty-six taltvas are the five 

letters. 5 

1 Tir11var11[-/Jaya11, chapter 9. 
" I am Indebted to the Trichinopoly Swami for this paragraph. Novem-

ber 29, 1945. 
3 The Tevciram of Tirujiiana-sambandha. The Tamil version found in. 

A Science Graduate's Tl1e Elements of .Saiva Siddhli11tham, p. 59, 
• The Tirumanlira1r1, Tamil version' found In A Science Graduate 

p. cit., p. 59. ' 
5 The U11111ai-Vi{akam, poem 44, heading .!J/SQ'~PIP Note that the Tiru• 

vli&akam of Mar:ilkka-viicakar also begius with the sacred mantra: ,.,,,~.,riJ, 
•,l,s, 



S6rRA 10: THE REMOVAL OF PXsA 

The moment when the soul realizes that Siva has always 
-stood in an advaita relation with itself and that Siva has 
been and is thereby the Prime-Mover of nll, and when the 
soul accordingly makes its adjustment by surrendering itself 
to His will, anava, maya and karma will go. 

The last three siitras of the Siva-jfiana-bodha deal with the 
bliss of advaita. Siitras 10 and 11 outline the b,mefits of realiz
ation, which are t.he removal of the malas-slitra 10, and the realiz
ation of Siva-siitra 11. Siitra 12 contains commands, which, if 
followed, will enable the realized soul to retain realization. 

Although words with exact connotation are hard to find, the 
recognition of realization may be sensed in the tenth siitra. The 
conception is difficult to express because the experience must be 
felt rather than described. It must be realized rather than ration
alized. 

SECTION I : Realize Realization. 
Realization for one with a western background means attain

ment, the acquisition of something which is the result of plans 
and efforts, the accomplishment of doing. The western ideal is 
illustrated by the sentence: • I realized one hundred dollars 
through that transaction.' Realization for 'the Siddhantin, however, 
simply means cognition or cognizance in its primitive sense of' to 
know' or 'to recognize '. \Vben the soul attains realization, it 
simply means that the cognition has come that God has always 
stood in an inseparable relation with itself. It is in this sense that 
,the first command is given: 

The Proposition Stated: 

Be at one with Him just as Paramesvara is at one with the 
soul. ..•. 

The Ground tJr ReastJn: 

.... because when (the soul) stands thus it loses the 
pride of ' I ' and 'mine ' and joins the feet of God. 

The simple truth about the relation between God and the soul, 
,says the Siddhantin, is that the two have always stood in an insep-
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:arable relation with each other. As soon as the soul is cognizant 
-of this, the fire of wisdom burns away the egoistic riotion of 'I' 
and • mine ', 1 because the soul recognizes that there is a bigger 
~ I' and a larger • mine ' behind all things. God is now known to 
be the Prime-Mover of all. 

As long as the soul inhabits the phenomenal world, it is bound 
by two desires : (1) the internal, inward, egoistic attachment to 
self-self-love2 (2) and the external, outward acquisitive desire 
of 'mine' such as manifests itself in attachment to property and 
the family. 3 

If the jivan-mukta continues to think upon and pronounce 
either verbally or mentally the five-lettered mantra, the thought 
,that the soul and God are separate will vanish and will be replaced 
by the thought that they are two entities inseparably linked in the 
advaita union. When this happens, the two desires listed above 

· will disappear, for the idea of ' I ' and ' mine' cannot stand in the 
fuller knowledge that all things are of God. 

In the Tiru-k-kural, it is said: 
He who has given up the Idea of •I' and •mine' will reach a realm 

higher tban that of tbe Gods.• 

Tayumagavar says : 
If one continues to rep.eat tbe five-lettered mantra, be will become 

~iva.' 

SECTION 2 : Perceive that all is the Activity of God 

The secoud command is a continuation of the first: 

The Proposition Stated: 
Do not fail to do the command of God 

Tlze Ground or Reason: 

. • . . because, since (the soul) does nothing except by 
His grace, a-jiiana and karma do not enter. 

As long as the soul of the jivan-mukta c~ntinues in a sthiila 
body, it should perceive unceasingly that all it does is done by 

1 Siddhl, X: 2, 
" Aka-p-panu. 
' Pu:i:a-p-panu. 
• Tiru-k-kural : rur.tr .,.i,, .,;,w Q,C!f,1;@J ,;i:;:iJun:r ..,rC:s,ia@J "-"iii ts 11.111.sib L/~'"• 

also Siddlzi, X. 4. 
5 Tayumii.navar, <:"'ts C:w,,P,.,,Q/ST""'SJ up;Jw .;i111C:.., ..,;,Ill ~/'.rz•: 

10 
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God, for the soul is merely the acting agent behind which stands 
God Who activates all things. Since this is so, there is nothing_ 
that the i;;oul is able to do that it can call its own. 

The net result is that the law of karma ceases to function, since 
karma loses its power to act as soon as the soul acquires and re
cognizes that all it does is actually done by God. When the power 
of karma is nullified, mayia ceases to function; for it is in the· 
realm of karya ma.ya that the soul must work itself free from the 
bonds of karma. These two lose their power, because the bond 
that instigates them is supplanted by the imprint of grace. The· 
soul, which is then lifted from the realm of both karma and maya, 
because aIJ.ava no longer wields its influence, realizes its coalition 
with God, for the soul must identify itself either with the pheno
menal world or with God. 

Having said this, the Siddhantin is eager to have it understood 
that in the state of advaita, the soul and God are never one· 
numerically. They are two separate entities which are one from 
all eternity, the unity of which bas now been recognized. The 
two are one in inseparable union. One illustration used is that 
of two souls in sexual union, souls which remain separate and 
distinct, although the bliss they experience is one, bliss which 
comes by virtue of their inseparableness. 

Another illustration comes from the state of sakala itself .. 
where the soul and the phenomenal world seem acutely real and 
God non-existent. In advaita, on the other hand, God is acutely 
real and the soul seemingly non-existent. Yet in b9th cases 
neither God nor the soul is really non-existent. From variant 
perspectives, they merely seem to be. 1 

The first illustration is very often used, although the Sid
dhantin is quick to add that it is defective, in that in mukti the 
soul enjoys Siva Who is Bliss, but Siva does not enjoy the soul 
because His caitanya or intelligence cannot be affected by any
thing. z In other words, Siva becomes the object in which the 
soul finds enjoyment rather than the phenomenal world in which 
enjoyment was formerly found. In this state, there exists the 
consciousness of three things: (1) the enjoyer, (2) the enjoyed, and 
(3) the enjoyment. The one who enjoys is the soul. The object 

1 Pillai, J.M. Nallaswamy, The Sive-fiiana-bodham, p, 88. 
'" Bodha, Siitra 8, section 2. 
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enjoyed is Siva. The enjoyment that results comes from the 
realization of union; and, since Siva is aware of the union 
from all eternity, enjoyment must be posited to the soul which 
becomes aware of it through the imprint of grace and not to 
Siva Who imprints His grace. 

The above relationship between the soul and God is illustrated 
in every Saivite temple, where, according to the interpretation 
of some, the ling a symbolises the human genitals in sexual union. 
According to this interpretation, Siva and His sakti are inseparable 
as the liil.ga and the yoni. The linga, therefore, portends the 
advaita relationship where the soul and Siva become one in a 
comparable union. The soul that realizes this union is represent
ed by Nandf the bull who gazes at the liiiga with fixed and 
unalterable attention. No devotee may cross between Nandi and 
the linga, for the gaze must not be broken. This gaze is 
·symbolical of the jivan-mukta, who must repeat the five-lettered 
mantra and keep his mind fixed upon God. N andi is used 
because Siva rides the bull, indicative of the fact that Naadi is at 
the feet of God as a freed soul. The altar behind Nandi indicates 
that the malas have been removed and no longer stand as a 
barrier between the soul and God. 1 

The Tirumantiram says: ' Understand by searching the 
sastras that the linga is pati, the Bull is pa1;u, and the altar is 
pasa.'z A possible indication of the way in which this concept 

1 The parable ~f sex: is not acceptable to all Indhm scholars. A great 
many interpret the symbolism as light. The following explanation, 
however, was corroborated for me by Swami Somasundaram of Trichinopoly 
on Dect:mber 7, 1945. When thinking of sexual symbolism, one's mind 
should remain on as high and lofty a plane as that for which the symbol 
stands. One should no more degrade this concept than one would the 
concept of the New Testament where the Church is said to be the bride of 
Christ, a concept with as much grist for the mill of the vile-minded as the 
other. 

2 Tirumantiram, chapter 8, stanza v, p. 509. This stanza was given to 
me by the Trichinopoly Swami, November 29, 1915. It reads; 

"'Iii"' ufi115r.,,,cr.:... f;Ja,NJi.J .. u,r 
:.tJ,.fLJ LJ6~~L.,;~ CJp'1Z ,{}JJ~ 
1Dra.J u.lUL... 1Dr<!5 •PJ urtFic.r 

.,,a.i •r~u,u~6 Ots,~ .,ri&L...~s. 
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works itself out in everyday life may be found in S. Sabbaratna 
Mudaliar's book: 

' Marriage is intended as an emblem of the union which the· soul is 
expected to have with God-the husband representing God and the wife 
the soul-and this, I should think, is the reason why a husband is allowed 
to have more than one wife, while the wife is strictly prohibited from 
having more than one husband.' 1 

" Mudaliar, S.S., op. cit., 309. 



suTRA 11: THE REALIZATION oF s1vA 

The soul realizes its inseparable union with Siva through 
ceaseless love, love which comes to the soul as soon as it 
knows that it is Siva Who makes it possible for the soul to 
see in the same way as the soul makes it possible for the 
eye to see. 

· SECTION 1: God is the Be-all and E11d-all of Realizati011,. 

Whereas the first blessing of recognition is the removal of the 
malas, the second blessing is the realization of Siva Himself, 
which is the soul's true destiny. The Siddhantin gives all credit 
for such realization to Siva: 

The Proposition Stated: 

And He understands the experience of souls. 

T/ze Ground or Reason : 

.... because the souls do not stand without 
Him; nor do they experience apart from Him. 

'l'he teaching _of this syllogism is contingent upon that of the 
fourth sil.tra, where the relationship between the soul and the 
four faculties of re~son is explained. This relation· is one in 
which the four faculties of reason are unable to know without the 
help of the soul. In a similar way here, the soul is unable to 
know without the help of God. 

When the eye sees, the soul in addition to knowing the 
thing seen stands there to help the eye know things seen. In the 
same way, God acts as a help to the soul, for He is the only agent 
through Whom recognition comes.1 

Paddy appears with husk and bran. Bran and husk, however, 
are not present in polished rice. Furthermore, when paddy is 
separated from the husk and bran, it no longer serves for gener
ative purposes. Its sakti is gone. Similarly, when the soul is 
united with Siva, the sakti of karma, ma.ya and ai;i.ava disappear. 2 

1 Siddhi, XI: 7 e Ibid., XI: 6. 
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At night, there is both moonlight and starlight, but the lotus 
pays no attention to these. It responds to the light of the sun 
and to the light of the sun alone. Neither starlight nor moonlight 
can make the lotus bloom ; but as soon as sunlight appears, the 
lotus opens. 

The realized soul follows the example of the lotus. It dis
regards all outside influence. It opens itself to the influence of 
God by repeating the mantra and closes itself to the influence of 
all else. Thus Goa appears as light to the soul that is light-and 
it is the soul that realizes bliss. 

SECTION 2 : The Advaita Relatz"on betwecn Gvd and the Sozi,/ 

The part that God plays in the process of realization is car
ried one step further in the second syllogism : 

The Pr{)j)bsili1n Stated: 

Now, if without forgetting he (the jnani) praise 
Him through bhakti, he will join the blessed feet of Hara. 

The Gruund or Reasl>n : 

.... because He gives the fruit of the actions of those 
who are not different from Him. 

The jivan-mukta who continues to pronounce the five-lettered 
mantra by means of which he remains unforgetful of Siva will, 
when the smell of the malas has gone, realize fully the amalga
mation between himself and Siva and will thereby t!xperience 
final bliss. The light of the sun is completely hidden by rain
clouds. After it rains a little, light seeps through ; and, when the 
rain ceases and the clouds disappear, the sun itself is clearly 
seen. 1 

'!'he progress of the soul goes through the same three stages. 
In the kevala state, the light of the soul is entirely hid by aQ.ava 
mala. In the sakala state, the soul joins a body and a little know
ledge appears. In the suddha state, full knowledge comes, a~d 
the soul realizes its advaita relationship with God. 

The magnet draws to itself iron filings. So Siva draws 
to Himself the soul. In doing so, He converts it into His own 
form. When iron is placed in fire, the colour of the iron is the 

1 Siva-jiiana-bodha, XI: 2 : example 4. 
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-colour of the fire ; although both remain separate entities. When 
the soul realizes God, the nature of the soul differs from the 
natme of God, although the colour of the soul is the colour of 
·God. When salt is placed in water, all the water is saturated by 
the salt. Every drop tastes salty. 1 In a similar way, the taste 
of the soul is the taste of God ; for the soul is hid in God as salt is 
hid in water. One is not able to distinguish individual tastes when 
:Syrup, honey, milk and sweet fruit are mixed. Neither is one 
able to distinguish individual souls from Siva in the state of 
.advaita. 2 

~ Ibid., example 2. 2 Siddhi, XI : 12. 



SUTRA 12 : THE COURSE THE REALIZED SOUL SHOULD 

FOLLOW IN ORDER TO RETAIN THE STATE OF 

REALIZATION 

The soul should remove even the smell of the three malas. 
which has been hindering it from uniting itself with the Lotus 
Feet of God, should associate with Siva-jnanis in the temple, and 

• should worship the Siva-linga and the Siva-jnani even as he. 
would Siva Himself.! 

The jivan-mukta who has ·for all practical purposes removed 
the concrete effect of the three malas is warned lest he deviate 
from the path which will usher him at death into the state of 
suddha. He is encouraged to place himself in such a position and 
such a state of mind that retrogression or lapse into the sakala 
state becomes impossible. 

SECTION 1 : Extirpate the Malas. 

The first warning is a summary of all that has gone before: 

The Propusiti,m Stated: 

Get rid of the three malas, namely, ai;,.ava, ma.ya and karma~ 

T/ze Ground or Reason: 
..•. because these do not cause (the soul) to understand 

jiiana but they cause (it) to understand a-jiia□a. 

The malas to which reference is made is the mala-vasana or 
smell of the malas. Vasana is used in three different ways: (1). 
as a synonym for 'smell', •fragrance' or ' perfume': (2) as indi
cating a habit contracted by associating with others ;2 and (3) as 
indicating the predisposition in the present life due to the experi
ences of a former birth. 3 The word as used in this siitra is used 
in the sense of (2) apd (3). 

The habit-patterns of the soul contracted in previous births, 
together with those contracted by association with others in the 
present birth, are powerful and potent. The jivan-mukta must be 

1 See Siddhi, Xll : 1. 

., Tiiyumai:i.avar, G/r-F&:iru Ul.Qil.,.C:UJ "'"""'· 

~ U. M. Tamil Lexuon, p. 3578. 
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on guard lest, through a relapse along some old habit-track, he is 
drawn to the phenomenal world ,vhich through realization no 
longer binds him. 

Predispositions, however, still stick to the soul and will subju
gate its knowledge and recreate or revive its old ignorance if the 
soul is not on guard. Recreation of ignorance carries with it the· 
pain of rebirth. The soul must be ever watchful, therefore, so 
that the three malas may be completely removed-even the smell. 

SECTION 2 : Associate witlt Siva-J11a1tis. 

The second warning recommends that the jivan-mukta associate· 
with others of his kin_d, so that the old habit-patterns may entirely 
disappear by the formation of new ones: -

The Proposition Stated: 

Be friends with Siva-bhaktas. 

The Grozt1ld or Reason: 
.... because others (who are not Siva-bhaktas) will 

teach a-jiiana. 
Old habit-patterns, through which the power of at).ava, karma 

and ma.ya flows, may be rendered impotent if the jivan-mukta 
keeps company with those of lilte nature to bis own. Those who 
have realized do not act in accordance with the wishes or power 
of the three malas. Hence, their power has no effect upon the 
soul. Besides, other devotees take a vital interest in the welfare 
of the newly-realized soul. Their interest, in fact, is comparable 
to that of God, for there is no difference between the two. 

Those who love Siva are those whom the devotee should love. 
Temptation, with the possibility of reversion, ls connected with, 
those who do not love Siva. Giddiness results when one who is 
desirous of sexual pleasure sees a sari and smells the perfume of 
a beautiful girl. In a similar way, one who is a devotee goes into 
ecstacy over the garments, the form and the vibilti or sacred ash 
of the Siva-jiiani. This desire ministers to love; since the com
mand, desire, and actions of the guru are taken as the command. 
desire, and action of God. 1 

The contrary is likewise true, for, if the j"ivan-mukta associates 
with those who have ·not realized, be stands in danger of being: 

1 Siddhi, XII : 2 
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harmed and drawn by the power of the malas which binds those 
, with whom he associates. 

SECTION 3 : Worship the Siva Li1iga and the 
Siva-jfiani as Siva. 

The third and last command ends the treatise and forms the 
·epitome of the Siva-jfi.ana-bodha -. understand and worship Siva
jiianis and Siva-lingas as Siva Himself : 

The Proposition Staled: 

The sacred appearance (tiruvc!.,a) of the bhaktas and the 
temple-think of and worship these as Paramesvara Him-
self ..••. 

The Grou,zd or Reason : 

..•.• because He shines in these places while in other 
places He does not shine. 

The jivau-mukta is advised to worship the Siva-linga and the 
-Siva-jiiani even as he would Siva Himself, for two reasons: (1) 
the knowledge and thoughts of God are particularly manifest in 
these two ; and (2) the love of God is seen in them also. 

The command to worship appli!'!s generally to all people, but 
particularly to the jivan-mukta, since sutras 10, 11 and 12 were 
written for his sake alone. The soul that recognizes Siva within 
itself likewise recognizes Siva in all else and becomes for 
all practical purposes indistinguishable from Him. But when this 
has been said, it should be remembered once more that the two are 
separate and distinct entities which are one in union. 1 

The worship of the Siva-liiJ.ga2 has aroused much discussion. 
Some say that the explanation of its origin is light. Their thesis 
is that the human race first worshipped light, the tangible symbol 
-of which is fire. In order to represent this, they created the linga, 
the top of which represents the flame, the bottom of which repre
sents the phenomenal world in which the flame appears. 

1 Ibid., XII : 3. This is the distinguishing mark of Suddha Advaita 
Siddhanta as opposed to the monisc of Kevala Advaita. (Trichinopoly 
Swami, Dec. 7, 1945,) 

~ See, particularly, • The Inner Meaning of the Siva Lir;iga ', by 
A. Rengasami Iyer, The Siddhiinta Deepika, August 1906, and succeeding 
numbers through which the article runs. 
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Others say the linga is a sex symbol. The base is the yoni or 
female organ, while the superstructure is the linga or male 
organ. The symbolism is that the linga represents Siva as the 
activating agent whereas the yoni represents His sakti or energe
tic power, which becomes fruitful only when acted upon. Even 
as the genitals are inseparably linked in sexual union, so 
God and His energy are inseparably united. The comparison 
goes a step further when it says that, even as coming into be
ing results from sexual union, co ming into being likewise results 
when God is united with His sakti; for it is then that karaIJ.a ma.ya 
<levelops into the. karya state. 1 

Whether the symbolism be taken as that of phallicism or 
of light, the lioga does stand for the energetic power of Siva 
which m3nifests itself in five ways : 2 (1) bringing the pheno• 
menal world into a state of appearance from karai;i.a maya; (2) 
preserving the phenomenal world in ka rya ma.ya; (3) involving 
it back into the state of karaIJ.a ma.ya ; (4) activating the malas 
by means of the tirodhana-sakti, so that souls may work free from 
their aIJ.ava inheritance; and ( 5) the performance of grace, 
which consists in the imprint of jiiana when the soul is ripe 
to receive it. 

These five functions are woven into the figure of dancing 
Nataraja, in whose right hand is a small drum, inside of which is 
an object which makes the noise of • Oum• when the instrument 
is shaken. This indicates the bringing into being of the pheno
menal world from karaIJ.a into karya ma.ya, for the sound that 
this drum makes is the primal sound from which. all else 
evolves. A second hand of Nataraja is stretched out in the 
attitude of benediction. This indicates the thought, ' Be not 
afraid'; for Si~a protects and preserves the phenomenal world in 

1 Rao, Gopinath, Eleme11/s of Hindi. Jconograp/ty, Vol. 11, pp. 58-63 
establishes by means of a number of Sanskrit texts from various works of 
.authority, 'that in the earlit,r stages Lii:tga won;hip was purely phallic'. 
Another very good book on Lingn worship is that called Liliga-dhanna 
Chamdrika by M. B. Sakbare, Canterbury Professor of Sanskrit and 
Education, Lingaraj College, Belgaum. 

2 Taken from the following poem : 
(:/up~,;, /Jl~'-'1J"'1!<>1 (:/$r<{ID fi)Jii .!)f"""'u,:N, 

,r j,fi&Sw .!)!irfiU<:"' ic!"'_.rr&h <=JbpwriJ 

,,s:nu.,;, "'"'iuu,($,tjlt,, Lj,:;, pl<:rrpw C!Pi!fil 

~r~:n 1&ir.vtU u,s~pl~ •r©, 
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the state of karya maya. Nataraja 's leff hand holds fire, which 
indicates involution, for the power of fire is destructive. It sends 
elements back into their original form. The foot upon which 
Nataraja rests indicates that he sends souls into the pheno
menal world in order that they may experience deeds and work 
free from 3.I).ava. The dwarf indicates the evil which is put down. 
The foot that is raised, together with the hand that points to it, 
is indicative of grace, for the soul that realizes this grace is said 
to rest at the Holy Feet of Siva. The dance itself shows how 
easily and rhythmically these five functions are performed. 

The thought contained in the worship of. Siva bhaktas or 
Siva-jiiauis comprises the tiruve$a in addition to the body of the 
jiiani itself. The chief tiruvei:;a are the sacred cowdung-ash 
and the beads used in prayer. 

The ash obtained by burning cow-dung represents the pasa
mala, and is used by all Saivites, as emblematic of the destruction 
or burning ot the malas that bind the soul. Every day the wore. 
shipper faces north-east and cries, ' Siva I Siva I' As he does so, 
he dips the fingers of his right hand into the ash and draws. 
the three middle ones from left to right along his forehead 
leaving three horizontal white lines-aI;J.ava, karma and maya
all three of which are burned in the sacred love of God. 

Beads are used in the repetition of the mantras, and are for 
the stabilization of the realized soul, lest it revert to the power 
of the malas. 

The jivan-mukt9. must associate with devotees who have re
alized, for they are free from the bond of ai;iava. They live in 
advaita with Siva. They must be considered, therefore, as Siva 
Himself, for the body of the saint is the temple through which. 
Siva manifests himself to the universe of sakala souls. 

The jivan-mukta sings praises to the realized soul even as he 
would to Siva. Jnana-sambandha opens his Siva-bhoga-sara by 
saying to his guru : 

My guru and my Lord! You are he who gives realization. 
You are he who Ii ves in South Kamalai. 1 

1 South Kamalai is Tiruvaroor 111 the Tanjore District, the place of the 
Jnanaprakiis Matha. Jna.napraka.s was the guru of Jiia.iia-sambanda, the 
latter being the founder of the Dharmapuram Matha, the ~one which is so 
active at the present time in promoting the publication of Saiva Siddbiinta 
literature. 
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You are be who gives me bbakti. 
You are tbe exalted God. 
You are tbe fou11tainhead of salvation, 
He who is called Jiia11aprakas, the one who gives me truth.1 

157 

The philosophical ideal of bestowing worship upon the devotee 
of Siva as to Sivl;P- Himself fiads expression in daily life through 
the Hindu symbolism of greeting. When anyone does namaskara 
to another by folding the hands in an attitude of prayer with the 
beau bowed, one does this to the universal Siva Who is present in 
the soul to which greeting is made. If the quesion is asked, 
• Why should one particular soul do namaskara to another parti
cular soul in whom Siva abides? ' the answer is, ' There is no 
objection to all souls mutually greeting oae another.' 2 The one 
soul has the idea of Siva in the other soul, and vice versa. 

When anyone sees a jivan-mukta, however, one is supposed to 
perform sa!;itaiiga, 3 which is prostration by touching the ground 
with eight points of the body: two hands, two knees, two shoulders 
chest and forehead. God's grace voluntarily flows through the 
purified soul to whom this is done. Although milk may permeate 
the body of a cow, the particular points where it merges in fulness 
are the four teats. The particular place where the grace of God 
is seen in its effulgence in the phenomenal worlcl is the human 
form of guru through whom God comes : 

The true devotees of Jiiaoaprakas 
Study the truth of pati, pa§u, and pa§a ; 
And having studied, understand. 
They treat the phenomenal world as immaterial. 
They no longer find it necessary to study or read 

the Sacred Books because they have realized and recogniY.ed Siva in 
everything. 

Hence, their soul has merged with Siva in an inseparable relation.• 

Conclusion: 

Thus ends the teaching of the Siva-fiiana-bodha relative to the 
original, intermediate, and final state of the soul. Meykai;,.ta-deva, 
having passed through the several states and having realized 
Siva as a jivan-mukta, relates the path to God which he himself 

1 ti'lla-blwga-siira, Jiiana-sambanda, poem I. 
2 Swami Somasundarlim, from Trichinopoly, Dec. 7, 1945. 
" U. M. Tamil Lexicon, p, 1398. 
• Si·va-bhoga-sara, Jiiiina-sambanda, poem 65. 
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had followed. Once having realized, he wrote an apologetic for 
others to follow. This begins with the observation that everything 
one sees in the world is born, lives and dies. It ascribes what is 
true of the individual parts to the whole, which means that the 
entire phenomenal world as a whole evolves, continues and invol
ves. The inferences of maya, God, fu)ava, souls, karma and trans
migration follow in seriated order. The doctrine of advaita results 
when the relationship between God, phenomena and souls is consi
dered. Mukti or salvation, which consists in realization, is contin
gent upon the doctrine of advaita, for God must be realized from 
within, since human understanding (pasa and· pasu jiiana) only 
contributes knowledge of that which is without. When one realizes. 
he becomes an instrument by which God manifests Himself to 
others.for there is no difference between him and God with Whom 
be stands in advaita relation. 

The purpose of life is to realize God in this way. A summary 
of the entire Saiva Siddhantn aud its purpose may be obtained 
from the hand. Let the thumb represent God and the index finger 
the soul. The other three fingers represent al}.ava, ma.ya and 
karma. Through knowledge, which is given by God, the power 
of ar;iava is lessened. As soon as it is neutralized, maya. and 
karma become ineffective. The fingers curl down. The index 
finger passes over to the thumb. God and the soul unite in 
the relationship of advaita where the objects are two but where 
they are one in union. In fact, all that can be said is that they 
are neither one nor two nor neither. They are two in insepar
able unicn. 



SECTION III 

APPRAISAL 

Both by definition and development, the Saiva Siddhanta 
philosophy claims to be the acme of religious thought. It says 
that it is the final revelation of the way to God and the last path 
which the soul must follow before release from the wheel of 
samsara is complete. 

By definition, the word ' Siddhanta' means 'the end of ends', 
the terminus of thinking as far as religion and philosophy are 
concerned. It me:ins ' ... conclusion, the final result arrived at 
logically .•. the proposition or theory proved as distinguished 
from theories refuted ... The Saiva philosophy is so called as it 
establishes the final truth .•. ' 1 

By development, the Siddhiinta proceeds, as we have seen, by 
means of logical propositions each ·of which is contingent upon 
the one which precedes it. These logical propositions are based 
upon two criteria of knowledge, direct perception and inference. 
The wording of these propositions, their use and their arrangement 
are said to derive their validity from the third criterion of know
ledge, namely, revelation. Without these three vital instruments
direct perception, inference and revelation-• ••. no object of 
koowledge whatever becomes known '. 2 

The Siddha.ntin insists, of course, that personal experience is 
always superior to logical analysis and scriptural testimony, 
alt9ough one may gain such an experience through the medium 
of reason and the record of revelation. In following the path 
from reason to revelation, one proceeds from the knowledge of 
scriptural truth to the examination of it by logical analysis. Both 
are verified in the realization of advaita. In following the path 
from revelation to reason, one begins with personal experience 
and then attempts to mediate the validity of it by logical analysis, 
the result of which is scriptural testimony. These, however, are 
only useful auxiliaries to establish the primacy of experience. 

1 The Saiva Siddhiintam, by n Science Graduate, p. 7. 
2 Paraajoti, V., Saii,a Sidd/1ll11ta it, t/1e llfeyka~tda Sastra, p. 31. 
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Both lie in the realm of pasa jiiana, whereas the dawn of advaita 
comes from one's own intelligeoce as it is enlightened by the 
grace-wisdom of God. 

The best illustration of the relation that exists between the 
Siddhanta experience of advaita, revelation and r.eason is found in 
the Siva-jnana-bodha, where the claim is made that the origin 
of the Siddhanta thought does not lie in Part I of that 
book but in Part II. That is why the Bodha begios with ' the 
teaching of the Sages', for it is only after one has realized Siva 
in advaita that one is able to outline the path for those who desire 
to follow. Spiritual experience, in other words, precedes logical 
analysis, while the use of the logical method is simply an apolo
getic for the bed-rock of revelation. 

In Part II of the Siva-jnana-bodha, MeykaT.J.ta-deva shows how 
Siva maoifests Himself to the ripened soul as a human guru. 
Such a manifestation of divine grace is never the result of human 
wisdom, because neither pasu nor pasa jiiaoa· are ever able to 
apprehend Siva. Pati jiiana is the only means by which this may 
be done. 

In Part I of the Bodha, Meykat;1.ta shows how a realized soul 
attempts to mediate his experience to others by means of logical 
analysis. The thing he constantly emphasizes is that revelation 
and religious experience are prior to any systematic formulation 
of doctrine. It is not as if the Sages first perceive a material world 
with its changes and then infer a first cause in order to pin their 
faith on it. Rather, the Sage becomes aware of God as soon as 
He imprints His grace. After such an experience, Siva and the 
Sage are inseparably united in a cognizant relation of advaita, a 
stage in which the Sage attempts to justify his .experience both to 
himself and to others. He endeavours to do this by showing that 
bis experience is not contrary to, but in fact quite conformable to, 
the pattern of direct perception and inference. In brief, Part I of 
the Bodha is a rational and logical justification or explanation of 
the personal experience which emerges from Part II, where the 
practical discipline of the Sage is set forth. 

By means of this juxtaposition of revelation ancl reason, the 
Siddhantio believes that he has established his case for the self
contained system which not only includes but which supersedes 
all others. The case, as we have seen, rests upon realization and 
its subsequent apologetic as it appears in scriptural testimony; for 
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,the unequivocal claim of the Siddhanta is that God through Whom 
the revelation comes is not the result of a logical proposition but 
.of spiritual eicperience, which when mediated is not contrary to 
logic but in line with the same. 

To an individual who has not ' realised', such an approach 
-seems to border on circuitous thinking, for it seems to say that the 
validity of Siddhanta revelation is bolstered by the Siddhanta 
use of logic and its embodiment in scriptural testimony, whereas 
the finality of Siddhaata logic is sustained by the Siddhanta 
theory of revelation. 

Although by Siddhanta standards one must never separate 
Tevelation and reason, because both find their justification in per
sonal experience, yet for purposes of examination the present 
writer intends to separate them, so that each may be seen in its 
own light. This is, perhaps, still the privilege of those to whom 

· ·the final impact of Siddhanta tmth has not yet come; because after 
.such truth has come, separation is impossible. Nor need one add 
any further apologetic, because if the Siddhanta theory of 
revelation is correct; no further word need be spoken regarding the 
system, since the entire philosophy stems full-blown from the 
mind of God and from the grace-wisdom of the one who has 

-experienced God in advaita. Such an assumption indicates that 
revelation and not reason chooses the instruments of logic, the 
analogies chosen in the parallel reasoning process, and the way in 
which the entire system is worked out. Nothing more need be 
.said regarding their validity. In other words, discussion is at a 
standstill, because who can debate against that which is finally 
revealed? If, however, ·one pursues the course of revelation 
fur tber, one finds that within the Hindu fold itself, two ultimates 
.appear, since K . h . h G' k . ns na in t e zta ma ·es the very same claim to 
supremacy thats· d . f'. 

0 th iva oes in the 3iva-jiiana-bodha. 
erit fe 0ther hand, if one rests the Siddhanta claim on the 

m s o reason al . . T 
.reason is that _one,_ one finds httle ground for do10g so. he 
struggled antithetical schools, against which the Siddhanta 
· , Were also d 1 . vastly diff , eve oped by logic, and yet these systems are 

01ent of va~:~n~ rhe Materialist, for instance, whose only instru
-Siddhanta 

1 
nowleclge is direct perception, denies the entire 

a·rect perce s~~tem. _The Sautrantika Buddhist, who accepts 
· 

1 
d transm _P 

10
~ and inference but not revelation, has only karma 

.an l~gration as common tenets with the Siddhantio. The 
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Nirisvara Satikya philosopher, who accepts direct perception, 
inference and revelation-the same three that the Siddhantin 
accepts-has only two eternal uncreated realities, namely, puru~a .. 
and prakrti ; while the Siddha.ntin has three, pati, pasu and pasa. 
This is because the sruti of the Nirisvnra Satikhya differs from 
the sruti of the Siddhauta. Hence, the logic that interprets 
revelation re_veals two separate systems, one atheistic and the 
other theistic. 

Let us first examine S iddhanta revelation and see how it leads 
to the difficulty of two Hindu ultimates, that of Siva versu& 
Kri!_;hi;,.a. 

The Siddhaata, as we have seen, places itself at the apex of the 
twenty-four systems of Indian thought aad claims that no religious 
system can reveal more truth. It arranges the various systems 
according to the books they accept as authoritative; for the six. 
systems that do not accept the Vedas are placed along the outer
most fringe, while the six that do accept the ·Vedas are placed 
alcng the outer fringe. The six systems which accept the Vedas 
and the Saivagamas pins extraneous books regarding the_ soul are 
placed in the inner circle, while the six that accept the Vcdar and 
the Saivagamas and only differ regarding the state of advaita once 
attained are placed in the innermost position. Above these stands. 
the Siddhanta, which is able to pray: 

Let us have the feet of Siva on our bead-Siva Who is the Gcd of each 
of the six types ( of heterodox religionists), the goal of the other ( orthodox. 
religionists), Who is beyond the comprehension of the Vtdas and Agamas. 
Who fills intelligence by (His) grace, Who is our mother and father, and 
fills inseparably one and all. 1 

From this vantage-point, the Siddha.nta is able to define itself 
as the true religion, because the definition it gives of a true and 
universal religion is necessarily a definition of itself. It admits 
that beliefs vary and even conflict with one another. If, however, 
one is asked which is the true belief, one· is bound to say : 

That is the true religion, postulate and book which by means of 
righteousness sees all in one place without the conflicts (which say) ; 
• This is right. That is wrong.' 2 

Since the Siddhanta claims to do just that and to comprise 
everything reasonably within its own fold, the inference is that 

1 Siddhi, Svaki[ia, Invocation, poem 2. 
2 Ibid,, VIII: 13. 
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it is the true way. In a footnote to this poem, J. M. Nallaswami 
Pillai, one of the leading English commentators on the Sz"ddhi. 

remarks: 
No one can c!\vil at the definition herein given, though they may not 

agree with the position that t~e Saiva Siddhiinta is the supreme n:ligion, 1 

The way in which the Saiva Siddhanta includes all other· 
religions within itself is by arranging the various religions as steps 
in a ladder. In the light of rebirth or transmigration, it holds. 
that ultimate truth is something one can achieve only through the 
long process of experience, which means a repeated return to the 
world of sense-phenomena. 

Io saying this, the Siddhanta recognizes that all worship fa. 
useful on the level of life for which it is intended. No religion 
is conclemned, because all religions tend to raise the soul from 
the low desires and selfish instincts toward a nearer comprehen.: 
sion and realization of the Supreme Siva. J. M. Nallaswami 

· Pillai says : 
... all religions are necessary so as to serve the cause of progress of 

mnn in all stages of moral, intellectual and spiritual development. 
What will serve one will not serve another equally well. One conld not 
be easily hustled from one stage to another with profit. . •. As there are 
so many rungs to the ladder and each has to be climbed in order before 
one can get to the top, each different religion forms one rung or other of 
the ladder. Each rung is necessary, and one cannot reject each as false 
or untrue. . .. Our Sastras proclaim that all religions are from God and 
all are acceptable to God, whether these religions may be said to have a 
divine or human origin. ~ 

The one requisite and condition of all religions is that the 
devotee of that particular religion reveals a desire for a higher life. 

_If _this condition is fulfilled, it does not matter whether the system is 
theistic or atheistic, God-made or man-made. The searcher after truth is 
sure to proce~d onward and onward, till he one day reaches the goal. 3 

The reason the Siddhanta is able to make this claim is that it 
be_lieves that Siva accepts worship done to other gods as done to 
Himself, provided, of course, that the worship is clone with a 
devout heart. The Siddhi is very explicit on this, for it says: 

Thc_God Who is above all other gods (Siva) will deign to accept the 
worship of the one who worships the god-of-bis-choice by leading a life of 

• Ibid., Footnote by J M N 11 . p·11 . 
11: p·u . J • . a aswarm 1 a1. 
,. 

1
~. ;i• · M. N ., Studies in the Sai"lla Siddha11ta, p. 349. 

1 ., p. 3so. See also Siddhi, Il : 24-27. ' 
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righteousness, by getting rid of anger and other vices, whose mind thinks 
of God, whose mouth repeats mantras, and whose hands pick up flowers 
to worship Him. 1 

• 

On the basis of transmigration ancl rebirth, however, the 
penalty for worshipping any deity lower than Siva Himself is a 
return to the world of sense-experience. This is a logical and 
necessary inference from the postulate of Siva as the highest, 
noblest, and purest conception of deity and from the Siddhanta 
concept of advaita as the place or state from which there is no 
return. Mr. Pillai is consistent in saying: 

Our conception of what we hope for, our ideal of muktl is also in con
sonance with our conception of the Deity. And our contention is that the 
idea of mukti as postulated in Siddhiinta is the highest; and unless one 
attains to it, there will always be a return, and immortality will be merely 
a shadow. 2 

Other gods die and are born. They sin and suffer by perform
ing karma. Siva, on the other hand, is unborn; and as soon as 
one realizes Him, there is no return, for Siddhanta a?vaita is a 
reality. 3 

Thus we see that, according to the Siddhanta, there are various 
stages in the religious evolution of the soul. The soul that is 
bound by ai;iava begins in the lowest forms of life, rises to higher 
and higher levels, until ultimately it attains a human birth. Here 
it passes through the various alien religions, until it enters the 
Saiva Siddhanta. 

They who having followed the heterodox reli!!;ion, enter the orthodox 
religion, walk along the paths of Smrtis and various ASramas and their 
duties, perform tapas, learn various arts, master the Vedas, understand 
the Purii?zas, master complttely the Vedanta-these ,viii reach the Saiva 
path, in which, after having performed carya, kriya and yoga, by means 
-0f jiiana they will reach the feet of Siva. ' 

The highest blessing that can come to a soul, therefore, is to 
be born in the land where the four Vedas reign supreme and to 
take one's place among ' the people privileged to perform 
religious austerities, and to profess the Saiva Siddhanta religion 
without falling into the ways of other creeds '.5 

1 Siddlli, Svapak~a, II: 24. See also 25-27. 
2 J. M. -N. Pillai's footnote to II: 24. 
3 Siddhi, 11 : 25. 
• Ibid., VIII : 11. 
5 Ibid., 11: 90. 
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This ladder-like process being such, and rebirth being, accord
ing to the Siddbanta, an axiom of religious life, the true religion 
must recognize, accept ar:d incorporate all the various aspects of 
religious thinking aµd devotion. The path which leads to the 
truth is rare and difficult. The capacities of souls and the 
development of them are not equal. ' And the really true and 
universal religion must recognize the necessity for all these stages 
and beliefs and provide for them.' 1 

It is just at this point, however, that a serious difficulty 
presents itself to the one who is not a Siddbantin, because this 
definition and development of the Siddbanta as tht true and final 
path to advaita seems to conflict with an exactly similar claim 
made by· the Vai~hr.iavites for Kri~br.ia in the Gita. There. 
Kri~br.ia in addressing Arjuna says, 

Four types of virtuous men worship Me .•. : the man in distress, the 
~an seeking knowledge, the man seeking enjoyment, and, O best of•tne 
Bharatas, the mac endowed with wisdom. 2 

Rare, indeed, is the one endowed with divine wisdom, for-
... at the end of many births the man of wisdom seeks refuge in Me. 

realizing that Vasudeva is all Ram indeed is such a high-souled person." 

There are others, of course, who do not realize that Kri~h:o.a 
alone is ev~rything. They are-

... those whose discrimination has been led astray by various desires 
(and who) resort to other deities, following diverse rituals, constrained by 
their own natures. 4 

· 

These other deities are fnperfect forms of Kri!;hr.ia, while the 
phrase ' own natures ' means ' tendencies acquired in previous 
lives. On account of these tendencies they see the highest in a 
petty ideal '. 5 

Krii;;hr.ia, however, is generous because-
• , . whatever may be the form a devotee seeks to worship with 

faith-in that form alone I make his faith unwavering.• 

This is possible because-
••. the deepening of the devotee's faith in every form of worship 

comes £row the Lord. Through this intense faith the devotee obtains the 

1 J. M. N. Pillai's footnote to VIII : 11. 
• Gita, Swami NikhUanaada's translation, VII : 16. 
" Ibid., Vil: 19. 
' Ibid., VII : 20. 
s Footnote, to VII : 20 by NlkhUananda. 
e Gita, V~I : 21. 
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Tesult of his worship, even though he has set before himself a limited 
,good. - It is the. Lord alone who bestows the fruit of worship.1 

Kri!?hr.ta goes on-
Possessed of that faith, be worships that form and from it attains bis 

-desires, which are, in reality, granted by Me alone.2 

The fruit·of such worship, however, is transitory: 
... finite is the result gafoed by these men of small minds. Those 

who worship the deities go to the deities ; those who worship Me come to 
Me. 9 

The value of such worship may likewise be questioned: 
.•. the same exertion is needed for the worship either of the Lord or 

of the minor deities; but the results are totally different.• 

Kri~hIJ.a thereupon urges the expediency of worsliipping Himself 
and Himself alone, for He says: 

Those who know Me as the One that underlies all the elements, as the 
One that underlies all the gods, as the One that sustains all the sacrifices, 
will, with steadfast mind, know Me even in the hour of death. 5 

From the above, it appears as if logical analysis leads the 
Siddhantin into open conflict with the Vai!?hIJ.avite, because the 
Siddhantin's claim for Siva is the very same that his rival makes 
for Kri!_ihIJ,a. The dilemma that the Siddhantin faces in making 
this claim is that of sectarian controversy on the one band or 
religious uncertainty regarding the Absolute on the other. 

Generaliy speaking, the Hindu endeavours to avoid sectarian 
controversy in his desire to include \11 religions within his own; 
and yet the Siddhanta theory of revelltion seems to lead straight 
to divergence. J. M. Nallaswami Pillai, for instance, is very 
hesitant to press the Siddhanta's claim to finality, and he is even 
more hesitant to draw out all the implications of that claim. In 
his introduction to the Paiicharatri or Vai~r;iava school in his trans
lation of the Parapak~a of the Sz'ddlzi, he says: 

It may be distinctly understood that we do not want to open any 
sectarian controversy on the subject-matter of this chapter. 8 

He then confesses that he would ' fain have omitted it altogether,• 

1 Footnote to VII: 21 by Nikhilnnanda. 
2 Gita, VII : 22. 
3 Ibid., VII: 23. 
• Footnote to above. 
JJ Ibid., VII: 30 . 
., Siddhi, J. M. Nallaswami Pillai's translation, p. 113. 
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were it not for the fact that 'it would spoil the completeness of 
the work under translation.' 1 

The only way in which controversy may be avoided, however, 
:is [or the Siddhanta to recognize that there are two ultimates in 
the Hindu system and to allow the Vai~JJ.avite to differ from him. 
In a letter to the present writer regarding this point, Swami 
Somasundara Tambiran says: 'The Vai~IJ,ava may claim that 
Vi~TJ.U is the Ultimate ..•. but we have no quarrel with them on 
that score, though we cannot accept their claim. ' :: 

Noble as such a concession may be, one is inclined to believe 
that religious uncertainty is the net result. The natural question 
that arises if the matter is pressed is: ' Which of these two is 
less than the Absolute? Is Siva the Ultimate and Vi~IJ.U the 
Penultimate ? Or is it the other way around ? ' As far as the 
Siddhanta apologetic leads at the present, there seems no certain 
way to decide between these two ultimates and this problem of 
indecision is bound to have its repercussions on the devout and 
believing soul. 

When one examines Siddhanta logic and the way it is used in 
apologetics, the record of which forms scriptural testimony, one 
must remember two things. The first is the major assumption 
upon which the entire system rests-the Siddhanta concept of an 
ul-porul or a reality. The second is the fact of parallel reasoning 
and the dependence of the Siddhanta interpretation upon the 
.acceptance of the parallel used. 

' Siitra 1 of the Siva-jiiana bodlia begins, as we have seen, with 
the statement that everything one sees in the world is born, lives 
and dies. It infers from this directly perceived observation that 
what is true of all the parts must necessarily be true of the whole. 
This means that the world as a unit is subject to cyclical change, 
and, as such, it must be a ' reality'. By definition, a reality or 
ul-porul is something which appears, by virtue of which fact it is 
-said to exist. In contra-distinction, an il-porul or non-reality never 
appears, by virtue of which fact it is said not to exist. A 
further Siddhanta inference is that whatever appears and bas 

1 Ibid. 
" The Siddl,i itself recognizes that Vi~l)U was incarnated in this world as 

Kri~h1.1a, while at the same time, it recognizes and claims that Vi~i;iu (and 
hence Kri~h9a) will have an end. See Siddhi, Parapak~a, Pii.iicarii.ti's 
-statement, poems 3 and 1. 
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visible form must be subject t:) the laws of origin, existence and 
end. 

This postulate of the reality of the world and its concomitant of 
three cycles is an important one, for, as K. Subramania Pillai says

•.. if the ,vorld is not real, what is the good of discussing about the
maker of it ? So the first thing to be borne in mind is the reality of the 
world, in order that we may make an investigation about its creator.1 

The Siddhanta, however, does not arrive at the postulate of 
God immedb.tely a_fter its assumption of cyclical change relative 
to the universe as such. The inference of God is a supposition 
thrice removed from its point of origin. The first is the one from 
the parts to the whole and the postulate of cyclical change relative 
to the world. The second is the concept of maya as the basis of 
cyclical change. The third is that of God as the director of the 
cycles. AIJ.ava and souls, karma and transmigration follow, in 
that order. 

When the Siddhanta passes from the parts to the whole in. 
regard to u~versal cyclical change, it uses the analogous example 
of a family of fruits such as the mango to substantiate its position. 
The claim is that just as a family of fruits appears during a given 
month, stays for a time, and then disappears during a succeeding 
month, so the world as a whole is subject to seasonal and cyclical 
appearance, existence in form arid disappearance.2 

The argument for the concept of cyclical change largely depends. 
upon the acceptance of the parallel from the fa~ily of fruits. The 
fact is, all parallel reasoning depends upon the analogy chosen, 
and it is just at this point that one finds the force of this reasoning 
to be its defect as well. 

Let us take an illustration from a discussion of karma. 
The Bhattacharya or Piirva-mimlimsa holds that-

Just as grass leaves (left as manure) in the fields decay and reproduce
themselves afterwards according to their own nature--so the acts that one· 
does attach themselves to the soul and give their results after death." 

In order to refute the statement of the Bhattacharya, the 
Siddhanta uses a different analogy: 

How is it that acts (karmas) which decay (with the body) give fruits. 
(in and of themselves)? If you cite the example of manure, what becomes-

1 Pillai, K. Subramania, 1933--43 volume, p. 74. 
2 Page 68. 
" Siddhi, Parapak~ Bhattachiirya's statement, poem 10. 
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of the food that one digests ? Does it become food again ? Acts that die 
with the body cannot give fruits of themselves. Just as people ,vho 
employ labourers give each man bis wages, so also the gracious Lord 
unites the karma of each soul in order to make it eat the fruits of its
karma.' .1 

It would seem, therefore, that much depends upon the type of 
analogy one accepts, although analogies may be found for almost 
any state-ment that needs proof. 

When we turn to the Siddhanta belief in cyclical change, we find 
that the entire Siddhanta apologetic is rooted in the acceptance or 
rejectiou of periodical appearance and disappearance relative to 
the world. Since the entire super-structure of the Siddhanta rests. 
upon this basic assumption, let us indicate the results of its 
rejection. 

The Materialist, for instance, does not accept universal cyclical 
change. The result is that his system is the very antithesis of the 
Saiva Sidr;lbanta. In fact, the Materialist denies all that the 
Siddhantin accepts, namely, ma.ya, God, fu;tava and souls, karma 
and transmigration, and advaita. 

First of all, it should be said that the onlv valid instrument of 
knowledge the Materialist accepts is dire~t perception.11 He 
rejects inference because it is • based on the universal proposition 
which cannot be attained through sense-perception ' 3 He main
tains that sense-perception can give knowledge only of particular 
instances; but it does not cover, nor can it ever cover, past and 
future examples. 4 

When the Materialist applies this criterion to the world as a 
whole, be claims that sense-perception can never prove universal 
cyclical change, 5 His argument against it is the same as bis 
argument against inference. He admits that one is able to see 
particular objects come into existence, stay for a time, and then 
disappear; but he holds that it is unwarranted to make this. 
applicable to the whole.8 Direct perception indicates that the 

1 Ibid., refutation of Bhattacharya's statement, poem 9. 
2 M. U. Tamil Lexicon, p. 13S!; Siddlii, chapter on logic, J.M. N. Pillai's-

translation, p. 3. 
~ Paranjoti, V., op. cit., p. 222. 
• Ibid. 
5 M . .Mudallar, ll:leyka?1da Books, p. 73. 
" Siddhi, Svapak\>8, I: 1, 9. 
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world exists. It tells· us nothing as to its origin and decay. It 
appe:,ars to the Materialist to be eternal. 

In order to substantiate his position, the Materialist, like the 
Siddhantin, draws upon an analogy or para11el, and the one he uses 
is that of the formation of bubbles on water, for which there is 
apparently no cause.i He says that direct perception indicates 
that matter is imperishable and unchangeable. That which changes 
is the form of matter, and this change is due to the movements of 
the elements, even as the formation of bubbles on water is due to 
tbe agency of air. 2 

In a choice between the statement of the Materialist and that 
of the Siddhantin, therefore, one must choose between the inst1u
ments of knowledge and the analogy of the family of fruits versus 
the formation of bubbles on water. Both analogies involve 
inferences, because the Materialist can no more prove his assump
tion than the Siddhantin can prove his. In all fairness to the 
Materialist, one must add that his position is no more than a 
working hypothesis which says: • This is all one can say about it. _ 
Let us infer no more. ' 

Since the Materialist does reject inference and its correspond
ing analogy, he likewise rejects universal cyclical chance plus its 
concomitant of ma.ya. The fact is, the only four elements which 
the Materialist accepts are the four that he ca□ see, namely, earth, 
air, fire and water. These four, according to him, are eternal, 
and life is produced or annihilated according as these elements 
combine and separate. 3 

If- the world is eternal, God is unnecessary, because one need 
not postulate anyone to create it or keep it going. · While God for 
the Siddhantin is a direct and necessary inference from ma.ya, God 
fof the Materialist does not exist. Direct perception can never 
see Him. 4' 

The Siddhantin attempts to refute the Materialist by saying that 
it is unwise to say that matter is imperishable and unchangeable. 
If its form changes, as the Materialist admits, then one must infer 
:Someone who causes these changes, even as one infers a potter 

•1 Paranjoti, V., op. cit., p. 226. 
2 Siddhi, Parapak~a, refutation of Carvaka, poem 5. 
3 M. U. Tamil Lexic<m, p. 1384. 
• Same as footnote 2. 
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from pots made of clay. The Materialist, however, turns the 
Sidclhanta statement into a dilemma : 

If the Lord bas no shape (or form), then He is unknowable like the 
open space (akii§a). If it is said that (He) has shape (or form), He is one 
of the five elements of the world, If it is said that He is an ndrnixture of 
these two, then tell me, is it possible for the sky to support a stone? 1 

The Materialist denies ai:iava and soul. He says that a soul 
independent of a body does not exist ; 

Do not make a false assertion (and say) there is a soul without the 
qualitie£ of th~ body. Sucb a soul must be perceived by the mind and the 
five organs of sense perception. If the soul is not perceived by these 
(six), it is like saying that one bas seen the length of a bare's horn in the 
world.2 

He goes on to say that all one can say about life is that the 
four original elements of earth, air, fire, and water combine to 
form the body. When this happens, intelligence is produced. 
As the body grows, intelligence increases ; and as the body dies 
intelligence decreases. 3 

The Materialist denies karma and transmigration. All that 
direct perception reveals is that the body dies,. after which 
nothing remains. In the light of this, it is impossible to assert 
that the merits and demerits of a soul attach to that soul in a next 
life. He says : 

If it is said that the karma one does bears fruit to him, what happens 
to them after one is dend ? 4 

Furthermore, the Siddhanta suggestion that karma continues 
:in a subtle form is absurd to the Materialist: 

If it is said that the sthiila body disappears and takes the shape of a 
siiksma body, is there light nfter the lamp is put out? s 

For the Materialist, the differences in life are due to the 
proportionate increase or decrease in the constituent elements,8 

In its denial of karma, Materialism also denies transmigration, 
for transmigration can never be perceived, nor is it necessary. 

1 Sidd/1i, Parapak~, statement of Carvaka, poem 12. 
2 Ibid., poem ll. 

1
3 Pope, G. U., Tiruvicagam, p. 33. 
" Siddlzi, Parapak~a, statement of Cnrvaka, poem 7. 
s Ibid. . 
" Ibid:, poem 9. 
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Man is only a physical organism, whose sole end in life is physical 
gratification. 

By way of caricature, the Materialist hurls a blast at those who 
believe in God, soul, and karma. He exclaims : 

What stigma do the' people of this world attach to those who postulate 
the separate existence of karma, soul and God ! Their affirmation is 
(like) the action of the son of a sterile woman. (This son) climbs tbe
horns of a hare and plucks without fail the flower from the sky! 1 

The Materialist denies advaita. His goal, ou the contrary, is 
nothing but the sensual enjoyment of this present wor!d.e For 
him, ' there is no svarga, no emancipation, ne,r any soul in other 
world'. 3 The accumulation of wealth and sensual gratification. 
is man's only hope. 4 The life of the Materialist, in other words, 
is bound to the world that he can see and experience. As he looks 
at bis religiously minded compatriot, he says with a1 cynical 
sneer: 

The fools who have seen the pleasures of this world and have left them 
to enjoy those of heaven are like the thirsty people who having seen water 
near them leave it in order to go and beg for a drink elsewh~re. 5 

This brief summary of Materialistic teaching, therefore, points 
to the fact that if revelation is abandoned and reason accepted on. 
its own merits, the outcome of reason depends upon the tools of 
logic one accepts and the analogies one uses in parallel reasoning. 
Materialism illustrates the fact that if inference is denied and a 
different analogy accepted for the origin of the world, the entire 
Siddhanta system is denied. 

If one turns to Sautrantika Buddhism, the major sect of 
Buddhism, against which the Siddhanta rebelled,• one finds that 
logic develops an entirely different picture from either that of the 
Materialist or that of the Siddhaatin. This picture comes into
being through the only two sources of valid knowledge which the 
Sautrantikas accept, namely, direct perception and inference, 7 

1 Ibid., poem 6. 
2 Pope, G. U., op. cit., XIII; a Science Graduate, op. cit., p. 91-2. 
3 Pope, G. U., op. cit., p. 33. 
' M.U. Tamil Lexico11, p. 1384. See also Siddhi, rt!futation of Carvaka. 

poems H, 16, 17-20, 26-30. 
5 Siddhi, statement of Carvaka, poem 14. 
8 Siddhi, Parapak~a, Sautractika Buddhism. 
7 Siddhi, chapter on logic, J. M. N. Pillai's footcots, p. 3. See also 

Keith, A. B., Buddhist Philoso/)h,,, p. 316. 
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Sautraotika Buddhism was one of the two schools of the Little 
Vehicle or Hinayana Buddhism prevalent in South India during 
the period in which the Siddhaota ~evelcped its philosophical 
apologetic. The other school was that of the Vaibha!.likas who 
accepted the seven Abllidharma books as ' revealed' scripture and 
the commentary on them, the Vibltasa, as the oldest' and most 
authoritative• treatise' (sastra). The Sautrantikas, on the other 
hand, considered the seven books simply as ' treatises' (sastras) 
of human inspiration and therefore liable to error. 1 As A. B. 
Keith says: 

.•. the Sautrantikas ... insisted that the AMidharma texts and a 
fortiori the Vibha§!I. had no authority, and that such AMidharma as the 
Buddha taught was contained in the Siitrns, a doctrine obviously faidy in 
accord with the essential facts. Therefore they adhered determinedly to 
the Siitrns alone ... " 

This refusal to admit revelation as a valid means of knowing 
. was a thorn in the flesh of the Siddbar.tin. The Parapak!.la of the 

Siddhi attempts to discredit this rejection by pointing out that 
the Sautrantikas fail to note the obvious result that in his rejection 
of sruti his own Abhidharmas are robbed of validity 3 This tacit 
recognition, however, could better have been avoided, since the 
Sautrantika is quick to turn the argument against his opponent. 
He does this by placing before the Siddhantin a dilemma : 

If you say, ' Our books are eternal and prove the existence of God ', 
then it is really beautiful to say that nobotly gave it. For it is certainly a 
wonder to say that, ' We have known Him with the help of the books', 
and ' We bave learned the books with the help of Him '. • 

In other words, the Sautrantika says that the Siddhantin 
attempts to prove the existence of God by means of a given reve
lation, whereas this given revelation, in turn, is proved by an 
experience of God. To put it in another way, one might say that 
the experience of advaita is mediated by the revelation of the 
sacred scriptures, while the revelation of the sacred scriptures is 
mediated by the experience of ad vaica. 

The Siddhantin attempts to answer this by saying that one 
cannot know God by means of the Vedagamas. It insists that 

1 E. R. E., article, Sautrantikas. 
2 Keith, A. B., B1,ddhist Philoso/)hy in b,dia and Ceylon, p. 155. 
" Sidd hi, refutation of Sautrantikas, poem IO ; !lee also Paranjoti, 

page, 232. 
• Siddhi, Parapak~a, Sautrantika Buddhism, poem 27. 

' 
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God can be known only by direct spiritual experience; and yet, 
the Siddhantin is bard put to it when one asks : ' How else is the 
ultimate realization of God mediated if not through the" establish
ed truth '' as one finds it recorded in the holy scriptures of the 
Siddbanta ? ' 

Direct perception and inference reveal to the Sautrantika that 
the four principal elements are earlh, air, fire and water. In 
other words, the substratum of maya is denied. It likewise 
maintains that all material existence proceeds from a fortuitous 
combination of the four elements and that mental phenomena are 
the mere result of organization ... • a complete continuity of 
consciousness in which each moment is charged with all · the 
past .•• ' 1 

Sautrantika Buddhism denies the Siddhanta concept of 
God.z The reason for doing so is that inasmuch as one cannot 
separate God from His world, God (if there be one) cannot exist 
as such apart from the world. 3 Furthermore, when one looks at 
such death-dealing monsters as lions, tigers, elephants and Yama
the angel of death-God's mercy is at stake ; for if God created 
all these things in order to show His might, one had better worship 
a madman. 4 A madman does not know the consequence of his 
actions. On the other hand, God by all means should have known 
that the creation of these terrible animals would cause evil to His 
other creatures. 5 A third reason for the Sautrantika's rejection 
of God lies in his failure to find a purpose in creation. He says 
that, if it is mere lila or play, God is only a child. On the other 
hand, if it is done because of karma, then the souls performing 
such karma must have existed before creation. For Sautrantika 
Buddhism, therefore, the world is eternal and God is ruled out. 0 

Sautrantika Buddhism ignores the Siddhanta conception of 
anava and the soul. The cause of trouble is pain, which springs 
from desire. 7 The soul, on the other hand, is a mere name8 

1 Keith, A. B., op. cit., p. 176. 
2 Siddhi, refutation of Sautrantikas, poem, 17, 
3 Ibid., poem 12, 
~ Ibid., poems 21 and 2:?. 
5 Ibid., poem 23. t 

• Ibid,, footnote by J. M. N. Pillai, 
" Ibid., poem 24. See also 2.5 and 26. 
a E. R. E., article, Sautrantikas, 
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without objective existence. What men call the 'soul' is only 
the aggregate of the five skandhas, 1 which are form (riipa), 
sentience (vedana), sign (kurrippi ; samjna), representation 
(bhavana, sam'ikara) and consciousness or clear apprehension 
(vijiiana). 2 These five skandhas are compared to a chariot which 
can no more exist without its parts than the soul can without the 
skandhas. 3 

To put it in another way, one might say that the skandhas are 
the four elements plus the concomitant of bnddhi or intelligence,~ 
where thought knows itself jnst as a lamp renders itself 
manifest. 5 This makes knowledge or intelligence the mere 
result of organization and the • soul ' the mental process which 
like water runs ~hroue:h the channel of the mind. Life consists in 
an uninterrupted succession of thoughts and events where intelli
gence dies at one moment, and at another moment is born again. 5 

This theory of appearance says that the things of this world· 
· come into vision like waves and that there is really no actuality 

to them. 
SauLrantika Buddhism admits karma and transmigration. The 

fact is that karma is the virtual God of the Sautrantikas; for, to 
them, it is the cause of all existence, and, when one kills the cause, 
one ceases to exist. 7 

Until the cause is killed, however, the five skandhas-

... combine, arrange antl rearrnng_e themselves, suffering infinite 
modifications, till death dissolves the bond. If Nirvana has not been 
obtained, and so another metempsychosis is necessary, what survives 
-the deeds without the doer-instantaneously receives another embodi
ment, and so on until at length the deeds have· been atoned for .•. 8 

When deeds have been atoned for and mukti attained, the 
Sautrantikas believe that the condition is not that of advaita but 
that of annihilation. For nirval}.a is defined as • the annihilation 
of the five skandhas and their associated sentience and the burn-

1 Ibid. 
,. Siddhi, Sautrantika Buddhism, poem 7 
3 Pope, G. U., Tirovafagam, not~ IX. 
• lbitl. 
5 Siddl,i, Sautrantika Buddhism, f~otnote to poem 7 by J. M. N. Pillai. 
0 E. R. E., article, Sautrantikas. 
7 Siddld, Sautrantika Buddhism, poem 19. 
8 Pope, G. U., Tir11vafagam, IX. 
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iag up of desire and sorrow as lighted camphor '. 1 In other 
words, it suggests extinction like that of a lamp. 2 

Thus direct perception and inference as used by the Sautranti
kas produces a philosophical picture quite different from that of 
the Siddhanta. -The fact is that the only two elements in common 
between them, outside of the logical process, are karma and 
transmigration. Somehow or another, inference does not carry 
the Sautrantikas into a belief in maya, God, a]Java, souls and 
.advaita. And yet, one cannot see where their reasoning is any 
more faulty or less conclusive than that of the Siddhantin. Much 
depends, therefore, upon whether or not one accepts the Siddhanta 
concept of ' realized experience ' and its subsequent record and 
interpretation in the sacred scriptures by means of logical 
propositions. 

When one turns to the SaJJkhya philosophy, one finds that it, 
like the Siddhanta, accepts three criteria of knowledge. These 
are direct perception, inference and agama. 3 The Saitkkyakarika 
says: 

Three varieties are recognized of the m~ans of correct kno,vledge-
perception, inference and valid testimony, all means of correct knowledge 
being comprehended (in these); the knowledge of what is to be known • 
depends, verily, on the means of correct knowledge.• 

The Sankhya defines perception as • the ascertainment of 
objects (which are in contact with sense-organs).' 5 It defines 
inference as that 'which follows on (the knowledge of) the charac
teristic mark ( •.. the middle term) and that which bears the 
mark (the major and minor terms) •.. ' 8 • It defines agama or 
revelation as • valid testimony •.. incontrovertible (knowledge 
derived from) verbal statement.' 7 This verbe.1 statement 
differs from the verbal statement of the Siddhanta, with the result 

1 Ibict., refutation of Sautrantika Buddhism, poem 39. See also B.R.E., 
article, Indian Buddhism. 

2 Siddhi, refutation of Sautrii.ntika Buddhism, poem, 39. See also 
30 and 31. 

"Siddlii, AJavai, J.M. N. Pillai's translation, p. 3. See also Keith, 
A. B., The Samk!iya System, pp. 50-51, 72. 

4 Suryanarayana Sastri, S. S., ,The Sii1ikhyakiirikii of lsvara Kr111a, 
IV, p. 11. 

5 Ibid, V, p. 13. 
6 Ibid . 
., Ibid. 
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that the two systems differ as well. Whereas the former is 
•dualistic, having two eternal uncreated realities, namely, prakrti 
and puru~a, the latter has three eternal uncreated realities-pati, 
pasu and pasa. Philosophically, the one is atheistic, while the 
other is theistic. ' 

The scriptural authority which the Sai:ikhya accepts is that of 
the Vedas, allhough valid testimony-

... is not confined to the revealed Scriptures. The Scriptures ... 
are valid, for being uncreated, the)' are free from all defects to which 
man-made products are liable ; but the teaching of the sages like Kapila 
is also valid, since such teaching is based on the prior study of the 
Scriptures in previous births.1 

The Sa.Qkhya claims that valid testimony which includes. 
·scriptural authority expounds the great truth of the two eternal 
uncreated realities of prak;ti and puru~a. Puru~a is spirit and 
I!rakriti is matter. 

The former is manifold•, pure, changeless ; the latter is primarily one, 
but is ever mutable; it evolves the material world out of itself and re
absorbs it at the time of the deluge. The individual spirit is responsible 
for the process of evolution, since it is undertaken for the benefit of the 
spirit. The spirit does not control the process by any actual contact, the 
bare presence of spirit being sufficient to disturb the eqnipoise of the 
constituents of Prakrti and induce change and evolution? 

Prakrti then, is matter which is regarded as something real. 
Puru.sa' are. souls I which are conceived·not as emanations from 
the ;orld soul but as an infinite. multitude of individual souls.' 3 

Prakrti or ~rimitive matter is the material cause from which 
the univ~rse is evolved. In its undeveloped form, it exists in a 
state of equilibrium where the three guQaS of satva, rajas and 
taroas are balanced. Satva is considered to be buoyant and illumi
nating. 4 It is responsible for the licrhtness of things, the upward 
Dloveroent of the burning fire, or th; blowing across of the wind. 

5 

Rajas is considered to be stimulating and mobile.a It has the 
.quality of m~vement, excitation and pain. Tamas alone is heavy 
and envelopmg. 7 It weighs things down and renders them in-

. ea 
.acUV • 

1 Ibid,, P· 19· 
Ibid, P· X, 

ll 0

1 E,, article, Sii.iikhyas. 
~ E- .f.l.• s s ·t X . S . . , op. c1 ., III .,, sa.stri, . . 

12 

" Ibid. 
e Ibid. 
7 Ibid, 
8 Ibid • 
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Developed matter is the state where the three gm:,.as are united 
ir. dissimilar and unstable proportions. That which causes matter 
to develop is a disturbance, although ' the inception of evolution 
is not accounted for by Sruikhya '. 1 As evolution proceeds, that 
which develops first are the subtle elements out of which are 
formed the physical organs of living creatures. The gross 
elements of matter evolve later. The most that evolves are 
twenty-four tattvas and not thirty-six as the Siddhiintins have it. 
These twenty-four are the same as those of the Siddhiinta ; 
although the Biio.khya says that miilaprak~ti, which is the twenty
fourth tattva is an eternal, omnipresent and 'knowledgeless' sub
stance which is the cause of all the other evolutions of may ii as well 
as the three gur:,.a,;. The twenty-fifth tattva is puru!;,a, which is the 
same whet!ler in this universe or in another, because puru~a does 
not join this universe any more than water joins a lily-pad. 

The great difference between the Siilikhya and the Siddhiinta 
lies in the fact that the Siinkhya is ~theistic, z whereas the 
Siddhanta is theistic. This comes because Kapila, the founder 
of Siinkhya.-

.•• gives to bis primordial matter (ruulaprakrtiJ the power of self
developruent, while the Siddhanta most emphatically .•. teaches that the 
whole universe must be forever inert, uni11telligent and lifeless without the 
operation of pati and his manifested energy. 3 

TQe first siitra of the Bodha, iu other words, is a strong protest 
aeainst this atheism of the Siiilkhya, The Siddbiinta says that 
one must postulate an Activator of the cycles. The Siinkhya says 
that evolution-

.•• proceeds from a disturbance of the equilibrium which leads to a 
predomi11ance of each constituent over the rest in varying degrees.• 

The mere juxtaposition of souls to matter seems to excite in a 
purely mechanical way matter to activity and development just as 
the magnet acts on iron. 5 

The fundamental defect of the soul according to the Sankhya 
is that from eternity it has been joined with spiritual ignorance. 
This manifests itself in the fact that puru!;ia does not differentiate 
itself from prakrti. 

1 Ibid., p. xi. 2 Ibid. p, xiir. 
3 E. R. E., article, Siilikhyas. 
• Sastri, S. S. S., op. cit,, p. xii. 
5 Pope, G. U., Tiru'lJli.r;agam, p. IXXX-IV. 
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By means of karma and transmigration, more and more. 
knowledge comes to the soul. This knowledge is of a discrimina
tory type, whereby the soul learns to discern the absolute difference 
between itself and matter. Prakrti, of course, i~ a help to this 
end, since the intelligence of puru~a is cleared little by little as. 
the soul is guided through the dark prakrti and ear:; the fruits 

thereof. 1 

When the absolute distinction between prakrti and purtt!?a is. 
gained, release is realized . 

• . . Primal Nature, her object accomplished, ceasing to be active. 
(the Spirit) on obtaining separo.tion from the body, attains rele:ise (which 
is) both certain and final." 

The soul that is wise ceases to be active, just as the dancer ceases to
dance when the spectators are satisfied. When such a soul leaves 
the body it continues to exist individually in the state of emancipa-

_tion, that is, of final separation from matter. But it abides in: 
eternal unconsciousness, since the material basis necessary for all 
the processes of knowledge and experience is wanting. 

'l'he soul, therefore, abides eternally released from the delusion and. 
suffering of thls world, as a seer who no longer sees anything, a glass in. 
which nothing is any longer reflected, as pure untroubled light by which. 
nothing is illuminated.3 

In comparing the Sankhya wilh the Siddhanta, one finds that. 
reason has again furnished a differeQt picture. What is more,. 
the Sankhya claims that this picture is the resultant of sruti or 
revelation. True, most of the elements of. the Siddhanta are 
present, but still, is one to conclude that revelation leads both to 
a belief in God and a denial of God at one and the same time ? 
The Siddhanta may say that the Salikhya system stops short of 
ultimate reality, but one may rightly ask bow any true interpreta
tion of revelation could do this. 

The unequivocal claim of the Siddhanta to be the end of ends 
therefore, is a subjective claim which can never be established 
logically except to the one who has realized advaita; althou2b 
logic is unnecessary for such a one because he bas superseded 
reason as a means of attaining ultim.1te truth. Such a statement 
does not imply that the Siddbanta apologetic is totally invalid, It 

1 Paranjotl, V,, op., cit., p. 243. 
• Sastri, S.S. S., op. cit., ,LX VIU. 
3 Siddhi, refutation of Saiikhya, poem 2. 
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does call in question the system's definition of itself as ' the 
terminus of philosophical thought ' 1 and the suggestion that it is 
the • end of ends' because other systems are logically refuted. z 
The fact of the matter is that the logical claim of the Siddbanta 
cannot be estab1ished without the prior claim to sruti; while 
sruti, in turn, cannot be substantiated apart from personal 
-experience. 

And what shaU one say about Siddhanta logic? Certainly to 
the one who is not a Siddhantin, the cJaim of the system to be the 
logical terminus of thought seems exaggerated. For there are 
seven assumptions in this philosophy which Siddhanta logic can 
never prove but which it must accept by faith. The first is its 
basic inference of cyclical chauge relative to the world as a whole 
and its concept of a reality or ul-porul. The second is its concept 
of ma.ya, from which and into which the world evolves ard goes. 
The third is the postulate of God as the director of the cycles
not a God unique in the sense of being the creator of them but 
simply one who instigates and fashions that which already exists. 
The fourth is the one of the soul and its fundamental taint of 
spiritual ignorance or a:;iav.! wi1ich manifests itself in egotism. 
The fifth is that which says this taint is removed by karma on the 
basis of transmigration. The law of karma is comprehensible in 
so far as it says that' whatsoever a man soweth that shall he also 
reap'. When, however, karma is coupled with transmigration, 
-0ne wonders what becomes of the 'man'. In rebirth, particularly 
in those states lower than the human, the soul is totally unaware 
of the rea'ion for its transfer from one body to another. In such 
instances, what is punishe,d-the soul or the inferior body? If 
punishment is to be, it must be according to the nature of the one 
who does the deed and not in or to the body of something less. 
The sixth is the doctrine of karma and transmigration, which is 
founded upon a subsidiary inference which says that the body is 
the garment of the soul and which denies the claim that person
ality is a unity. The sevenlh and last is that one must believe 
that the separation of body and soul and an advaitic union which 
God is the end of life. For this is 'the ·end of ends' for the 
Siddhantin. 

1 Page 2. • Page 6. 
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abheda, €0 
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acharyiibhi~heka, 129 
adhara, 127 
adhinas, 3 
Adi-Saiva, 9 
.adi-§akti, 72, 75, 78, 79, 80, 82, 

100 . 
.advaita, 25, 58, 59, 61, 62, 63, 73, 74, 

91, 100, 101, 106, 117, 118, 122, 123, 
129, 131, 132, 137, 138, 143, 144, 
145, 146, 150, 151, 156, 158, 159, 
160 

Advaita Vedanta, 60 
Advaita Vedantin, 61 
Agaruas, 7, 11, 14, 18, 125, 126, 176 
agami, 66, 140 
agantuka mala, 100 
.abafrkara, 31, 57, 8c:, 90, 95, 98 
Aikyavada,5 
ajiia, 127 
a-jiiana, 41, 43, 45, 141, 145, 152, 153 
aka§a, 85, 87, 88, 90 
akaval, 12 
A!vars, 3 
am,ta, 127 
anabata, l 27 
Ananda, 82, 85 
.ii.Q.ava, 16, 18, 47, 51, 57, 58, 63, 64, 

71, 79, 91. 93, 100, 101, 102, lf}lj, 
107, 116, 117, 118, 120, 133, 134, 
137, 139, 144, 146, 152, 153, ]56, 
164, 168, 171, 180 

a1:rnva-mala, 18, 22, 32, 47 
aneka, 73· 
.anta~karai;ias, 30, :n, 96, 97, 100, 

101, 106, 107, 108, 110, 111, 112 
anumana, 14 
anu-sada§iva, 82 
apana, 87 
Appar, 9 
a-praka:§1, 31, 120 
aru!, 72 
AruJ-nandi, 11, 12 
aru\-§akti, 72, 73 
arupa, 128 
.asana, 126 
.asat, 34, 36, 37, 111, 118, 119, 120, 

121,139, HO 
.ashtavidye§vara, 82 
a~uddha maya, 77, 80, 83, 85 
atma, 94 

avasthas, 30, 32, 102, 108 
avyakta, 83, 85 

balipitha, il.8 
Bhairava, 5 
bbaktas, 10, 46, 154 
bhakti, 44, 124, 128, 150 
bha~ya, 7 
Bhattacharya : see Purva Mimarpsa 
bha,·a, 59 · 
bheda,60 
bhedabbeda, 60 
Bhedavada Saiva, 5 
bh uta-karya, 87 
bhutadi-ahankara, 85 
bindu, 81, 82, 85, !!8 
Bodha, 6, 11, 13, 47, 57, 160, 178 
body, 27, 62, 64, 65, 71 
bondage, 36, 1m; see malas 
Brahma, 53, 54, 55, 69, 79, 80, 98, 

116 
Brahman, 61, 94, 133, ,142 
buddhi, 31, 64, 85, 90, 96, 93, 175 
Bqddhism, 2, 3, 4, 15, :173 
Buddhist, 2, 4, 54 
buddhi tattva, 64 

Cekkilar, 10 
Centanar, 10 
citta, 90, 96, 98, 137 
cognition, 24 · 
Cokkanatha VeQ.pii, 131 
corprapaiica, 79 

Dak~, 69 
dasa-marga, 125, 137 
Dehatma-vadln, 92 
deva-datta, 87 
Dhanaiijaya, 87 
d hii.raIJ.a, 126 
dharma, 67 
dbyana, 126 
dik~, 128 
direct perception, l4, 15 
dissolution, 23, 26, 55 
Draviqa-ma.hii.-bha.~bya, 14 
dvaita, 59 

egotism, 57 
eka, 73 
ekaneka,73 
Ekarudra, 77 
Ekantara, 77 
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'Ekatmavada, 4 
Eleventh Holy Book, IO 
-evolution, 22, 30, 33, 47, 48, 49, 50, 

52, 5-l, 57, 58, 72 ; development, 
74.90, 91, 105, 110, 112, 114, 116, 
117, 178 

Fourteen Meykanta 
·Sastras, 4, 10 

Ganega, 98 
·Gita, 161, 165 
·God, 38, 39, 42, 50, 51, 53-58, 60-62 ; 

relation to soul, 63, 65, 72, 94, 
108, 112; relation to sakti, 91, 113, 
114, 116, 117, 119,120,121, 124; :\5 
guru, 130, 131-34 ; realization of 
God, 138 ; God and soul, 13fl, 146, 
14 7, 157, 168, :169, 170 

gui;ia, 8'3, 90, l i7 
gui;ia tatlva, 85 
guru, 37, 38, 39, 48, 128, 130, !31, 

132, 142 ; Siva as human guru, 123 

.Hara, 23, 24, 25, 29, ::5, 38, 41, 42, 
43, 44, 51, 150 

hetu, 17 
Hfnayana Buddhism, 173 
Hindu, 1, 166 

icchli !iakti, 72, 73, 75 76 89 110 
il•porul, 23, 48, 52, 167 ' ' 
Indriyatmavadin, 92 

-incarnation, 133 
inference, 14, 15, 16 
inner religions, 4 
-involution, 22, 23, 47, 48, 49, 50, 52, 

54,58, 72, 85,91, 105 110 112 113 
y ]l~, ~16, 117, 120, }4(}, 156 J ' 

irupav1rupaktu, 12 
I!ivara, 81, 82, 85, 89 
l§varavavikaraviida, 5 

j!c'.la, 50, 53, 57, 65, 95, 97, ll3, 120 
Ja$"rat, 32, 102, 103, 10-1, 105, 107 
Jain, 2, 15, 54 
Jainism, 2, 3, 4 15 
jivan mukta, 129, 140, 141, 142, 143 

145, 147, ]52, ]53, 154, 156, 157 I 

jivatma, 61 
jiiana, 32, 38, 40, 41, 67, 99,. 123, 124, 

129, 130, 137, 152, 155 
jiiiina-marga, 137 
jiiann-gakti, i2, 73, 110 
~-ii_!ina-Sambandn, 131, 1S7, 156 
1~~n_endriyns, 85, 104, l 07 
JDan1, 44, 114, 132, 142, 150 

kala, 81, 84, 85, 89, 90 
kala tattva, 90 
Kapiila, 5 
kapila, 178 
karana,52,53, 103,104 
k:i.rai;ia ma.ya, 52, 77, i9, 85, 94, 101, 

105, 108, 116, 155 . 
karma, 13, 18, 25, 42. 43, 45, 63-69, 

iO, 73, 74, 83, 90, 99-105, 109, 116, 
120, 123, 139, 144, 145, 146, 152, 
153, ]56, ]58, 161, 164, 168, 169, 
171. 179, 11l0 

Karmatmavadin, 109 
karmeodrivas, 85, fl0, IM, 107 
karya, 19, 52, 79, 83, 94, 116, 155 
karya may a, i7, 83, 84, 85, :39, 90, 

112, 116, 146, 1.55, 156 
kemla, 38, 99, 101, 102, 105, 108, 123, 

131. 15C 
kevalavastha, 9! 
Kotikkavi, 12, 13 
Krishna, 161, 162, 165, 166 
kriya, 38, 123, 12-1, 126, 129, 137 
kriyii. g:ikli, 72, 73, 76fl, 89, 110 
krkara, 87 
kurma, 87 

ma, 57, 174 
liilga, 19, 126, H7, 154, 155. See 

also Siva Iiilga. 
logic, 12, 14-19, 167-179 
Lokayata, 49 

Madhva, 60, ol 
madhyama, 81 
madhyamika, 4, 5 
mahii-sarphii.ra, 116 
Mahavrata, 5 
Mahe§varn, 9S, 116 
mala 13, 16, 18, 31, 32, 4-l, SI, 57, 

129, 134. 135,149, 152 155 
mnla maya. 42, 51 
runla vasana,lH, 152 
maga-k-katc1, 15, 16 
manai;, 31, 90, 96, 104 
mai;iq.ala, 78, 10-l 
Miinikkavac:.ikar, 10, 55, 57, 72, 122 
ma~ipuraka. 127 
mantra, 40, 138, 142 
Mari-jiiana Sambandar, 8 
materialism 2, 3, 4, 5, 15, 171 
materialist, 2, 15,49, 92, 161,169,170, 

171, 172 
miiya, 18, 26, 30, 33, 45, 50-58, 64, 70 

73, 75, 91, 95, 99, 100, 102, 112, 113, 
116,119,120,121,123,131,132, 
133, 139, 144, H6, 152, '1.53, 156, 
158, 168, 169, 170, 174 
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Mayiiviida, 13 
Meykai;iµt-deva, 6, 8, 11, 15, 21, 47, 

48, 4l:I, 51, 52, 54, 91, 92, 93, 9-!, 96, 
157, 160 

Meykai;ita Siistras, 4, 8, 11, 12, 15, 77 
mi§ra ma.ya, 77, 80, 82 
mok!§a, 5, 124; see also mukti. 
mukta, 140 
mukti, 146, 158, 175 ; see also mok~a 
muladhara, 127 
mulaprakrti, 85, 178 

nada, 81, 82, 85, 89, 98 
niiga, 87 
namaskiira, 157 
nama§-§iviiya, 40, 138 
Nampi-y-ar;itiir-nampi, 3, 9, 10 
Nandi, IS, 19, 147 
naraka, 69 
Natariija, 12, 13, 98, 117, 155, 156 
Niiyanmars, 3, 10 
Neajuvitututu, 12, 13 
nirgui;ia, 114 
Niri§vara Sank-ya, lfi2 
nirvana defined, 175 
nirvii~a dik~ii, 129 
niti, 59 
nivrtti-kala, 79, 80, 82, 85 
niyati, 83, 89 
Nyiiya, 4, 1611 

omnipotent, 115 
omuipresent, 25, 119 
omniscient, ll5, 119 
outer religions, 4, 15 

padamukti, 129 
pak~a. 17 
paiicabhiHa, 90 
paaciik~ara, 12,41,42, 141 
Piiiicaratra or Val\,i;tava, 4, 11, 166 
papa, 64, f-6, 67, 68, 78, 105, 106 
para, 72 
paramatrnii, 61 
Parame§vara, 42,45, 15t 
paramukti, 129, 143 
parapak~a, 11. 13, 166, 173 
para§!!kti, 72. 75, 78, 80, 82, 84, 127 
Para Sivam, 75, 78, 80, 82, 8-!, 114 
pa!la, 3, 12, 18, 20, 32, 36, 41, 48, 57, 

58, 71, 73, 108, 117, 118, 119, 120, 
141, 144, 147, 162,177, 

pa§a jaana, 12, 111-113, 114, I16, 
117,118,121, 123, 132, 138, 158, 
'160. 

Pii~iii;iaviida Saiva, 5 
pa§u, 3, 12, 18, 19, 20, 26, 48, 58, 71, 

73, 91, 96,117,118, 147, 157 162 
177. ' ' 

pa!;u jaiina 11, 12, 111-113, 114, 116, 
117, ll 8, 121, 123, 132, 138, 158, 
160. 

Pa!iupata, 5 
pati, 3, 12, 18, 19, 20, 47, 48, 58, 71, 
. 73, 111, 118, 119, 120, 147 I 162" 

177. 
pati jaiina, 12, 15, Ill, 113-117, 121, 

128, 133, 138, ,150 
Pati!)5ran-tirurnurai, 10 
Pati Siva, 114 
Periya-purii1_1a, 9, 10 
phat, 77 
polemicist, 15 
Por,r.ipakro(ai, 12-13 
poru\-prapaaca, 79 
postulates, 19, 180 
prakrti, 83, 85, 162, 177. 179 
pralayiikalns 77, 78, 130, 134 
prarnii.1_1as, 14 
prii1_1a, 87, 126 
Priii;iatmaviidin, 93 
priii;iii-yiima, 126 
prarabdha karma, 66, 140, 141 
prati:;;htha-kala, 79. 80, 82, BS 
pmtyiihiira, 126 
pratyaksla, 14 
puja, 125, 129 
pur;iya, 64, 67,68.69. 78,105,106,123 
Puranas, -112 
puru~a, 46, 83, 84, 90, 107, 162, 177, 

179 
puru~a tattva. 89, 178 
Piirva-Mimiim~a. 4, 64, 168 
putra-marga," 126, 137 

raga, 84, 85, 89, 90 
rajas, 177 
Ramanuja, 60 
Raurava Agarna, 8 
reality, 4S, 49 51, 52 
realization, 15, 47, 48, 58, 64, 108, 

117. 118, 129; stages of, 130-131, 
134, 135, 13ci, -143, ,144, 149, 150. 
152, 159 

reason 7 
rebirtb, 70, 72, 163, 180; see also 

transmigration. 
revelation, 7, 14, 15, 159, 160, 161, 

162, 173, 176; see also Agamas. 
Rudra, 53, 55, 79, 80, 9S, 116 
rupa, 125, 175 
rupa-rupa, 126 

sadakhya,81,82, 85,89 
Sada§iva, 79, 80, 81, 82, 98, 114, 116 
1mhajamala, see ai;iava 
sahacaramarga, 128, 137 ; see also 

yoga. 
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Saiva Siddhaota, defined, 1, 2, 5, 159 
Saiva .Agamas, 4, 5, 7-9, 11, 15, 18, 

123, 162 
Saivas, 3 
sakalas, 38, 77, 78, 84, 98ff, 105, 106, 

108, 116, 123, 131, 136, 146, 150, 152 
§akti, 19, 24, 53, 55, 57; relation to 

God, 65, 72, 74, 147, 149, 155 
salokya, 125, 137 
salvation, see mukti and realization 
sarnadhi, 126 
samana, 87 
samaya dik~a, 129 
Sambandhar, 9 
snmham, 52, 64, 74, 112 
sii.mipya 126, 137 
samsara, 115, 159 
Samiihavadin, 9-l 
saiicita karma, 66, HO 
Sande§varan, 68 
Sankalpanirii.-karai:iarp, 12, 13 
Sankara, 3 
Sai:ikhya, 4, 53,176,178, 179 compar-

ison with Siddbanta 
sannyii.si, 7, 133 
Sanskrit, 8 
Santi-kala, 79, 80 
g:intiyatitn-kala, 79, 80 
siiriipya, l:?8, 137 
sa~tiinga, 157 
Sii.stras, 112, 129, 147 
sat, 19, 36, ~7, 118, 119, 121 
sat-asat, 118, 121 · 
sat-kii.rya-viida, 19, 5?., 97 
satva, 177 
Sautrantika, 4, 5, 7, 15 
Sautriintika Buddhists, 7, 161, 172-176 
sayujya, 129, 137 
~!ddhanta, canon 7ff 
Sid?,hii.nta, history, 2, 132, 133,defini

.hoo, 159-160, 161,167, 176, 179 
S1ddhantin, 119, 124, 130, 134, 135, 

144,146,149,159,161,162,165, 166, 
.. 169, 170, 173, 174, 180 

~lddbi, 12, 13, 60, 10-l, 110, 140, 163 
s1_o, classification, 68 
Siva, 2, 3, 18, 19, 35, 38, 45, 46, 51, 

55, 68, 72, 73, 75, 76,106, character
istics of; 115, 125, 132,133, 143, 144, 

~ 150, 152, 153, 151, 156, 157 
~!va bbaktas, 45, 153, 156 
.::i1va-bhogasara, 156 
Siva-diksii 142 
~ • I 

.::iiviidvaita Saiva, 5 
Siva-ji'iiioa, 12, 132, 134, !135 
~iva-jiiana-bhii~ya, 14 
Siva-jiiiioa bodha, 6, 8, 9, '101 ll, 13, 

14, translation 20-46, 47, 48, 63, 
124, 144, 157, 160, 161, 167 

Siva-jiiana :nuni, See Siva-jiiana 
Swatnigal 

Siva-jiiana Swamigal, 11, 21, 48, 49, 
51, 5-l, 64, 73 

Siva-jiiiina Siddbi, 11, 14, 68, 70, 83, 
110 ' 

Siva-jiiani, 152, 153, 15-l, 156 
Siva linga, 11, 45, 46, 68, 152, 154 
Siva-loka, 126 
Si va-loka, 125, 128 
g;vanti, 77 
Sivaya-namah, 13, 141, 142 
Siva-praka§a; 12, 14, IS, 64, 106, 117 
Siva-§akti, 55 
::-;ivasamav,'ida Saiva, 5 
Sivasankriintavada, 5 -
Siva-sat, 34, I 11 
Siva-tattvas, 90, 103, activity 
Sivottama, 77 
skandhas, 175 
soul, 18, 19, 26-29, 31, 33, 36-44, 47, 

57, 58, 60; relation to body, 62, 65, 
72, 73; realization of God, 130, 139, 
140, 146, H7; its own realization, 
149, 150, 158 

Srikai:itha, 77 
sthula, il, 72, 93,101,104,107, 129, 

134, 140, 145 
sthula bhiita, 86 
§uddha, 136 
§uddba avastha, 98, 101, 102, 106, 

133, 136, 150, 152 
§uddha1niiya 77, 79,80,82 
§uddbii §uddh:i maya 77, 80, 83, 84 
§uddha tattvas, 81 
§uddha vidva, 81, 82, 85, 89 
siik(lhl!la, 71, 72, 77, 81, 92, 93, 103, 

104 
suk~ma-bhiita, 85, 86 
8iik~hmadehatmav1idin, 92, 93 
Sundarar, 9 
§uoya35, 113 
Siinyaviidln, 91, 92 
SU\-Upti, 32, 102-105 
siitra 7, 47 
svadba, 77 
svadhi(lbthiina, 127 
sviiha, 77 
sva-pak(la, 17 
svapna, 32, 102-105 
svarga, 69 
sva-riipa, 114 
syllogism, 16, 17 

tiidiitmya, 7j 
taijasiibaakiira, 85 
tamas, 177 
Tamil, 8, 9 
Tamil Vedas, 9, 10 
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tanmatras, 85, 86, 107 
tanvetanai-k-l1atci, 15, 16 
tapas, 37, 123, 124 
Tarka, 4 

,tattvas, 30, 33; development of, 74-90, 
101, 104 

Tayumanavar, 129, 135, 145 
Tevarams, 9, 10 
tirodhana-!lakti, 72, 76, 100, 116, 155 
Tirukadavur, 10 
Tirukka\irruppatiyar, 10, 11 
Tim-k-kovai:i.r, 10 
'l'iru-kural, 12, 145 
'l'irumantiram, 7, 10, 139, 147 
Tirumiilar-Nayanyiir, 10 
Tirupnllantu, 10 
Tiruvacakam, 10 
Tiruvadi, 12 
Tiruvaluvur, 12 
Tiruvuntiyar, 10, 11 
Tiruvarutpayn~, 12, 134, 142 
Tiruvicaippa, 10 
transmigration, 64, 70,71, i2, 93,123, 

124, 158, 161, 163, 164, 169, 171, 
175, 180. See also rebirth. 

Trimurrta, 77 
Tripadartba, 3 
true religion, 2 
turya, 32, 102, 103, 104, ;.rs, 107 
turyatHa, 32, 102, 103, 104, 105, 107 
'l'weh'e Tirumurai, 3, 9 
twenty-four schools, 4 

uclana, 87 
u\-poruj, 48, 52,114,167, 180 
Umap~thi, 13, 18, 134 
Umapati§ivacarya, 8, 12 
Ui;imai-neri-vi\akkam, 12, 13 
Upagamas, 7 
Uyyavanta-deva, 10 

Vibhasa, li3 
Vaibha.5ikas, 173 
vaibbaska, 4 
vaikhari, 81 
vaikhari-nhaok ara, 85 
Vai!le~ika, 4, 15 
Vai~i;iavas, 3, 165, 166, 167 
Vamn,5 
viisana, 152 
vayir-katci, 15, 16 
Vedagamas, 173 
vcdanii, -175 
Vedns, 4,7, 9, 11, 14, IS, 18, 112, 12~ 

l'i2, 164 
Vedanta, 15, 62,132 
Vedantin, 119, 133 
vei;ipa, 12 
vibuti, 153 
vidya, 81, 85 
vidyii-kala, 79. 80, 82 
vijiiaoakalas, 77, 78, 82, 130, 134 
Vijiianiitma vadin, 94 
Vina-vei;ipa, 12, 13 
vipak~a, 17 
Vira, 78 
Virabbadra, 69 
vi!lei?a-diksa, 129 
vi§ii?iaavaita, 60 
Vi::;i;iu, 2, 53, 54, 55, 79, 80, 98, 116, 

132, 167 
vi§uddha, 127 
vyana,87 

Yama, 126, 174 
Yoga, 4, 16, 31!, 123, 124; defined, 

126, 127, 128, 137 
Yogacara, 4 
yoga-k-katci, 15, 16 
yogi, 72, 127 
yoni, 147, 155 
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